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SOS/TOKIWA 35MM SOUND PROJECTORS 
PORTABLE OR PERMANENT FOR USE IN 
HOME-OFFICE-THEATRE > SCHOOLS 

TYPE T PORTABLE AMPLIFIER CARRYING CASES TYPE T SPEAKER SYSTEM 

f> 

FEATURES: 
• ONE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL 

GUARANTEE ON ALL PARTS 
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 

• 1 500W INCANDESCENT LAMPHOUSE 

• HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM 

• LIGHT WEIGHT 

• AUTOMATIC CHANGE-OVER 
AVAILABLE AT LOW COST 

• 2000' MAGAZINE AND REEL 

• CINEMASCOPE AND WIDE SCREEN 

SOS 7051 SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038 - (213) 466-9361 
315 WEST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 - (212) 586-1420 

A DIVISION OF FSS/CICO INDUSTRIES. INC. 

LOW PRICE 
ONLY $3495°° 

FOR TWO 
MODEL T-60-D 



Suddenly 
New York has 
a'West Coast’ 

general staqe 
^nineteen ^ ^ © 512 West 19th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10011 

named us exclusive East Coast Distributors. Which 
we find especially flattering, since they’ve long been 

noted for pioneering the latest in cinematography. 
Without compromise. 

All this equipment and no place to go 
Knowing filmmaking, and filmmakers, we 
realized New York needed something 
more: a soundstage—or more realis¬ 

tically, a soundstage complex—to give 
motion picture professionals the facili¬ 
ties and flexibility they need to utilize 
today’s most advanced cinema tech¬ 
nology. Without a lock, stock & barrel 
transcontinental migration. So that 
any additional location or stage takes 
wouldn’t require back-and-forth trek¬ 

king. 
But instead of the usual re¬ 
conversion of the sprawling 
ex-garages now dotting the 

west side, we started 
from the ground up. Re¬ 
sulting in a three-studio 
complex that tops any¬ 
thing you’ll find this 
side of the Sacramento 
(and possibly even fur¬ 

ther West). 

Enough aerial photography 
In the not-too-distant future, 

we’ll be introducing New York’s 
West Coast to the filmmaking pub¬ 
lic. But why wait? We’re waiting to 
make you part of the excitement at 

general camera 
^COrOOraliOn 471 Eleven,h Avenue M3 New York, N.Y, 10018 

(212) 594-8700 

It had to happen, sooner or later 

We just made it sooner. Gave New York its 
own ultramodern filmmaking center to keep 
pace with its imaginations. A total rental- 
fabrication-manufacturing facility. And a 
multilevel soundstage complex equipped 
for everything from commercial to feature. 

Making films in New York is a way of 
life. We understand it. Live it. And de¬ 
signed around it, drawing on years of 
experience on all types of feature, 
commercial, industrial and educa¬ 
tional work. 

Two years, seven stories 
and 40,000 square feet later 

(plus innumerable gallons of 
blood, sweat & tears spilled on 
38th Street and Eleventh Ave¬ 
nue), we have the most complete 
service-oriented equipment source 
anywhere. Park (yes, we said 
park!!!) outside our door, and you’ll 
find a building-full of experts at get¬ 
ting things done. Backed by a huge 
inventory of the world’s finest camera, 
lighting, grip and sound equipment. 
Supported by some of the finest opti¬ 
cal and machine shops to be found 
anywhere. 

Our vision and PANAVISION 

As the building took shape, people were 
impressed. We were impressed. So, appar¬ 
ently were the Panavision people, who 

Exclusive East Coast distributor for —PA NA VISION ® 



DON’T BUY IT 
TRY IT 

The new Canon K-35 MACRO Zoom Lens 
As the exclusive distributor of this fantastic MACRO Zoom lens, we 

would like nothing better than to sell you a pot full but... that could be a 
costly investment for you. The most reasonable way to truly appreciate 
this exciting new 5 x 25mm MACRO Zoom spherical lens system for 35mm 
cameras is by renting it from one of the several leading rental firms in the 
U.S. who now have it available. 

The combination of the Canon K-35 lens, with its fixed focal length 
quality, and the J-4 “Joy Stick” Zoom control can now provide the 
cinematographer with the means for more creativity — IMAGINATION 
MAY BE THE ONLY LIMITING FACTOR! 

Some reasons why you should TRY IT 
• Highest resolution and lowest distortion (less than 3%). 
• T/2.8 speed for both MACRO Zoom and 18mm lens. 
• Matched 2X extender and companion 18mm fixed focal length lens 

provide complete coverage — 18mm to 240mm. 
• Focusing to within 2" of front element. 
• Accepts standard 138mm filters. 

COMMENTS FROM CREATIVE PROFESSIONALS: 
HASKELL WEXLER — Cinematographer for “Catonsville Nine” 
"We used it almost exclusively . . . Impressed with the clarity and sharpness throughout 
the zoom range. I think MACRO focusing is the most exciting feature.” 

HOWARD ANDERSON — Special Effects on “Ben” sequal to “Willard” 
“The most exciting development in the film industry for 1971! I could not have gotten 
the shots I did on "Ben" (over-the-shoulder on a mouse) without the Canon MACRO 
zoom.” 

BILL WADE — Head of Camera, Universal Studios 
“Our Canon MACRO Zooms are booked solidly. Jack Marda just used one on the 
world premiere of "Emergency,” and now wants to use it on every picture he shoots.” 

BILL HOLM — Director Research Center, Motion Picture & TV Producers Association 
“Canon designed the K-35 to meet the exacting specifications we established for a lens 
to be used in feature film making. Our tests reveal that they have exceeded specifications 
in all respects. It is a superb lens.” 

DON’T BUY IT... TRY IT! by renting from one of these firms. 
Hollywood New York 
F & B Ceco of California F & B Ceco 
Cinemobile The Camera Mart 
Mark Armistead 

Exclusive U.S. Distributors for 
Canon 35mm professional lenses. 

Dynamic interplay between MACRO 
and zoom — long focal length effect. 

Ed Di Giulio Says: 
Having reflexed over one hundred BNCs during the past four 

years, we have had occasion to critically evaluate many zoom 
lenses. 

Our optical bench tests prove that the Canon MACRO Zocm 
lens has lower distortion, and resolution equal to or better than 
any zoom lens we have ever tested. 

The MACRO focus introduces a whole new filming concept. 
Technically it is superb, but only by using it in the field will you 
fully appreciate its esthetic value ... TRY IT YOU’LL LIKE IT. 

Technology in the 
service of creativity. 

CINEMA PRODUCTS 
2044 Corner Avenue, Los Angeles 
Calif. 90025 TELEX: 69-1339 
TELEPHONE: (213) 478-0711 
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A quick look 
A silent-running 

35mm camera that weighs 
26 lbs and changes 

magazines in seconds. 

\ 
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at the features 
of the 35BL 
This is obviously a tool that 

you’ll need to be familiar 
with. So here’s a summary of its 
salient features: 

Dimensions and weight 
With a 50mm lens and a 400 

foot magazine, the 35BL weighs 
26 lbs and measures 20 inches 
from front to back, including 
matte box. You can see its low 
profile and shoulder-resting for¬ 
mat in the photo at right. 

Running noise level 
Three feet from the lens 

blimp, the 35BL measures 31V2 
dBs, with film running. At close 
quarters on a sound stage, you 
may need a Barney over the 
magazine. On most locations, the 
35BL is effectively inaudible, 
even with unblimped zooms. 

Quick-change magazine 
Changing the 35BL’s co-axial 

magazine takes about 30 seconds. 
The empty one slides off; and 
the full one slides into place and 
locks at the rear of the camera 
body. No sprockets. Apart from 
putting the film on a guide pin 
in the gate, no threading. That’s 
all done when you load the maga¬ 
zine. 400 foot loads now. 1000 
foot magazines early next year. 

Lens mount and housing 
There’s a standard Arri 

steel bayonet mount and a sup¬ 
port rod for long lenses. The uni¬ 
versal lens blimp lets you use 
fixed focal length lenses from 
16mm to 85mm. 

Universal DC motor 
A 12 volt battery weighing 

5V2 lbs. drives 2400 feet of film 
through the 35BL on a single 
charge. A red warning light 
shows in the viewfinder if you’re 
not on speed.There’s also a large 
tachometer. 

The standard motor built 
into the 35BL gives you 50Hz 
and 60Hz crystal-control sync 
at 24 and 25 fps. Plug-in variable 
speed attachments let you run at 
up to 100 fps. 

Rotating reflex finder 
The Arri mirror-shutter and 

new Zeiss optics deliver a finder 
image that’s the brightest you’ll 
find on a portable camera. The 
viewfinder rotates 90 degrees 
above and 30 below horizontal; 
and the image stays upright. 

The entire silent aperture is 
visible on the groundglass. You 
can see the microphone before it 
gets into the shot. And when the 
camera stops, the shutter is 
always open to the viewfinder. 
No more inching. 

Pin-registered movement 
For quiet running, the 35BL’s 

movement uses a solid camshaft 
that is dynamically balanced to 
eliminate vibration. The film trav¬ 
els through a fixed film channel 
— no side or rear pressure plates, 
except right at the aperture. 

Film is advanced by four 
claws and registered by two pins 
— one for vertical, one for hori¬ 
zontal registration. 35BL image 
steadiness is well within optical 
printer standards. 

Many more features 
This is just a quick survey, 

of course. We’d like to show you 
more! Write, or give us a call. 
No obligation. 

ARRI 
ARRIFLEX COMPANY OF AMERICA 

FOR FREE BROCHURES ON OUR 16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS, 
WRITE TO ARRIFLEX COMPANY AT P. O. BOX 1050, WOODSIDE, 
N.Y. 11377; OR AT 1011 CHESTNUT ST., BURBANK, CALIF. 91502. 
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BOLEX 

ONE UNIT DOES IT ALL! 
UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL SYNC MOTOR CONTROL 

FOR ALL CAMERAS 

Communication Arts has de¬ 

veloped a new concept in a crys¬ 

tal sync motor control for all 
motion picture cameras that 
lowers equipment costs. One 
universal crystal sync unit im¬ 
mediately interchangeable on all 
motion picture cameras . . . Only 
system available that works from 

all existing signal outputs at flip 
of a switch ... All battery volt¬ 
ages, makes most any camera a 
sync camera . . . More precise 
speed control for silent shooting. 

COMMUNICATION ARTS, INC. 
BOX 478 
BERNARDSVILLE, N. J. 07924 

(201) 766-4012 

AURICON 
CONVERSIONS 

MITCHELLS 

FEATURES 
• Compact, light weight, fits Cine 60 belt. 
• Uses standard variable speed motors on Arri S, M and 35 
• Rugged, and environmentally protected for hard use 
• "Hot Line" backup guarantee 
• Same protective finish as big jet planes. Washable 
• Variable speed Arri BL . . . Also Auricon conversions and 

other cameras with our motor adaption 
• Versatile . . . Works with smallest to largest cameras. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
• 24 Frames per second ± 15 PPM; 0 -140 F 
• 50, 60 or 6000 cycle switchable tach inputs 
• Accepts D. C. inputs 8 to 35 volts 
• Out of synch warning light 
• Latest CosMos integrated circuitry 

$650. At your regular dealer. 
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Whatever you shoot in Canada, 

Canada is where visiting U.S. and foreign cinematographers can really create. 
Secure in the knowledge that their film lab and sound studio work is in the 
skilled hands of Bellevue-Pathe. With facilities in Toronto, Vancouver and 
Montreal, we handle everything. From overnight dailies to release printing 
in all formats. Organizations like Columbia, Paramount, 20th Century Fox, 
Universal International, Warner Bros, entrust their work to us. Recent release 
printing includes such titles as M.A.S.H., Tora, Tora, Tora, The French Con¬ 
nection, Deep End, Making it, Welcome to the Club. Our service covers 
Eastman Colour (35, 16 & Super 8), Ektachrome (16mm, ECO-3 & ME-4) and 
B&W (35, 16 & 8). Plus the most advanced sound recording facilities. Motion 
pictures or television — whatever you shoot in Canada, we’ll help you bring 
it back alive. 

Canada’s largest film laboratory 
and sound studio organization. 

Bellevue-Pathe 
VANCOUVER 

(Formerly Trans-Canada Films 
Ltd.) 

916 Davie St. 
Vancouver 1, B.C. 

Tel. (604) 682-4646 

Bellevue-Pathe 
TORONTO 

(Formerly Pathe-Humphries 
of Canada Ltd.) 

9 Brockhouse Road 
Toronto 14, Ont. 

Tel. (416) 259-7811 

BELLEVUE^ Tjathe 
. M LIMITED 

Bellevue-Pathe Berkey Pathe Humphries 
MONTREAL TEL-AVIV 

(Formerly Associated Screen 65 Weizman St., 
Industries Ltd.) Tel. 722-111 

2000 Northcliffe, Ave. 
Montreal 260, Que. 
Tel. (514) 484-1186 
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By ANTON WILSON 

TRANSPORTING EQUIPMENT 

In the past months we have covered 
many points on the care and mainte¬ 
nance of motion picture equipment. 
However, even with the best care and 
calibration, your equipment can arrive 
on location in less than optimum condi¬ 
tion. As a matter of fact, I have seen 
equipment leave the studio in A-1 con¬ 
dition and reach its destination in a 
state of partial disassembly or total 
destruction. 

The naive may ask, "How is this 
possible? Who would want to hurt my 
beloved camera?" The seasoned camera¬ 
man knows the answer—"C.R.U.S.H.*" 
Yes, at this very moment this interna¬ 
tional group of airline cargo personnel, 
truckers, mail loaders, cargo handlers, 
etc., are meeting. They are carefully 
plotting new ways to drop, vibrate, 
smash, compress, distort, shock, irrigate 
and in other ways render useless your 
precious camera and recording gear. 

Without going into the sordid details 
of their nefarious deeds, it should be 
apparent that the forces out to sabotage 
your equipment are formidable and well 
organized. There is nothing that can be 
done to stop these sadists. However, 
there are certain procedures that can be 
employed to minimize the effects. 

Firstly, cameras and recorders should 
be shipped in shipping cases, not carry¬ 
ing cases. There is a big difference. 
Many of the popular camera cases are 
constructed of aluminum-covered wood 
with wooden fixtures and partitions 
inside designed to accept a specific 
model camera and accessories. The 
wooden interior is usually lined with a 
soft material (corduroy or velvet) to 
protect the camera finish. This is a 
carrying or storage case. It is not a 
shipping case. This type of carrying case 
has no provision for absorption of shock 
or impact. It has no provision for 
damping vibration or dissipating defor¬ 
mation of the outer shell. This type of 
case makes an excellent storage case or 
carrying case when the camera is person¬ 
ally hand-carried on an assignment. 
However, when the camera is to be 
shipped by common carrier, this type of 
case is a definite no-no! For those of 
you who already own this type of case, 

refrain from using it for shipping the 
camera. It is far better to ship the 
camera in a foam-filled cardboard con¬ 
tainer than the aforementioned type 
carrying cases. For example, the Arri- 
flex cameras, for years, have been sold 
in form-fitted, foam-filled boxes. These 
make excellent shipping devices. Place 
the camera in the foam-filled box as it 
originally came. Then place that box 
within a larger corrugated box with 
ample packing material between the two 
boxes (crumpled newspaper or bubble 
plastic etc.) This method offers far 
greater protection against shocks and 
vibration than shipping in a carrying 
case. If more than one item is shipped in 
a box, make sure the items are well 
isolated from each other. Quite fre¬ 
quently damage is caused by two items 
knocking together. 

If you are in the market for a new 
camera case and you expect to be 
shipping your gear frequently, choose 
one of the foam-filled shipping cases. 
These cases are characterized by an 
outer shell of extruded aluminum or 
fiberglass. The inside is semi-rigid foam, 
form-fitted to the specific camera. The 
outer shell is designed to distribute any 
blow or impact evenly over a large area. 
The foam interior is an energy-absorbing 
medium designed to damp vibrations 
and absorb most jolts or impacts. There 
are several pointers to look for in a good 
case. Avoid cases with sharp corners and 
edges. Those cases with round corners 
and gradually sloping curves will stand 
up better when dropped. Also check the 
consistency of the foam interior. Some 
cases use a very soft foam, almost like 
foam rubber. This type of foam should 
be avoided as it allows too much move¬ 
ment within the case and does not 
absorb the majority of the impact ener¬ 
gy. In addition, this type of foam can 
tear and two items within a case will 
then collide with each other. The foam 
should be fairly stiff and dense but with 
a slight give to the touch. It should not 
feel like a pillow. Make sure there is 
ample cross-section of foam between 
the camera and the outer shell as well as 
between each item within the case. 
Remember that the protection is only as 
good as the thinnest cross-section of 
foam. Thus if there are three inches of 

foam all around your camera, except for 
the protrusion of the motor, where 
there is only 3/4" of foam, any shock 
will be transmitted to the camera at this 
point, despite the fact that the rest of 
the camera has a much thicker coating 
of protection. 

The hardware on the case is most 
important. Check out the strength and 
construction of the hinges and latches. 
Many cases do not have ample clamping 
force, and the two halves do not close 
tightly. A case that is water-tight is 
obviously preferable. In addition to 
floating if it falls overboard, this type of 
case protects against dew and moisture. 
In any event it is a good idea not to 
leave your gear outdoors (in a car or 
porch) overnight. That morning dew 
that you see covering the grass and your 
car will also be covering your camera, 
lenses and accessories even if they are in 
what seems to be a good case. Only the 
most airtight cases can protect fully 
against moisture. 

Although "C.R.U.S.H." is responsi¬ 
ble for most shipping damages, some 
cameramen unwittingly join forces with 
this group when transporting their own 
gear. A camera case transported in the 
trunk of a car is subjected to several 
perils. Firstly, as the car rounds corners 
the case will slide from one side of the 
trunk to the other. The resulting im¬ 
pacts can be greater than a ten-foot 
drop. The normal road vibrations could 
be enough to loosen every screw and 
lens element. This condition is further 
aggravated in hot weather. In a closed 
trunk, temperatures can easily rise 
above 100°. At these elevated tempera¬ 
tures, the cement used on the lens 
elements can begin to soften. In this 
condition even the normal road vibra¬ 
tions may be enough to cause the 
elements to shift, totally destroying the 
optical calibration of the lens. To pro¬ 
tect the camera in the trunk, many 
cinematographers build a foam-lined 
trough which is mechanically fastened 
to the trunk floor. The camera case 
nestles in this trough where it is prevent¬ 
ed from sliding around and is also 

Continued on Page 1289 
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Even though winter is here, there's no need to postpone outdoor 
filming because of rainy weather. Alan Gordon Enterprises is pleased 
to introduce the new AGE Rain Covers for the Arriflex, Eclair and 
most other popular cameras. Made of durable Nappa artificial 
leather with a special insulated lining constructed to give years of 
service, these attractive covers are extremely lightweight (2-3 
ounces) and waterproof. While completely covering the camera, AGE 
Rain Covers are custom designed for every camera to allow for all 
necessary camera functions and adjustments. Special adhesive fast¬ 
eners allow the cover to be fitted on or taken off the camera within 
seconds. Cameras with AGE Rain Covers may be used hand-held or 
on a tripod and, in addition to their weatherproofing function, the 
covers provide excellent protection from sun and heat. AGE Rain 
Covers are available in Desert White. 

Camera Model: Catalog Number: PRICE: 
*Arriflex 16BL (Camera and 400' Mag.)... .GE-AXB  $45.00 
Arriflex 16S (100' Camera only) GE-AXS  $37.50 
Arriflex 16S (400' Magazine only) GE-AXS4 $14.95 
Arriflex 35 (Camera and 400' Mag.) GE-AX35 $37.50 

**Eclair NPR (Camera and 400' Mag.) GE-ERN $45.00 

* — Pictured above, right. ** — Pictured above, left. 

(Covers also available for Auricon Cine Voice, Beaulieu R16, Beau¬ 
lieu News 6016, Bolex H16/RX, Canon Scoopic, Eclair ACL. 
Write for prices.) 

Available Exclusively From: 

SERVING THE WORLD - 

mgordon enterprises me. Bill 
wmmwm 

1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028 
Sales (213) 985-5500 • Rentals (213) 466-3561 
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silent running/24 fps Crystal-Sync 
motor/Automatic clapper system/ 

Built in sync-pulse generator/ 
Registration-pin movement / Rotating 

finder and eyepiece/Extra viewing 
area in finder/Spool or core loads 
to 400 ft./Adaptable component 
parts / Comfortable shoulder-resting/ 
Low and unobstrusive profile/Two 
Lens Turret. 

NEW ECLAIR ACL-16mm Camera 
Half the size and half the weight/Weighs 81/2 lbs./Less 
than a foot long/Completely silent / Hand-held / Clip-on 
magazine changes in less than five seconds /Crystal-control 
motor/Sync sound with no connection whatever between 
camera and tape recorder/Universal lens mount/Bright, 
precise reflex viewing/Viewfinder rotates 360°. 

Eclair cameras are available for rental,:sales and long term leasing. 
Write for descriptive literature. 

rat CAMERA MART,, 
456 W. 55th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019 • (212) 757-6977 

RENTALS O SALES O SERVICE 

THE BOOKSHELF 
By GEORGE L. GEORGE 

Four new monographs on directors 
have been added to the excellent Cine¬ 
ma One series by Viking Press. Their 
format includes interviews that probe 
into each director's theories and prac¬ 
tices, his (and his cameraman's) visual 
approach and specific filming problems, 
occasional script excerpts, filmographies 
and numerous stills. Nicholas Garnham's 
SAMUEL FULLER praises his vigor and 
commitment; John Halliday's SIRKON 
SIRK comments on his mastery over his 
material; Rui Nogueira handles adeptly 
JEAN-PIERRE MELVILLE, the French 
director whose low-budget, location- 
shot films became models for the New 
Wave; Richard Roud considers JEAN- 
MARIE STAUB, a self-exiled French¬ 
man widely reputed as a brilliant techni¬ 
cal innovator. ($6.95/2.45 ea.) 

* * * 

Charles Higham's HOLLYWOOD AT 
SUNSET (Saturday Review Press $6.95) 
is a well-researched, provocative and 
entertaining study of the so-called "de¬ 
cline and fall of the Hollywood em¬ 
pire." Controversial aspects of his vigor¬ 
ous presentation include charges of past 
mismanagement, greed, political con¬ 
servatism leading to artistic myopia, and 
a failure to sense changes in the public's 
taste. However, he concludes, "life for a 
creative artist in Hollywood in the 
1970s was better than it had been . . ." 

An autobiography of D. W. Griffith, 
compiled some 30 years ago, finally 
appears under the somewhat grandilo¬ 
quent title, THE MAN WHO INVENT¬ 
ED HOLLYWOOD (Touchstone, Box 
21318, Louisville, KY 40221, $9,95). It 
is a fragmentary, unfinished story that 
ends in 1915 with The Birth of A 
Nation, supplemented with annotations 
by James Hart, D.W.'s confidant for 
many years. While adding little that is 
new, the book's value is in the director's 
own comments on his associates and his 
work. Film stills and other photographic 
documents are numerous and well se¬ 
lected. 

Refreshingly innocent, HOLLY¬ 
WOOD WHEN THE SILENTS WERE 
GOLDEN (McGraw-Hill $6.95) is a de¬ 
lightful memoir of the halcyon post- 
World War One days by Evelyn F. Scott, 
daughter of screenwriter Beulah Dix 
Flebbe. Its picture of placid family life 
among the famous—from C. B. De Mille 
to the Fairbanks-Pickford menage—is an 
appealing reverse side of the coin. 

* * * 

John Tovey's THE TECHNIQUE OF 
KINETIC ART (Van Nostrand-Reinhold 
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$10.95) is a rich source book for devis¬ 
ing, mechanically or electronically, a 
variety of intricate abstract patterns. 
These imaginative visuals are effectively 
used in photographing credit titles, TV 
commercials and computerized anima¬ 
tion op-art. 

* * * 

The publication of screenplays has 
markedly expanded of late, and for 
good reason. Whether read for enjoy¬ 
ment or study, they offer ample oppor¬ 
tunities for grasping the nature of film, 
its visual and literary aspects and subtle 
interplay. 

The Simon and Schuster collection of 
scripts has added several outstanding 
titles: GREED by Erich von Stroheim, 
BLOW-UP by Michelangelo Antonioni, 
THE BICYCLE THIEF by Vittorio 
DeSica, THE CABINET OF DR. CALI- 
GARI by Robert Wiene and OEDIPUS 
REX by Pier Paolo Pasolini. As in their 
27 predecessors, uniform high quality 
includes excellently reproduced stills, 
lengthy and accurate descriptions of the 
action, plus appropriate introductions 
and comments. Cameramen's work is 
repeatedly discussed. ($1.95 to 4.95) 

Grossman Publishers has issued Jean 
Cocteau's THREE SCREENPLAYS 
($8.95/4.95), with Beauty and the 
Beast, Orpheus and The Eternal Return, 
and Federico Fellini's EARLY 
SCREENPLAYS ($6.95/2.45) contain¬ 
ing Variety Lights and The White Sheik. 
These attractive volumes are carefully 
translated and edited, with extensive 
descriptions of the action and stills that 
call special attention to the camera¬ 
man's art. 

Dealing with films by American di¬ 
rectors made during the last decade, two 
new volumes of scripts have been issued 
by Appleton ($7.95 ea.). FILM 
SCRIPTS THREE includes Billy 
Wilder's The Apartment, John Huston's 
The Misfits, and Stanley Donen's Cha¬ 
rade. FILM SCRIPTS FOUR has Rich¬ 
ard Lester's A Hard Day's Night, Frank¬ 
lin Schaffner's The Best Man and John 
Schlesinger's Darting. Edited by Garrett, 
Hardison & Gelfman, they follow this 
series' format, using final shooting 
scripts with indications of subsequent 
dialogue deletions or additions, plus an 
introduction on the history and process 
of filmmaking, and a discussion of the 
screenwriter's craft. 

HDIAJCHRON 

The world’s most versatile 
editing machine 

SHOWCHRON 
5707 Cahuenga Blvd. (213) 762-9466 

North Hollywood, Calif. 91601 
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We build from basics to give you more features, more versatility, more 
field-proven dependability and more economy than any other processor. 

Jamieson Color Film 

Processors. 

Basic features of all Jamieson 
color film processors that give 
you the ultimate in reliability, 
simplicity, and high quality 
output. 
• Advanced design technology 

• The industry’s gentlest, most 
reliable film transport system 

• Patented tube tanks of PVC 

• Minimum chemistry 
requirements 

• Precise temperature control 

• High levels of induced 
turbulation 

• Fully instrumented 

• Automatically controlled 

• Fast warm-up time 

• Small sizes that save space 

• Modular construction 

• Stainless steel cabinets 

• Color coded plumbing and 
wiring 

Jamieson Compac 16/8. Con¬ 
ducts standard ME-4 at 20 f.p.m. 
Runs 16mm and 8mm inter¬ 
changeably. Also available for 
35mm/16mm. Other Compac 
models for B & W reversal and 
negative/positive. 

There’s a Jamieson color film processor 
in the size you want, for the process you 
want to conduct. For complete technical 
data and specifications on the Mark IX 
series, Mark IV series, and Compac 
models, write for our catalog on 
Jamieson Color Film Processors. 

Jamieson Mark IV, Model A. 
Processes 16mm and 8mm Ekta- 
chrome at 30 f.p.m. Model B for 
ECO-3 and ME-4 with silver track. 
Other models for 35mm processes, 
including CRI. 

Jamieson Mark IX, Model B. 
Conducts ECO-3 and ME-4 for 
all 16mm, 8mm Ektachrome 
camera and print films at 65 to 
75 f.p.m. Other models in the 
Mark IX series for Eastman 
Color and other processes in 
16mm and 35mm. 

Jamieson Ultra-High Velocity Pre- 
Dryer. Utilizes capillary accelerators 
to produce high air velocity for surface 
moisture removal. Small size, easy 
mounting, small air volume, minimum 
heat input and low power consump¬ 
tion. 

Jamieson’s Vacuum Augumented 
Track Applicator*. Provides absolute 
film positioning, highest reliability 
through vacuum assisted contact at 
back-up roller. Gives maximum power 
for uniform film drive. Precision ma¬ 
chined, micrometeradjustments, right- 
or left-hand operation. 
'Patented 

EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY •1= 
9171 KING ARTHUR DRIVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 (214) 638-2660 
Represented in Europe, the Middle East, and South Africa by W. Vinten Limited, Western Way, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, England. 
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Trnage j Je-yicesTn-Corporateci • jjmage 

evices]ncorporated 

Jjrcrorp oratecL • 

Tmage'n 

evices]ncorporated • Jmage 

OTHER FEATURES: • Snaps right on in seconds; no tools. • Lightest and most 
compact unit: 12 ozs. and streamlined. • Variable speed range 8-50fps. • Hun¬ 
dreds field-proved in Europe for over two years. • Immediate delivery. • Uncon¬ 
ditional 1 year guarantee. 

FREEDOM from SYNC CABLES 
Jensen 505 Multisync $750. 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES: 
★ Pre-wired with external connec¬ 

tor for radio slate. 
it Automatic out-of-crystal-sync 

safety camera stop. 
★ External sync input (slave your 

BL from any pilot source). 
★ No camera width increase; cam¬ 

era fits in case with unit attached. 
it Accuracy better than 7/6 frame 

per 400' (±10 ppm) -4°F to 
+ 140° F. 

★ All controls safely recessed. 
★ Bypass Button allows for immedi¬ 

ate mode change back to camera 
governor-controlled speed. 

TmageT) 

OTHER JENSEN SUPER PRODUCTS 

Synchronizer-Resolver 205S Time Sync Generator 550 for all recorders 

Camera Speed Indicator 516 Crystal Controlled Motor 504 for Arri S or M 

evices Inc or 

u incorporated • ^[rnage 

^nagei[j^e'S7ices™[jicorpora,tecL • “]niage 

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
And see us at SMPTE 112th exhibit 22-27 October in Los Angeles 

eyices incorporated • jjrnage 

Newest most up-to-date 

equipment in the world 

mage I leyices 

#IN MIAMI 
YOUR CINE \ s EQUIPMENT • 
SOURCE 

CARIBBEAN 



Magna-Tech's 
electronic method 
of altering sound tracks 

makes “looping” obsolete. 
If you are still making hundreds of loops 

for a single feature, then consider a fast, 
precise and economical method of altering 
sound tracks that makes “looping” obso¬ 
lete. 

The new Magna-Tech system electronic¬ 
ally synchronizes a reel of picture with a 
reel of full-coat magnetic sound-recording 
film. Footage and frame “PRESETS” per¬ 
mit the recordist to select the scene to be 
“dubbed” and to fully control the advance 
and return of the film as the actor voices the 
line to be “dubbed.” 

The system is so accurate it will even 
permit the change of a single word with¬ 
out danger of erasing an adjacent word. 

High speed return of the film to “start” 
saves time and permits new starts without 
waiting for a “loop” to complete its trip. 

Actors, who so often succumb to the 
rhythm of a loop, are spared this hypnotic 
interference. Acceptable “takes” can be 
stored on the 3-track film and replayed for 
final selection. 

A complete remote control system is 
provided the director so that, once the 
recording engineer has preset footages, 
the director can take over if he wishes 
and directly control every facet of the 
recording. 

The Electronic Looping System pre¬ 
cludes the need for cutting loops and elim¬ 
inates the need for editing of the track. 
Complete reels of the motion picture are 
run in synchronization with the full-coat 
magnetic film on which the sound track is 
recorded. Transfer of the best takes is 
then made to the third track of the same 
recorder. 

This track now has all of the final takes 
in sequential position and ultimately per¬ 
mits the screening of the picture and the 
final edited track in perfect synchroniza¬ 
tion. From this point the track is ready to 
go to a mix and no further editing is re¬ 
quired. 

Master Magnetic Pick Up 
Recorder with Selective Erase 

MAGNA-TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC. 
630 Ninth Avenue / New York, N.Y. 10036 

. Quad Eight - Magna Tech. 11810 Vose St., North Hollywood, Ca. 91605 

. Cinesound International, Ltd., Imperial Studios, Maxwell Road, Borehamwood, England 

. Magna-Techtronics (Aust) Pty., Ltd., 49 Whiting St., Artarmon, N.S.W., Australia 2064 
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WeYe very confident. But then we’ve been offering all this for years! 

A careful study of guarantees can 
tell you quite a bit about a company. 

And that’s why we’re so proud of ours. 
For instance, every E-V Professional-line 
microphone has a 2-year UNCONDI¬ 
TIONAL warranty against malfunction; 
regardless of cause. Even accidental 
damage is covered, no questions asked. 
All absolutely free—except one-way post¬ 
age. And for a modest charge we’ll even 
hide the scars! 

But that’s just part of the story. Every 

Electro-Voice microphone is also 
guaranteed for the life of the unit to be 
free from factory defects in workmanship 
and materials. To show you we’re really 
serious, we’ve printed the entire guarantee 
below. There’s no finer in the industry. 

How can we afford such liberal 
guarantees? By making products that have 
served for decades as the yardstick of 
reliability in studios throughout the world. 
And by creating designs that really solve 
your sound problems, day after day. 

WARRANTY 
Electro-Voice Professional Broadcast and Recording Microphones are guaranteed un¬ 
conditionally against malfunction for two years from date of purchase. Within this period 
Electro-Voice will, at its option, repair or replace any E-V Professional microphone exhibit¬ 
ing any malfunction regardless of cause, including accidental abuse. This warranty does 
not cover finish or appearance. Also, every Electro-Voice microphone is guaranteed for 
the life of the microphone to be free of factory defects in materials and workmanship, and 
will be repaired or replaced (at our option) at no charge if exhibiting malfunction from this 
cause. Microphones for warranty repair must be shipped prepaid to Electro-Voice, Inc. 
or its authorized service agency, and will be returned prepaid. 

Which brings us to our other unusual 
offer. 

Did you know that most Electro-Voice 
distributors will loan any E-V Professional 
product to responsible firms for trial 
without cost or obligation? You can 
make every test you want under actual 
working conditions. And in the rare event 
that you aren’t satisfied, just return the 
unit. Your distributor then exchanges it 
for fresh stock from us. No cost to either 
him or you. We’ve found this simple 
system helps you choose the products that 
really solve your problems. And we’re 
happy to help. 

A great guarantee and a time-tested 
loan-for-trial program. Plus a broad line 
of professional products that fit almost 
every studio need. We wouldn’t want to do 
business any other way. 
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dent. 1121 AC 
681 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 
In Europe: Electro-Voice, S.A., Lyss-Strasse 55, 
2560 Nidau, Switzerland 

high fidelity systems and speakers • tuners, amplifiers, receivers * public address loudspeakers 
• microphones • phono cartridges and stylii • aerospace and defense electronics 

a GULTON subsidiary 



The Money-Makers 
FILMLINE’S professional color film processors 

for motion picture laboratories. 
The Filmline Models FE-30 and FE-50 are fast, foolproof, troublefree and long-lasting. They turn out con¬ 
sistently superior work. The design is backed by Filmline’s reputation as the world's leading manufacturer 
of film processors for the motion picture laboratory industry. 

Now enjoy the benefits of professional equipment incorporating exclusive Filmline features that have paced 
the state-of-the-art in commercial, industrial and defense installations at a cost lower than processors 
offering less. 

Check the exclusive Filmline features below: 

MODEL FE-30: 
16mm Color Processor (or 
Ektacbrome film. Speed 30 
FPM. $16,400 

MODEL FE-50: 
16 mm Color Processor 

(<* Ektachrome Film. Speed 
50 FPM 

•“FILMLINE OVERDRIVE FILM TRANSPORT SYSTEM” 
This marvel of engineering completely eliminates 

film breakage, pulled perforations, scratches and 

operator error. The film can be deliberately 

stalled in the machine without film breakage or 

significant change of film footage in solutions. 

The heart of any film processor is the drive 

system. No other film drive system such as 

sprocket drive, bottom drive or simple clutch 

drives with floating lower assemblies can give 

you the performance capability of the unique 

Filmline Overdrive Film Transport System. 

• “TORQUE MOTOR TAKE-UP” gives you constant film 

take-up and does not impose any stress or strain 

on the film itself. Completely independent of the 

film transport system. This FILMLINE feature is 

usually found in professional commercial pro¬ 

cessors but is incorporated on the FE-30 and 

FE-50 models as standard equipment. Don’t 

settle for less! 

• “TEMP-GUARD” positive temperature control sys¬ 

tem. Completely transistorized circuitry insures 

temperature control to well within processing 

tolerances. Temp-Guard controls temperatures ac¬ 

curately and without the problems of other 

systems of lesser sophistication. 

•"TURBO-FLOW” impingement dryer. Shortens dry- 

to-dry time, improves film results, and carefully 

controls humidity content of your valuable (and 

sometimes rare) originals. Immediate projection 
capability is assured because the film dries flat 

without the usual curl associated with other 

film processors. 

“ZERO DOWN TIME” The reputation of any film 

processor is only as good as its reliability. The 

combination of the exclusive and special added 

Filmline features guarantees trouble-free opera¬ 

tion with absolute minimum down-time and with¬ 

out continual operator adjustments. Recapture 

your original investment in 2 years on mainten¬ 

ance savings alone. Filmline’s “Push the button 

and walk-away processing” allows inexperienced 

operators to turn out highest quality film. 

•“MATERIALS, CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN” All 

Filmline machines are constructed entirely of 

metal and tanks are type 316 stainless steel, 

heliarc welded to government specifications. The 

finest components available are used and rigid 

quality control standards are maintained. 

Compare Filmline features to other processors 

costing more money. Feature-by-feature, a careful 

evaluation will convince you that Filmline offers 

you more for your investment. 

Additional Features included in price of machine (Not as extras). 
Magazine load, daylight operation ■ Feed-in time delay elevator (completely accessible) ■ Take-up time delay 
elevator (completely accessible) ■ Red brass bleach tank, shafts, etc. Prehardener solution filter ■ Precision 
Filmline Venturi air squeegee prior to drybox entry ■ Air vent on prehardener ■ Solid state variable speed D.C. 
drive main motor ■ Bottom drains and valves on all tanks * Extended development time up to two additional 
camera stops at 50 FPM ■ Pump recirculation of all eight solutions thru spray bars ■ Temperature is sensed in 
the recirculation line ■ All solutions temperature controlled, no chilled water required ■ Built-in air compressor 
■ Captive bottom assemblies assure you constant footage in each solution ■ Change over from standard develop¬ 
ing to extended developing can be accomplished in a matter of seconds ■ Impingement dryer allows shorter put 
through time. 

All prices F.O.B. 
MILFORD, CONN. 

Partial listing of Filmlinc Color Installations: — NBC- New York, 
NBC- Washington, NBC- Cleveland, NBC- Chicago, CBS & ABC Net¬ 
works, Eastman Kodak, Rochester. 

Laboratories: De Luxe Labs, General Film Labs (Hollywood), Pathe- 
Labs, Precision Labs, Mecca Labs, Color Service Co., Capital Film 
Labs, Byron Film Labs, MGM, Movie Lab, Lab-TV, Technical Film 
Labs, Telecolor Film Labs, Guffanti Film Labs, A-One Labs, All¬ 
service Labs, NASA Cape Kennedy, Ford Motion Picture Labs. 

TV Stations: WAPI-TV, WHP-TV, WMAL-TV, WXYZ-TV, WWL-TV, WMAR- 
TV, WJXT-TV, KETV-TV, WTOP-TV, WEAT-TV, WCKT-TV, WAVE-TV, 
WAVY-TV, KTVI-TV, WCPO-TV, KTAR-TV, WSYR-TV. 

AN 

Send for Literature. 

Time & Lease 

Plans Available. 

“When you buy quality Filmline Costs Less" 
(203) TR 8-2433 
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The Auricon Camera is a jewel 
THE LINE 

OF 16 MM PROFESSIONAL 

CAMERAS 

CINE-VOICE II 

100 FT. RUNS 2-3/4 MIN.- 

AURICON *'PR0-600 SPECIAL** 

400 FT. RUNS 11 MIN. 

AURICON *1 PRO-600’* 

600 FT. RUNS I6-1/2 MIN. 

AURICON “SUPER-1200” 

1200 FT. RUNS 33 MIN. 

GUARANTEE 
All Auricon Equipment is sold 

with a 30-day money back 

Guarantee and a 1 year 

Service Warranty. You must be 

satisfied! 

WRITE FOR 

YOUR FREE 
COPY OF THIS 

74 PAGE 

AURICON 

CATALOG 

GET BEHIND AN 
AURICON “SUPER-1200”. 
...and know the real 

satisfaction of filming with 

a truly Professional Camera! 

of fizve craftsmansliip  

. . . FOR JEWEL-LIKE PRECISION IN FILMING ROCK-STEADY MOTION PICTURES! 

The Auricon “Super-1200”, like all Auricon 16mm Professional Cameras, is a superb picture-taking instrument. 

Every precision-engineered part of this finest of all 16mm Cameras is carefully built and assembled with the 

rare watch-maker skill of old-world craftsmanship, combined with modern, space-age know-how in optics and 

electronics. The Auricon “Super-1200” actually contains jewels in the Camera-Gate! This polished Sapphire 

Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how 

much film you run through the Camera! Among the many professional features of the “Super-1200” is Reflex 

Ground-Glass Focusing through the Camera lens. All this, and high-fidelity, optical or magnetic, single-system or 

double-system sound-recording capabilities which are unmatched by any other camera in the world! Write 

for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this rare jewel of fine craftsmanship. 

BACH AUBZCON, Inc. 
6902 Romaine St., Hollywood 38, California. 

HOLLYWOOD 2-0931 

AURICON ...THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931 



We Have It1 
Wlr llllvlr ■¥ • 

The Point & Shoot Camera for Film-Makers 
Who Have to Get It Right the First Time 

SOLD AS COMPLETE SET 

Scoopic-16 I! Body with 13- 
76mm Zoom Lens, 12V Re¬ 
chargeable NiCad Battery, 
Battery Charger, Lens Cap, 
Lens Hood, UV, CCA and Sky 
Filters, Aluminum Carrying 
Case. 

*1,307.00 

Canon scoopic-16 n 
Contoured handgrip with thumb-action shutter re¬ 
lease for steadiness, convenience and comfort in 
hand-held shooting. Fully automatic CdS exposure 
control (with manual override). Exposure control 
system cross couples to all running speeds, all 

f-stops (f/1.6-f/22). Integral 13-76mm zoom lens 
(5.85:1 ratio). Reflex viewing and electric drive. 
Motor driven by one 12.5 volt interchangeable, 
rechargeable NiCad battery. Running speeds of 16, 
24, 32 and 48 fps. Even loading of standard 16mm 
spools has been automated. Aperture in use shows 
on scale in viewfinder. 

KEARNY AT MAIDEN LANE 
SAN FRANCISCO 94108 
392-1902 

Use your Brooks Charge, Master 
Charge, BankAmericard, Diners 
Club or American Express 
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INSTANT EVERYTHING 
(the next-best thing to instant success) 

Most moviemakers will agree that the 
difference between good footage and 
great footage goes beyond talent and 
luck—it’s the little things that often 
make the difference. Little things like 
extra mobility, to follow fast-moving 
action. Or a few extra dB of silence on 
the set. Little things ... like the fleeting 
moment of news, captured because of 
a minute saved in set-up time. Or an 
unusual camera-mount that produces 
the “different” point of view you need. 

Little things do mean a lot. And, for 
many of those important “little things,” 
cinema professionals turn to Cine 60... 

Instant Power 

Instant Camera Pod 

Our single universal 
shoulder pod (“unipod”) 
is a lightweight shoulder 
mount that accepts all 
cameras. Easily remov¬ 
able between takes, it 
keeps the camera in the 
ideal shooting position 
while offering the ma¬ 
neuverability of single-shoul¬ 
der construction. Used with the 
Uni-Eclair Mount (detailed later), this 
is the only practical pod for the Eclair 
NPR-16. (By the way, we also have an 
excellent double-shoulder pod as well.) 

Wherever you go, whatever the shoot¬ 
ing situation, Cine 60’s exclusive power 
belt* gives you the power to run every 
professional camera on the market. 
Plus the all-important mobility to go 
where the ac¬ 
tion is. Avail¬ 
able in volt¬ 
ages from 6 
to 30V (and 
up to 7 am¬ 
pere-hours), it 
features recharge¬ 
able nickel-cadmium 
cells, sealed design and an auto¬ 
matic overload safety switch. With 
built-in charger and plug-in coiled 
power cable, it is one of the most wide- 
ly-used power sources available today. 

Instant Quiet 

Silence is golden, yet relatively inex- 
expensive with the Cine 60 battery- 
powered fiberglass Blimp for Arriflex 
35 cameras. Only 19 pounds, the 
Blimp permits shooting in even the 
most restricted spaces — with all 
standard lenses (even 18mm, 
without vignetting!). Inside, 
the camera is securely 
mounted, yet isolated acous¬ 
tically from its surround¬ 
ings. On the outside, a 
new, gear-driven mech- 
chanism permits smooth, 
accurate follow-focus via 
large, easy-to-use knob. All 
other controls and con¬ 
nections are conveniently 
placed on a rear 
control panel. 

cinE 

Instant Camera Platform 

Wherever and 
whenever you 
need a stable 
camera plat¬ 
form, chances 
are our Vacu- 
Platform can provide 
it. This rugged suc¬ 
tion-actuated device 
can be positively 
fastened to any smooth surface (car- 
tops, floors, etc.) without marring. A 
flick of a lever on its extra-large suc¬ 
tion mounts does the job. Especially 
useful for low-angle work, it mates with 
standard tripod heads. 

Instant Camera Mount 

If you’ve ever 
watched a good shot 
pass you by while try¬ 
ing to thread a camera 
onto a tripod or shoulder pod, the Cine 
60 Snaplok is your answer. Combining 
rapid, fail-safe operation with the rug¬ 

gedness and precision alignment 
needed for day-in, day-out use, 

the Snaplok features 
light weight and high 
rigidity. One section 
mounts on the cam¬ 
era; the other on 

tripod or shoulder 
pod. A single 
pushbutton in¬ 
stantly separates 
the two. The base 
unit of the Snap¬ 

lok is compatible 
with standard VA" 

and %" sockets. 

Instant NPR 

Our Uni-Eclair Mount 
is just what the name 
implies — a universal 
mount for the Eclair 
NPR camera. Rugged, 
yet surprisingly light, 
it may be left on the camera at all times, 
ready for hand-held operation or shoot¬ 
ing with a tripod or shoulder pod. And, 
it makes a handy camera rest between 
takes. 

Instant Zoom 

If you own one of 
the fine Angen- 
ieuxzoom lenses, 
you can have 
smoother, more 
consistent zoom¬ 
ing with one of our electric zoom 
drives. Available in four sizes (for the 
9-95mm, 12-120mm, 12-240mm and 25- 
250mm), these units feature a precision 
gear assembly which mounts securely 
and directly to the lens barrels. The 
gear assembly, in turn, is rigidly 
coupled to a high-quality DC motor 
via a flexible shaft. The motor js power¬ 
ed by a transistor-regulated nicad bat¬ 
tery pack featuring directional push¬ 
buttons and a smooth, variable speed 
control —all contained in a convenient, 
palm-sized case — with built-in re¬ 
charger. (We also make an instant¬ 
mounting, collapsible rubber lens hood 
for the Angenieux 25-250mm zoom.) 

Instant Rentals 

Cine 60 also enjoys an excellent repu¬ 
tation for its line of top-quality rental 
equipment. All thoroughly maintained 
and delivered on-time. We’d appreciate 
the opportunity to fill your rental needs. 

Instant Information 

Whatever your filming needs, all you 
need to know for “Instant Service” is 
one name and one number: 

■■y 1— *■ 

- JNL 1 1 

I NCORPORATED 

Film Center Building/630 Ninth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10036/Tel: (212) 586-8782 

® U.S. Patent #3274476 
© 1970, Cine 60, Incorporated 



When split-seconds count... 
you either get it, or you don’t! 

That’s the challenge all cinematographers face. 
And that’s why sports and documentation pros 

are turning to the 16mm actionmaster/500 ... not 
only to get it — but to get it all; pros such as Bob 
Bagley, Dave Marks, John Jay, Dick Borden, 
Ron Eveslage and many others. 

The actionmaster/500 operates at 24 and 500 
frames per second with five other speeds in 
between. It lets you pre-set any two speeds and 
instantly switch between the two whenever you 
wish. Other unique features are interchangeable 
ground glasses that let you instantly change to the 
format you require at any given time; and 
continuous reflex viewing with image always 
correct — in two-axis 360° rotation. No other 
camera can provide all these features in one 
package! 

Its 200', 400' and 1200' daylight-loading 
magazines, with built-in pin-registered 
movements, can be interchanged in just a few 
seconds! 

Accessories include the famous Apex add-on 
automatic exposure control, variable shutter from 
71/2 ° to 160°, power zoom, portable power pack, 
carrying case, etc. 

1238 

Actionmaster/500, manufactured by Photo- 
Sonics, Inc., is a direct by-product of their 36-year 
record of exceeding the most rigid requirements 
for cine and high-speed photography. 

For complete information about the 
actionmaster/500 write Instrumentation Marketing 
Corp., exclusive distributors, 820 South Mariposa 
Street, Dept. A, Burbank, California 91506; or 
phone (213) 849-6251. 
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Considering a 12-120mm lens? 
Choose Canon’s. 

MACRO ZOOM LENS 12-120 FOR 16MM 

We’ve got the one for superior performance. Created by Canon ... famous 
for quality and precise optical know-how. Canon’s Macro Zoom 12-120mm 
gives you a world of creative possibilities with its multi-point focusing, 
extreme close-up capabilities and high resolution. It was the first such lens 
to use fluorite. 

Now you can own one. At a price that’s very competitive. The Canon 
12-120mm lens focuses to within .04" of its front element. Even if it didn’t 
it would still be your best buy in a 12-120mm zoom lens. 

See it, price it. At any one of the exclusive franchised Canon lens dealers 
listed below. You’ll have every reason to buy it. 

Authorized Canon Dealers 
Brenner Photo Co. 
5215 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20015 
(202) 244-3800 

Brooks Camera, Inc. 
45 Kearny St. at Maiden Lane 
San Francisco, Calif. 94108 
(415) 392-1902 

Calvin Cine-Equipment, Inc. 
215 W. Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
(816) HA 1-1230 

Camera Mart, Inc. 
456 W. 55 Street 
New York, New York 10019 
(212) PL 7-6977 

Cine 60 
630 9th Avenue 
New York, New York 
(212) JU 6-8782 

Victor Duncan, Inc. 
11043 Gratiot Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48213 
(313) 371-4920 

F&B Ceco, Inc. 
315 W. 43 Street 
New York, New York 10036 
(212) JU 6-1420 

F&B Ceco of Calif., Inc. 
7051 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
(213) 466-9361 

Adolph Gasser, Inc. 
5733 Geary Blvd. 
San Francisco, Calif. 94121 
(415) SK 1-0415 

Gordon Enterprises, Inc. 
5362 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
N. Hollywood, Calif. 91601 
(213) 985-5500 

Helix, Ltd. 
679 N. Orleans Street 
Chicago, III. 60610 
(312) 944-4400 

Lloyd’s Camera Exchange, Inc. 
1612 Cahuenga Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90028 
(213) HO 7-7189 

Photomart/Orlando 
1504 McCoy Rd. 
Orlando, Florida 32809 
(305) 851-2780 

Standard Theatre Supply 
125 Higgins Street 
Greensboro, N.C. 27420 
(919) 272-6165 

Gordon Yoder, Inc. 
2840 Reward Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75220 
(214) FL 7-3045 

Canoif 
Canon USA, Inc., 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, New York 11040 
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THt HONOR ROU 
ERNEST PALMER, ASC 

In June, 1909, while visiting relatives 
in London, Palmer met an uncle who 
was photographing short subjects on 
which he lectured. He asked to be his 
uncle's assistant on a trip around the 
world and with thirteen months' camera 
experience he arrived back in London 
well trained. 

Returning to New York Palmer ob¬ 
tained a job with "White and Whitman" 
photographing commercials and was 
then lucky enough to obtain a position 
with "The Independent Motion Picture 
Company of America," IMP Co. 

At IMP Co. Palmer was in company 
with Mary Pickford, Isabel Rae, King 
Baggot, George Loane Tucker and 
others destined to be "greats". 

The IMP Co. decided to make a 
picture of Sir Walter Scott's story 
"IVANHOE" and sent a company to 
England, using the Castle at Chepstow 
near Bristol as background and setting. 
Herbert Brenon was chosen as Director, 
Leah Baird as leading lady. King Baggot 
as leading man and Palmer photo¬ 
graphed this super six-reel production. 

While photographing "Ivanhoe" Pal¬ 
mer had to shoot a scene of men in 
armor running along an ivy-covered 
wall. The light was shining on their 
backs and not in front as was usual. 
Knowing that he needed much more 
exposure and reflected light, he made 
the shot. Upon seeing the results. Pal¬ 
mer was speechless. "I had discovered 

back lighting and realizing this, and with 
such a wonderful subject for it, I took 
full advantage and received a lot of 
favorable publicity as the American 
photographer who had demonstrated 
that beautiful photography was obtain¬ 
able in Jolly Old England." 

When Palmer returned to America he 
joined the Vitagraph Co. and photo¬ 
graphed Anita Stewart. He again pho¬ 
tographed Miss Stewart in 1919 when 
he came to California to work for Louis 
B. Mayer. 

Palmer photographed "Seventh 
Heaven", "Four Devils" and "Sunny 
Side Up" for Fox Film Studio. 

He was assigned to photograph Fox's 
first color picture, "Kentucky". 

"Color was definitely in at Fox and 
we were doing a number of big musicals 
with such stars as Alice Faye, Betty 
Grable, Rita Hayworth and others." 

In 1941, Ernest Palmer received an 
Academy Award for "Blood & Sand". 
And for "Broken Arrow", the last pic¬ 
ture he photographed. Palmer received a 
Certificate of Nomination for Award and 
the Silver Spurs Award, nominated by 
the American Motion Picture Critics, for 
the best color picture photographed in a 
Western setting. Palmer retired in 1949. 

• 

DAVID ABEL, ASC 

"Mr. Abel began to turn the crank in 
1913 but previous to that time he had 
two years' experience in the labora¬ 
tory." In 1922, when this was written, 
he was "accounted one of the cleverest 
of the many camera-masters of the 
A.S.C." 

In 1922 the same biographer writes, 
David Abel, ASC .... "has a biography 
interesting and lengthy, but somebody 
else will have to take it away from him 
for David was too busy to talk when the 
biography man called on him at Brun- 
ton Studio where he was engaged in the 
interesting procedure of photographing 
Constance Talmadge." 

The only other biography we can 
find of David Abel is a compilation of 
titles, actors, directors and studios of 
"Films of David Abel" offered by An¬ 
thony Slide. There are 96 listings and he 
prefaces his list by these remarks. 

"Trade directories state that Mr. 
Abel was born in Russia on December 
10, 1884. Mr. Abel states that he was 
born in Amsterdam of Russian parents. 
The exact date of his birth is unknown, 
but Mr. Abel has always celebrated his 
birthday on December 15." 

Back in 1922 AMERICAN CINEMA¬ 
TOGRAPHER ran a column featuring 
the dreams of their various members 
and David Abel dreamed "of a car big 
enough to strap a couple of Packards on 
behind to use in case of accident." The 
best we've been able to do is a car big 
enough to tow a Volkswagen. 

David Abel first photographed Con¬ 
stance Talmadge in "Intolerance" and 
photographed Constance or Norma in 
ten pictures. 

Abel worked at Warner Brothers for 
four years and photographed twenty- 
one pictures there, among them "Beau 
Brummel" starring John Barrymore and 
Mary Astor, and earning the accolade "a 
rare beauty" for his work in it. 

Abel worked at Pathe Exchange from 
1928 to 1930, at Paramount from 1930 
to 1933 and RKO from 1933 to 1937. 
While at RKO he filmed five of the Fred 
Astaire, Ginger Rogers musicals. He 
filmed "Holiday Inn" for Paramount in 
1942 and retired about 1945. 
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Before Duncan rents out 
a new camera, we check 
it out to standards higher 
than the manufacturer’s. 

Professional cameras and lenses 
are stringently tested, and assembled 
to our own closer tolerances. 

You’d be surprised 
how often a piece 

of new equipment arrives 
with something very slight¬ 
ly out of whack. 

Factory tolerances are 
minute, of course. A typical 
lens collimation figure is 
.0005 inch, for example. At 
Duncan, we keep it down to 
.00025 inch. 

Accuracy 
Why? Suppose flange 

focal distance, groundglass 
coincidence and film focus 
are all barely inside their 
tolerances, and all in the 
same direction. That might 
add up to error visible on 
the screen. So we play it 
extra safe. 

Dick Bowen is Produc¬ 
tion Manager at SARRA, 
INC. “Duncan’s rental 
cameras are always in per¬ 
fect shape’’ says Mr. Bowen. 

Duncan staffer in Chicago uses a microscope 
to check film focus on exposed and developed 
negative, run through a newly arrived camera. 

“And I take our own equip¬ 
ment down to his service 
shop with complete confi¬ 
dence. Those people really 
know cameras.” 

Service 
To keep our rental 

cameras in immaculate con¬ 
dition all the time, Duncan 

operates the most sophisti¬ 
cated service facilities in 
Chicago, Dallas and Detroit. 
We have to. Most factory 
service is available only in 
New York or Los Angeles. 

Guarantee 
If you buy a new cam¬ 

era from Duncan, you get 
the benefit of this. You get 
our guarantee, as well as the 
manufacturer’s. We check 
out all new equipment be¬ 
fore we sell it. (Who else 
does that?) And we back it 
up with Duncan service. 

Come in and check us 
out. We’ll be happy to show 
you how we do things. 

Service, Sales, Rentals 

DUNCAN 
VICTOR DUNCAN INC. 

676 ST. CLAIR, CHICAGO (312) 321-9406 
2659 FONDREN, DALLAS (214) 369-1165 
11043 GRATIOT, DETROIT (313) 371-4920 
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There are over 
169 reasons 

why Cinecraft is making 
a name for itself! 

ACMADE • ACME . ADC • AKG . 
ALLEN • ALTEC • AMPEX • ANGENIUX • ARRIFLEX . 

ATLAS . AUDIO LTD. . AURICON • A.V.E.. BA-CO . BAR RAY • 
BAUER • BAUSCH & LOMB • BELL & HOWELL • BEYER . BIRNS & 

SAWYER • BOLEX • BUHL . CANON • CENTURY • CENTURY PRECISION . 
CINE 60 • CINECRAFT • CINEMA BEAULIEU • CINEMA PRODUCTS . CINE 

MECHANICA . CIRCLES-S • COLLUX • COLORTRAN • COMPREHENSIVE • 
COOKE . COSMICAR • CRAIG • DALITE • DUKANE • DUNNING • DUPAGE . ECLAIR 

• EDNALITE • ELECTROVOICE • ELEMACK • FANON • FILMAGIC • FILMAGNETIC • 
FILMLINE . FISHER • FREZZOLINI • GBC • GE • GENERAL RESEARCH • GIBRALTER 

. GOLDBERG • GOSSEN • GRISWOLD • GRYPHON • GUILLOTINE. HALLIBURTON . HARRISON • 
HERRNFELD • HERVIC • HEURTIER • HKS . HOLLYWOOD FILM CO. . HONEYWELL • HORTSON 

• HURLEY • IANIERO • INTERNATIONAL • INTERSTATE • JEFRONA . KALART • KINOPTIC . 
KNEISLEY • KODAK • KOWA • LAFAYETTE • LAUMIC • LEOPOLD . LISAND • LOWELL . L & W 

INTERN ATION AL, Inc. 
• MACBETH • MAGNASYNC • MAIER HANCOCK • MAJOR • MARGUET • MARKETTE • MAURER 
• MILLER • MINERVA • MINOLTA • MITCHELL • MMM. • MOLE RICHARDSON • MONITAL • 

MOVIOLA • MOY • MPE • NAGRA • NATIONAL CINE • NEUMADE • NIKOR • NIZO • NORELCO 
• NOVA • O'CONNOR • OXBERRY • PACO • PAILLARD • PANASONIC • PHOTO EQUIP. 
. PHOTOVOLT • PIC SYNC • PIX MOBILE • PLASTIC REEL . POLACOAT • POWERS 

• PRECISION • PRESTO-SEAL • PREVOST • PROTECTOFILM • QUICK SET • 
RAPIDOGRAPH • RCA • READY EDDY • SANKOR • SCANOSCOPE • SCHNEIDER 
• SECO-SIGNO • SEKONIC . SENNHEISER • SHURE • SIMPLEX • SOLIGOR 

• SONOREX • SONY • SPECTRA • SPEEDOL . SPINDLER & SAUPPE • 
STANCO • STAREX • STA SET • STATICMASTER • STRONG • 

SYLVANIA • TAKITA • TANDBERG • TECHNICOLOR • TIFFEN 
• TRANSISTOSOUND . UHER • VEGA • VICON • VINTEN 

• VITAFILM • WALLACH • WESTON • WILSON . 
WORRALL • XRAYDIOLA • YODER . 

YOLO • ZEISS • ZOOMAR • 

Need new or rebuilt equipment? Need electronic or 
mechanical equipment repair or modification? For domestic and 
world-wide sales and service of camera, lighting, laboratory, editing, 
projection, sound, animation and TV equipment... look for quality 
you can depend upon... guaranteed by Cinecraft and the leading 
manufacturers! 

Cinecraft’s experience, technical know-how, and quality-name 
product lines have now established Cinecraft as a leader in the 
industry... and Cinecraft’s reliable service is second to none! 
Whatever your requirements are contact Cinecraft now 
for the confidence you can depend upon. c I N E C R AFT 

INTERNATIONAL. Inc. 

11 Caesar Place, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 Phone: (201) 939-0875. Cable: Cinecraft Moonachie 
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FASTEST HANDLING SINGLE SYSTEM 
SOUND CAMERA IN THE WORLD. 
Canon Sound Scoopic 200. A single system sound-on magnetic news documentary camera. 
Designed for the TV news cameraman. Without compromise. And with features long demanded ... 

REFLEX VIEWING through a 135° rotating mirror LIGHT WEIGHT. 12 lbs. 6 oz. Including body with 
shutter. No beam splitter. No loss of light at the film film chamber, lens, exposure system, sound heads and 
plane. take-up spools. 

FULLY AUTOMATIC THRU THE LENS 

METERING with manual override control. F stops visible 
in the viewfinder. Instant open and return diaphragm 
for fast focusing. 

FILTER SLOTTED 12.5-75mm Canon zoom lens. 
Filter changeable in seconds. 

REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT. 
Assures perfect framing. 

LOW PROFILE bottom load design for 200 feet 
daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways... anywhere. 

AND MORE. A 6 lb. 14 oz. over-the-shoulder 
amplifier/camera power pack in a single unit. With 
advanced automatic gain control with manual override. 
VU meter. Dual mike input. And a fast rechargeable 
battery that powers the camera, meter and amplifier 
through 2000 feet of film. Recharges in under 5 hours. 
Batteries interchange in seconds. 

ELECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR. 
Insures accurate sound speed. 

Feature for feature, Canon Sound Scoopic 200 adds up 
to getting the news faster than ever. See it in action at 
your Canon dealer. Or write us for more information. 

MODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS. Snap 
and out in seconds. 

igimnmttuttiiti 

Sound Scoopic 200 

C:anoti 
SOUND SCOOPIC 200 
Canon USA, Inc. 
10 Nevada Drive 
Lake Success, New York 11040 



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
Conducted by CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC. 
and WALTER STRENGE, ASC. 

(Inquiries are invited relating to cinematographic problems. Address: 
Q. & A., AMERICAN CINEMA TOG RAPHE R, P. O. Box 2230, Holly- 

Now.. Ahe most advanced selection of 
Zoom Lenses and Interchangeable 
Viewfinders for the Professional ~ 

Available through leading camera manufacturers 
and their dealers throughout the world. 
For further information and technical specifications call or write 

annpnipinr corporation of america Ul lUvl llvUA OUMJTV OPTICS PKSCNOPCA. MfOWMCtl r-ST*MS 

440 merrick road, Oceanside, n.y. 11572 • (516) 678-3520 
13381 beach ave . vemce, California 90291 • (213) 821-5080 

wood, Calif. 90028.) 

QHOW were the special effects in 

"Space Odyssey 2001" created? 

A We receive so many inquiries re¬ 
garding this outstanding work and 

we suggest you refer to the AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER for June, 1968, 
which covers this film in depth. Back 
issues are unavailable at this office, so 
we suggest contacting your local library 
or a college library near you. 

Ql realize that high-speed Ekta- 
chrome 7242 color reversal film is 

primarily designed for use as TV news- 
film and not as an original/print film 
but shouldn't you be able to successful¬ 
ly make an internegative for mass distri¬ 
bution from the original footage and 
create color-corrected prints anyway? I 
had occasion to use 7242 outdoors with 
an 85 filter and the lab said it was 
impossible to make a color-perfect print 
from an internegative if the original was 
7242. Is this true? 

A Kodak Ektachrome EF film 7242 
(16mm) is a high-speed camera 

film intended for use under difficult 
lighting conditions where sufficient ex¬ 
posure cannot be obtained with color 
reversal films of slower speed. Among 
its many applications are color newsreel 
work, various nighttime sporting events, 
industrial photography using existing 
light, and high-speed photography by 
both daylight and artificial light. The 
contrast of this camera film is designed 
for direct projection, but color prints 
can be made from it. 

When prints are made from it, the 
contrast of the print goes up, resulting 
in the dark subjects becoming darker 
and the light subjects becoming lighter. 
When prints are to be made from Kodak 
Ektachrome EF Film, many laboratories 
postflash the film before development 
to get a pseudo-effect of lower contrast. 

In general, you should be able to get 
what many viewers would agree to be an 
acceptable color print, visually depend¬ 
ent on the scene (brightness range) 
content; however, it might not match 
the colors that you would get if you 
used Eastman Ektachrome Commercial 
Film 7252 (16mm). 

Ql am trying to make a film and the 
weather is so great that I cannot 

get a dark enough sky, what filters 
should I use? 

A Yellow, orange and red filters 
tend to darken the sky but the 

effect depends upon the blueness of the 
sky. Here are some problems and their 
solutions. 
1. A misty sky does not photograph as 
dark as a clear blue sky. You can't 
darken an overcast sky by using a filter. 
2. The sky is frequently almost white at 
the horizon and shades to a more 
intense blue at the zenith. Therefore, 
the effect of the filter at the horizon is 
small, but it becomes greater as you aim 
the camera upwards. 
3. The sky near the sun is less blue than 
the surrounding sky and therefore is less 
affected by a filter. 
4. The filter used was not strong 
enough. Use a darker filter, one absorb¬ 
ing a greater amount of blue and ultra¬ 
violet light. 
5. The exposure influences the result. 
Slight underexposure will further dark¬ 
en a sky already rendered slightly dark 
by use of a filter. Overexposure results 
in a lighter sky and the filter effect may 
be completely lost. 
6. Contrast between the sky and the 
subject depends on the lightness or 
darkness of the subject. A dark subject 
will be lost against a dark sky but a light 
subject may be enhanced by the con¬ 
trast. 

The above information was found in 
Kodak Publication N.AB-1, a copyright¬ 
ed Kodak publication. 
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BIRNS & SAWYER 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALE 
It’s Another Super 

Birns & Sawyer 
Used Studio Equipment 

Price Festival. Y’all Come! 
Stay as Long as it Lasts!* 

(1) McALISTER CRAB DOLLY, completely silenced, 
with hydraulic boom arm, two seats and electric 
pump. A Birns & Sawyer special at only $3,200. (2) 
MGM GEARED HEAD (shown mounted on dolly), 
$500. Save $250 by buying them both for only 
$3,500! 

(3) Here are some exceptional bargains in PANORA¬ 
MIC DOLLIES — four of them (manually operated, 
360° rotation and 7' lens height) at only $395, and 
a fifth at $595. 

(4) Stock up on CINE SCOOPS now — accepts 500 
to 1500-watt globe, Mogul base, only $10 each. 

(5) Just released from Warner Brothers — eight 
“ACADEMY CRANES” used on scores of award¬ 
winning features — designed for studio use with all 
cameras. These smooth, silent, incomparable cranes 
come with remote control and weights. Forward and 
reverse, 110-volt d.c. Working range to 9'. Fraction 
of original cost, only $3,500! 

(6) And how about two large WARNER CRANES, one 
electrically driven, with a floor to lens height of 17f 

at only $6,000 and the other, manually operated, 
with a floor to lens height of 21'7" at the low, low 
price of only $3,500. 

(7) Get ARRIFLEX 35mm x 400' COLOR MAGAZINES 
while they last at only $200. 

(8) We have several MGM-made lightweight ALUMI¬ 
NUM BRUTES, with grid and crank-up stand at 
$1500 each. 

Also available at special, low, low used equip¬ 
ment prices are a BNC Camera, B & H 2709 
Cameras, Mitchell Finders, Flags and Scrims, 
M-R Sound Boom, Mitchell Bi-Pack Maga¬ 
zines, Carrying Cases, Mitchell Matte Boxes, 
Microphones, Perfectone Recorder, Sony 
Wireless Mikes, and much, much more. RE- 
MEMBER, PEOPLE EXPECT A BET¬ 
TER DEAL FROM BIRNS & SAWYER! 

Birns & Sawyer, Inc. 
(213) 466-8211 CABLE: B1RNSAW 

1026 N. Highland Avenue • Los Angeles, Ca. 
LONDON • SYDNEY • TEL AVIV 

*Cameras and geared heads not included in above prices. 
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Lowell Softlight weighs only 7 lbs 
and folds flat into an attache case. 

2000w studio softlights weighing 36 lbs 
put out one third stop more light. But this 
one uses lOOOw — and costs one third less. 

The effect is like north win¬ 
dow light. Soft shadows, soft 
highlights. Ideal for fill and key 
light. Two 500w quartz lamps. 
Barndoors control the light 
and shield the lens from flare. 

Softlights on location! The 
Lowell Softlight folds flat in 
seconds and fits into an attache 
case measuring 28x16x4 
inches. Open, the Softlight 
measures 23 x 21 x 7 inches. 

You can snap open the 
frame and attach the reflector 
in 45 seconds; and the assem¬ 
bled unit is remarkably sturdy. 
You can clamp it to a doortop 
or attach it to a wall. Or you 
can use the 4 pound Lowell 
Link Stand. 

For more information, see 
your dealer; or write to us at 
the address below. 

LOWEL 
Lowel-Light Photo Engineering 
421 W. 54th St., New York 10019 
Phone number: (212) 245 6744 
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Only two cameras in the world can make all 
these statements. The new Nizo S-560 and S-800. 

l Automatic built-in lap dissolve. This simple pushbutton device automatically fades one scene into another. 
A Nizo first. 

^ Variable speed shutter. It allows you to compensate for extreme light conditions. A Nizo first. 

3 Built-in intervalometer. This lets you make time-lapse films without any attachments. 
Nizo introduced it in 1968. 

4 

A silver label with the guarantee number is affixed 
to the inside of the film chamber door. It is your 
assurance that the camera has undergone a 100% 
inspection according to an 18 point standard and 
carries the extended U.S. 2 year guarantee. 

Extended U.S. 2 year guarantee* A recent Nizo innovation is an extended U.S. 2 year guarantee 
on these two cameras. 

The new Nizo cameras embody the latest in techno¬ 
logical advances —most of these capabilities were 
developed by Nizo and most remain Nizo exclusives. 
And when you’ve had an opportunity to examine the 
other features of the new Nizo S-560 and S-800, you’ll 
see we haven’t stinted anywhere else. To mention only 
a few: incomparable Schneider Variogon zoom optics 
with as much as an 11.4 to 1 zoom ratio; automatic 
metering that works all the way up to ASA 160; built-in 
sound synch pulse generator; and instant slow motion. 
The suggested retail price is $595 for the S-560 and 
$695 for the S-800. See your dealer for a complete 
demonstration. He’ll have some statements of his own 
to make concerning the amazing new Nizo movie cameras. 

BRflun 
Nizo 

The engineering flawless. The design dominated by logic. 

* If within two years from date of purchase a Nizo S-560 or S-800 movie camera fails to function because of defects in materials or work¬ 
manship and the unit is returned to an authorized service center, Braun North America will, at its option, repair or replace the unit without 
additional charge. Batteries, misuse or tampering excluded. 

For information write: Braun North America, A Division of The Gillette Company. Dept 76 ,55 Cambridge Parkway, Cambridge, Mass. 02142. 
In Canada: Braun Electric Canada, Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario. Price is subject to change without notice. 
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the little company that never 
stopped growing _ 

We’ve been servicing filmmakers for the last 40 
years. Our size makes some people think of us 
as a big company. Big? Yes. Too big? Never. 

In fact, we like to think of ourselves as . . . 
the little company that never stopped growing. 

Movielab’s Comprehensive Service Includes: 

• Developing and printing of 35mm & 
16mm Color and Black & White Dailies 

• 16mm Ektachrome ECO & EF Dailies 
• Processing of TV Spots by a special 

Television Department 
• Super 8 and Regular 8mm in any format 
• Daily Color Reversal Intermediate CRI 

processing 
• Matching of all Camera Originals — 

35mm & 16mm 
• Complete Screening and Cutting Room 

facilities 
• Film Strips & Slides 

Movielab 
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD 

619 West 54th Street 
New York, New York 10019 (212) 586-0360 

6823 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, California 90038 (213) 469-5981 
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BEL AIR CAMERA AND HI-FI 
9X7 WESTWOOD BLVD., LOS ANGELES 900X4 

West Los Angeles Headquarters for ARRIFLEX 

BEL AIR CAMERA has long enjoyed an enviable reputation as an unequalled source of information and counsel on all subjects pertaining to 
professional and advanced 8 and 16 mm cinematography. BEL AIR's thoroughly competent staff is constantly available to assist in any cine¬ 
matographic problem. And all Beaulieu, Arriflex, Sonorex, Hervic, Heurtier, and Uher products are instantly available from stock. Please 
accept our invitation to visit us at any time to see our vast stock of cinematographic/photographic equipment. Drop us a card or phone if 
you prefer. You will enjoy your association with Bel Air Camera and Hi Fi. 

1. The ARRIFLEX 16BL camera isaself-blimped, lightweight, professional 16mm camera, "sound convertible" for double system/single system 
recording. All cameras are equipped to accept the Arri single system recording module. All Arriflex 16BL cameras feature built-in 60Hz con¬ 
trol signal generator, running light, and automatic electric clapstick with manual scene marker. The famous Arri precision registration pin 
movement, mirror shutter, reflex finder system with provision for interchangeable finders, standard type A finder, automatic closure eye¬ 
piece, ground glass with TV safe action markings, and customer's choice of zoom lens are standard equipment. Arriflex 16BL cameras may 
be optionally factory equipped with the "APEC" Arri Precision Exposure Control and the Arri Zoom Motor Control. Our staff members 
will be happy to describe these advanced creative film maker's features for you. 

2. The BEAULIEU R16B(PZ). One of the world's most advanced 16mm motion picture cameras. Has built-in power zoom with continuously 
variable zoom speed from 3 through 15 seconds and positive stop/start with manual override, coupled to the fine Angenieux 12-120 mm 
"auto" zoom lens. Mirrored shutter allows all the light to pass alternately to the brilliant reflex viewfinder and to the film. Fully automatic 
exposure control with manual override. Ultra-accurate speed control from 2 to 64 frames per second. Nickel cadmium battery screws into 
(and forms part of) camera handgrip - eliminating the need for battery back hanging over the shoulder or battery belt attached around the 
waist. Ability to accept most standard "C" mount lenses, and (with the use of lens adapters) an extensive range of still camera lenses, is only 
a part of the outstanding features that make the Beaulieu R16B(PZ) the favorite choice of the TV-news film and documentary cameramen, 
and the "new cinema" producers. The R16B(PZ) is also available with an Angenieux 17-68 mm zoom lens. An optional range of accessories 
include a 200 ft. magazine, 60 cycle sync generator, 500 mA and extra heavy duty 1000 mA Ni-Cad batteries, battery chargers, cases, etc. 
Inspect the BEAULIEU R16B(PZ) at Bel Air Camera where ALL your questions can be answered. Consider this fine instrument for your 
next sync/sound production. 

3. The UHER 1000/N Neo Pilot %" Sync Tape Recorder, specifically designed for sound film synchronization is ideal for use with the Beaulieu, 
Arriflex, Eclair, and similar first line cameras. Its lightweight 754 lbs., small and compact 11 x 9 x 3’/2 inch size and the ready accessibility of 
its operating controls in the ever-ready shoulder case, make it the perfect unit for on-location sound filming. An assured frequency response 
of 20-20,000 Hz at a stroboscopically controlled speed of l'h i.p.s. combined with a full-track recording, produces precisely synchronized 
sound without variation. Ruggedly built and fully climatized. Has interruptable automatic photo-electric level control, interruptable low 
frequency filter, sync signal test button, battery condition test button, off-the-tape monitoring, built-in monitoring speaker, and adjustable 
CCIR or NARTB record equalization. Mixer jacks, 600 ohm balanced, for adding sound sources. Operates on self-contained batteries, car 
battery, or 110/250 volt AC power. Complete with microphone, 5 Ni-Cad batteries, AC Power Supply/Charger, case, and camera connecting 
cable. 

4. The SONOREX Double/16 Sound Projector offers sound capabilities that far exceed those of a conventional 16mm machine. It permits 
single system optical playback and magnetic record/playback; it provides double system record and playback in perfect sync, and has exten¬ 
sive facilities for transfer, mixing, recording, and re-recording. Picture steadiness is better than 1/1000th of a picture height. The projector 
uses a 24 volt-250 watt Halogen lamp, a 1:6.9 ratio shutter, and a fast lens for a light output of approximately 500 lumens. A solid state 
amplifier with a power output of 20 watts continuous into 8 ohms has inputs for microphone, phono, and balanced +6db line. Outputs in¬ 
clude built-in monitor, separate main speaker, balanced +6db line, and unbalanced adjustable line. Film-end and film-break safety switches 
are built in. Standard accessories permit multi-screen, multi-media, and similar special presentations, as well as multi-projector interlocks. 
Transfers from %" tapes to 200 mil sound tracks on 16mm magnetic film may be made on the Sonorex. This projector is a "must see" for 
all serious film makers. 

5. The BEAULIEU 4008ZM2 Zoom Macro represents the ultimate in advanced Super-8 motion picture cameras. The 4008ZM2 has double 
system synchronous sound capability (with automatic tape recorder start/stop control), continuously variable power zoom from 2 through 
12 seconds, motorized macro focusing as close as 1 millimeter from the front element of its super wide angle Beaulieu-Optivaron f 1.8 zoom 
lens (focal length 6-66mm), without added accessories. Superimpositions and lap-dissolves are possible (up to 100 frames duration) with this 
unique camera system. The 4008ZM2 accepts all standard C-mount lenses. And all 35mm still camera lenses as well (when used with suitable 
C-mount adapter). The super-luminous 27X magnification viewfinder functions with a mirrored guillotine-type shutter (set at 45° angle), 
which alternately directs ALL the light on to the film or into the viewfinder. The viewfinder is equipped with a fine-grain ground glass focus¬ 
ing screen. The variable shutter allows fade-ins, and fade-outs. Self-resetting footage counter and resettable frame counter (1-100). Contin¬ 
uously variable film speeds from 2 through 70 frames per second. Single frame and remote control filming is provided for. Self-contained 
250 mA nickel-cadmium battery is readily recharged with a 30 mA charger. Uses standard 50 ft. Super-8 cartridges. With the Beaulieu 
4008ZM2 you can produce motion pictures of true professional quality. 

6. HEURTIER Super-8 STEREO SOUND Projector. This all new Super-8 projector - an innovation in Super-8 sound projectors - features a 
unique and revolutionary STEREO SOUND system. The Heurtier ST 42 STEREO'S integral magnetic sound system provides professional 
STEREO SOUND quality, and is supplied with dual speakers,'two microphones, and a headphone set. Its "twin head" magnetic recorder 
(using the main track stripe and balance stripe for recording), can be used for simultaneous full stereo recording, or recording on either one 
of the two tracks separately - with complete "sound mixing’/ control. Among other features, the ST-42 STEREO projector offers sound 
superimposition, sound transfer, echo effects, a built-in public address system, an 18-frame sound/picture separation, and an INSTANT 
START heavy duty flywheel for the best possible sound recording and playback quality. The ST-42 STEREO sound projector is ruggedly 
constructed and attractively designed. It provides rock-steady, critically sharp pictures, with a choice of projection speeds at 18 and 24 f.p.s., 
forward and reverse. PLUS . . . 800' reel capacity; SOM Berthiot 17-28 mm zoom lens, f: 1.3; and completely automatic film threading from 
reel-to-reel. 

7. HERVIC 16 mm and Super-8 Viewer-Editors. Large, brilliant projected image (16 mm: 3.2"x4.2"; Super-8: 2.9"x3.8"). Four sided optical 
prism (instead of shutter) prevents flicker. Sturdy all-metal 16 mm body weighs 8 lbs., all metal Super-8 weighs 5% lbs. Uses 6 volt 10 watt 
projection bulb. Optional 16 mm rewinds (2000 ft. capacity, weight 5 lbs.) fold for storage. Super-8 has built-in folding rewinds, 400 ft. 
capacity. Hervic Viewer-Editors feature a film pressure plate which maintains picture sharpness whether film is in motion or stationary, a 
frame marker, focusing and framing controls, and dust-proof glass screen. Hervic 16 mm & Super-8 Viewer-Editors are precision made, 
smooth operating, of professional quality, and are built for many years of service. (Illustration shows 16 mm model with rewinds). 

8. MULTILAPSE - a remarkable instrument for time-lapse cinematography. Operates the camera, lights (flood or strobe flash), motors, back¬ 
ground curtain, etc., at intervals from 4 frames per second to 1 frame every 45 hours! Entirely automatic, it may be left unattended for days, 
making time lapse exposures every 4'A minutes, or any other of many selected intervals. Has "shutter hold" to expose several frames at a 
time, exposure counter, shutter thrust adjustment, flash charge outlet for strobe batteries, fine adjustment for flash synchronization, and 
many more features not found in any other instrument designed for time-lapse operation. Fully portable, operates on regular 100/120v AC 
power source. Requires no accessory elements - operates with your normal equipment. 

BEL AIR CAMERA AND HI FI. 927 Westwood Blvd., Los Aogeles. Calif. 90024. 

Please seed me literatire on the cinema products checked below. 

□ 1- □ 2- □ 3. □ 4. □ 5. □ 6. 
Name 
Address 

State 

BEL AIR CAMERA AND HI FI WILL BE PLEASED TO QUOTE COMPETITIVELY OH YOUR SPECIAL RE0UIREMEHTS. 
WRITE OR PH0HE (213) 477 9569 OR (213) 879 9616 
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The unshot Florida Beaches... 

of Texas. 
Well, Florida does have Miami 
Beach. But if you need to film 
a quiet, desolate beach area, 
how are you going to convince 
all those people to pack up 
and leave? You’re not. But 
you don’t have to. Here in 
Texas lies Padre Island’s 
natural seashore. It’s the 
longest in the United States. 
110 miles long. Padre offers 
one of the last entirely natural 
seashores in the nation ... 
untouched and unspoiled. 
Texas is made up of thirteen 

major deep-water ports ... 
countless docks, shrimp 
fleets ... most haven’t been 
captured on film. The border 
tropics of Texas, with sun, 
sand, surf, and 300 frost-free 
days a year. If you’d like to 
know more, just call us. We’ve 
got the answers ... and the 
photos to prove it. 
Your central source for film 
production service. 

Texas Film Commission 
Warren Skaaren 

lL Executive Director 
1212 Guadalupe □ Box 110).' 
Austin, Texas 78701 □ (512) 475-3785 
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A young man, his work, and his camera 
MARK SHEPARD — Student Filmmaker 
and Cinematographer □ Speaker on Student 
Filmmaking in Los Angeles City High Schools 
and Member of the L.A. Film Teachers Associ¬ 
ation □ Student at California Institute of the 
Arts and Valley Junior College □ Producer/ 
Cinematographer of “Mirrors” (a short subject, 
soon to be released theatrically) and “Spider¬ 
web” (a student-made feature length film) 

“If I were to choose which is tougher: 
making a professional film or a student 
film —there is no doubt in my mind that 
I would choose the latter. This comes 
from ten years’ personal experience... 
from my Brownie to the Beaulieu. What 
can be more ulcer-producing than having 
no backing, no huge crew, no budget to 
speak of, time limitations, deadlines to 
meet, no sets, very little equipment, and 
dreams of an epic that might never see 
its way out of the can for lack of just 
about everything. 

As a student filmmaker, I can honestly 
say I have been through everything a 

cameraman can be through, even though 
I’m very young. After all, my career 
started at age 9! Any teenage filmmaker 
will acknowledge the fact that very little 
in motion picture equipment meets both 
our quality requirements and financial 
limitations. A happy medium is hard 
to find. 

But one is around, the Beaulieu 16mm 
camera, which my film group discovered 
and began to rent regularly early last 
year. The Beaulieu has been a lifesaver 

ever since. It suits all our needs...from 
the rental price to the design. 

The Beaulieu R16B is one of the least 
expensive and very best auto-exposure 
16mm reflex cameras you can rent from 
the professional camera supply houses — 

and it gives you the greatest results the 
first time around. This (and the fact that 
it is small and compact) meets the most 
important needs of the student filmmaker 
— who has one eye on a slim budget 
while the other is planning a shot. 

In my own style of filmmaking, I prefer 
to get the feel of the sequence once we 
get to our actual location. The Beaulieu 
16mm camera lets me have total flex¬ 
ibility, as you can literally just grab it 
up and shoot away. It’s small, so I find 
it easy to strap it to a car or wheelchair 
for dolly shots...or for just lying on my 
back to get an ultra-low angle. It’s truly 
a personal camera. As far as I’m con¬ 
cerned, the Beaulieu R16B can do any¬ 
thing—but anything —you want it to, and 
in any style you want... from a scripted 
flick to cinema-verite. 

Total versatility and freedom —and 
that is really what young filmmaking is 
all about.” 

Beaulieu. 
It lets you be there 
when it’s happening. 

Visit your favorite professional M.P. rental house to rent 
(or purchase) the new Beaulieu R16B(PZ) camera with 

built-in POWER ZOOM, now 
available with 

Angenieux 
“Auto”17-68mm 

(illustrated) or 
12-120mm 

zoom lenses. 

CINEMA HexuJjtuL 
A DIVISION OF HERVIC CORPORATION 

To receive literature on the Beaulieu 16mm camera, 
visit your finest camera store or write 
Cinema Beaulieu, General Office: 14225 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, California 91403. 
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THE EXPLORERS 
Main and End Title 

Designed and Produced by 
PERRI & SMITH 

p€rri& smith 

film and graphic 
concept, design 
and production 

845 
north highland avenue 

hollyiLiood 90038 

(213)463-2367 

A DAVID L.WOLPER 
PRODUCTION 
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Introducing THE WEAVE R-STE ADMAN BALANCED FLUID HEAD® 
Patent Pending 

MODEL A-3000 BALANCED FLUID HEAD 
Shown with MODEL E MOUNT for Eclair, 
Auricon & other Flat Base Cameras 

The W-S Balanced Fluid Head was designed for the professional 
Cinematographer who demands the ultimate in smoothness and 
versatility in a camera head. 
Allows smooth 360 degree Pans and 360 degree Tilts with finger tip 
control. 
Constructed of Magnesium castings—extremely light weight and rigid. 
Tilt and Pan actions pivot on ball bearings for smooth control. 
Control handle and all other hardware items are either stainless steel 
or brass for corrosion resistance. 
Camera remains in perfect balance in whatever position the operator 
places it. 
Hangs upside down—still in perfect balance. 
Control handle adjusts 360 degrees. 
Eliminates need for tilt plates. 
Camera position quickly adjustable to compen¬ 
sate for film load, lens weight, etc. 
Mounts on any PRO JR. Tripod or with adaptor 
on MITCHELL Tripod or HI HAT. 
Camera mount assemblies available for 35 Arri 2C, 16mm Eclair 
NPR, Auricon and other flat base cameras and all are easily mounted 
on Model A-3000 Main Body Assembly. 
Mounts soon available for 35 Arri Bl, Mitchell Mark 111 and others. 

MODEL A-3000 BALANCED FLUID HEAD 

MODEL A-3000 BALANCED FLUID HEAD 
Shown with MODEL A MOUNT for 35 2C Arriflex Cameras 

Shown with Mitchell Mark II Camera and 
Panavision Anamorphic Lens 

For Detailed Information write or phone 

WORLD-WIDE DISr rRIBUTION—SERVICE- -SALES 
Manufactured and available from 

PEARSON PHOTOGRAPHICS 
10530 BURBANK BOULEVARD, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91601 (213) 769-7929 

EAST COAST DISTRIBUTOR WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR 

Film Equipment Rental Company F&B Ceco of California, Inc. 
419 W. 54th Street 
New York, New York 10019 

7051 Santa Monica Boulevard 
Hollywood, California 90038 

(212) 581-5474 (213) 466-9361 
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American Cinematographer Editor journeys to Munich to observe 

production of the Official Olympic Games Film and ends up pressed 
into service as cameraman on two events of the great sports spectacle 

MUNICH 

All the way here on the plane I have 
been excited by the prospect of being 
on hand for the filming of what prom¬ 
ises to be the most exciting Olympic 
Games yet. Just as at the 1968 XIX 
Olympiad in Mexico, I have been invited 
to attend, not as a member of the Press, 
but as a special guest of Wolper Pictures, 
the American company which has been 
selected to make the official Olympic 
Games feature, in association with Ba¬ 
varia Studios of Munich. As such, I will 
dress in the uniform of the cameramen, 
be billeted with them in the Olympic 
Village (where the 10,000 athletes from 
123 countries are staying), eat with 
them and move about with them as they 
film the sprawling action of the Olym¬ 
pic Games. I am very touched by this 
compliment, because it means that these 
crack film technicians from nine coun¬ 
tries regard me not as a journalist 
(which i certainly am not), but as one 
of their own. 

I am excited by David Wolper's 

unique and imaginative concept for 
shooting of the official film. Shying 
away from the straight documentary 
record approach, which has always been 
embraced in the past but which has now 
been rendered obsolete by the extensive 
live video coverage available, he has 
chosen to select 10 top directors from 
as many countries—each of whom has 
been given free rein to shoot a ten-to- 
twelve-minute "mini-film" on a specific 
aspect of the Olympics which interests 
him. The resultant segments will later be 
assembled as a feature-length presenta¬ 
tion for theatrical showing throughout 
the world. 

The array of directorial talent which 
he has managed to bring together is 
mind-boggling. It includes: Arthur Penn 
from the U.S., Milos Forman of Czecho¬ 
slovakia, France's Claude Lelouch, Eng¬ 
land's John Schlesinger, Yuri Ozerov 
from the Soviet Union, Mai Zetterling 
from Sweden, Ousmane Sembene of 
Senegal, Michael Pfleghar of West Ger¬ 

many, Kon Ichikawa of Japan and 
Franco Zefferelli from Italy. 

In addition, Wolper has assigned di¬ 
rector Alex Grasshoff to head a crew 
which will shoot 35mm "entr'acte" 
sequences to tie the mini-film segments 

Official sunburst symbol of the Summer 1972 
Olympic Games, held in Munich, West 
Germany. 

(LEFT) Camera crew sets up for shooting inside the magnificent Olympic Stadium, with its graceful, tentlike acrylic roof. As many as 50 crews, with 
cameramen from nine different countries were shooting simultaneously on some events. (CENTER) A section of the stunning Olympiapark complex, 
as seen from the top of the Olympic Tower, shimmers in the sunlight. (RIGHT) Interior of the vast Schwinhalle, site of the aquatic events. All of the 
artificial lighting used in the sports halls was balanced for daylight color temperature, so that mixed light presented no problem. 

(LEFT) The Olympic Flag is raised during the colorful Opening Ceremony. A standing-room-only crowd packed the 80,000-seat stadium to 
overflowing. (CENTER) David Wolper addresses press conference on plans for shooting of Official Olympic Games Film by Wolper Pictures Ltd. 
crews, and also introduces nine of the outstanding directors from as many countries who will shoot individual sequences for the theatrical 
presentation. (RIGHT) A cluster of Mitchell cameras equipped with 1200mm lenses is set up in the pit. Never before have so many extreme 
telephoto lenses been used to film a single event. 



together, as well as a 16mm "behind- 
the-scenes" documentary of the gigantic 
filming operation itself. Grasshoff re¬ 
cently produced and directed a film 
version of Alvin Toffler's best-seller, 
"FUTURE SHOCK", starring Orson 
Welles. He won an Academy Award in 
1968 for the feature documentary en¬ 
titled "YOUNG AMERICANS". Two 
years previously he had been nominated 
for the Wolper feature documentary, 
"THE REALLY BIG FAMILY". 

Old Home Week 

I am very kindly met at the airport 
by an old friend. Reinhold Schutz, 
Export Manager for Arnold & Richter 
KG. The ARRI organization is partici¬ 
pating heavily in the Olympic Games, 

providing some of the camera and light¬ 
ing equipment, as well as on-the-spot 
service and maintenance. 

We drive to Olympiapark, site of the 
Games and I am stunned by the vast and 
lavish facilities which have sprung up on 
what used to be an airfield for private 
planes. The various stadia, with their 
tentlike acrylic roofs, are stunning 
architectural sculptures. The staggered 
tiers of the huge apartment blocks in 
the Olympic and Press Villages combine 
ultra-modern monolithic form with 
overtones reminiscent of the pyramids 
of Yucatan. The West Germans have 
clearly gone all out to provide a superb 
setting for the Games. 

In the bustling nerve center head¬ 
quarters of Wolper Pictures, high atop 
the Administration Building which over- 

(ABOVE RIGHT) Insignia patch of Wolper Pictures Ltd., sewn onto pockets of uniforms worn by 140 crew members involved in production of the 
Official Film. (BELOW LEFT) Diminutive Swedish director Mai Zetterling stands next to one of the hulking subjects appearing in her filmed 
segment having to do with weightlifting. (CENTER) Inside Munich beer hall, cameraman films grunting Bavarians, in native dress, as they engage in a 
"finger wrestling" tournament. (RIGHT) Leni Riefenstahl, director of 1936 Berlin Olympics film chats with Producer Stan Margulies, Alberto Isaac 
(director of "OLYMPIAD IN MEXICO), Kon Ichikawa (Director of "TOKYO OLYMPIAD") and Producer David Wolper. 

(LEFT) Famed Swedish cinematographer Rune Ericson, unaccustomed to being merely a spectator, takes his Arriflex along to the Opening 
Ceremony "just in case"—even though he had not been assigned to shoot that event. (CENTER) The stadium grounds blaze with colorful pageantry, 
as athletes from 123 countries march proudly in to take up their positions on Opening Day of the Games. (RIGHT) A section of the vast Olympic 
Village, with its futuristic architecture. It was later to become the scene of one of the most terrible tragedies of modern times. 

(LEFT) Famous American director Arthur Penn had previously filmed four hours of footage on a boxer who later failed to qualify for the Olympics. 
He then started over, switching his subject to pole vaulting. (CENTER) Crews shooting the various events included the "cream of the crop" among 
sports cameramen. They held their own tournament to see who could "pull focus" most precisely while following subjects with extreme telephoto 
lenses. (RIGHT) Chief Photographic Consultant Michael Samuelson discusses filming with West German director Michael Pfleghar. 



On sound stage of Arnold & Richter KG in 
Munich, the ARRI people throw a party for 
production crew members and other "visiting 
firemen". 

looks the Olympic Village, I meet so 
many people I know that the atmo¬ 
sphere begins to take on an aura of Old 
Home Week. I am given a warm wel¬ 
come by David Wolper and his energetic 
co-producer, Stan Margulies, whom I 
know from Hollywood. There is a re¬ 
union with director Arthur Penn, whom 
I haven't seen since he was gleefully 
directing a cast of thousands on location 
in Montana for "LITTLE BIG MAN". 
Among the familiar faces (some of 
whom filmed the Mexican Olympic 
Games) are such cameramen as Walter 
Lassally, Alan Hume, Arthur Wooster, 
Ron Collins and Rune Ericson (my 
Viking friend from Sweden). 

I am taken by a driver to be mugged 
for my official cameraman's pass and am 
them outfitted in a cameraman's uni¬ 
form, which consists of a blue corduroy 
"Eisenhower" jacket (with Wolper Pic¬ 
tures patch), plus matching flare trous¬ 
ers and peaked cap. Completing the 
ensemble is a pair of blue buckskin 
Adidas track shoes with white stripes. 
Everyone in the production company of 
140 people, from Wolper on down, is 
dressed in this gear. 

Back at the Wolper nerve center I 

WOLPER PICTURES LTD. “OFFICIAL FILM OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES—MUNICH, 
1972” 

1 .THE PRODUCTION 

Producers: 
Production Manager: 
Olympic Committee 

Liaison: 
Production Secretary: 
Producers’ Secretary: 
Secretaries to the 

Production 

Production Runner: 
Production Liaison to 

Olympiapark Hotel: 
Observer from the National 

Film Board of Canada: 

DAVID L. WOLPER, STAN MARGULIES 
PI A I. ARNOLD 

Dr. KLAUS VON LINDEINER 
MAY CAPSASKIS 
IRMI VON RUXLEBEN 

ELIZABETH HOMBERGER 
ILONA LEMPA 
LINDA WEIDLE 
LINDA CORDRAY 
NICHOLAS WILTAMUTH 

GITTA HOFFMANN 

JACQUES BOBET 

2. ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 

Auditor: JANE MEAGHER 
German Accountant: RENATE SEEFELDT 
Accounting Assistant: URSEL HUGLER 

3. THE DIRECTORS and THEIR CREWS 

Czechoslovakia Dl RECTOR 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

MILOS FORMAN 
DIETMAR SIEGERT 
ERICH KUSTER 

Japan Dl RECTOR 
Assoc. Producer 
Writer 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 
Interpreter 

KON ICHIKAWA 
ISAO ZENIYA 
SHUNTARO TANIKAWA 
HARTMUT BAH R 
FRANZ KARASEK 
MARGARETHA KRAPF 

France Dl RECTOR 
Tech. Advisor 
Asst. Director 
Sound Engineer 
Script/Editor 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

CLAUDE LELOUCH 
PIERRE PARDON 
CHARLES GERARD 
BERNARD ROCHUT 
CATHERINE BERNARD 
RENATE NEUCHL 
HEIKO STEINERT 

U.S.S.R. Dl RECTOR 
Writer 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 
Interpreter 

YURI OZEROV 
DELIARA OZEROVA 
DIETER MEYER 
HELMUT KLEE 
JUTTA RUPP 

U.S.A. Dl RECTOR 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

ARTHUR PENN 
WIELAND LIEBSKE 
DIETRICH STEINHORST 

Germany Dl RECTOR 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

MICHAEL PFLEGHAR 
RAINER KLINGENFUSS 
LEOPOLDO BARALLA 

England DIRECTOR 
Assoc. Director 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

JOHN SCHLESINGER 
JIM CLARK 
UDO LAMBSDORFF 
RICHARD RICHTSFELD 

Senegal DIRECTOR 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

OUSMANE SEMBENE 
OSMAN RAGHEB 
HEINZ BADEWITZ 

Sweden Dl RECTOR 
Writer 
Unit Manager 
Prod. Asst. 

MAI ZETTERLING 
DAVID HUGHES 
BODO SCHWOPE 
MICHAEL SENFTLEBEN 

4. DOCUMENTARY FILM UNIT 

DIRECTOR ALEX GRASSHOFF 
Unit Manager WOLFGANG GLATTES 

(LEFT) From vantage point high on the terrace of the Olympic Tower, spectators observe sports contest taking place inside the adjacent Olympic 
Stadium. (RIGHT) In Munich hofbrau, famed German cameraman Willy Bogner zeroes his Arriflex in on preliminaries of the Finger Wrestling 
tournament, a local pastime which serves as a wonderful excuse for lots of beer-drinking. 



Production Assistant 
Cameraman 

Camera Assistant 

PETER NAGUSCHEWSKI 
WILLY BOGNER 
CHRISTOPHER PECHIN 
UDO DREBELOW 

5. INDUSTRIAL FILM UNIT 

Production Manager 
Production Assistant 
Production Dispatcher 
Cameraman 
Camera Assistant 

KURT BERTHOLD 
PETER ZENK 
HUBERT KNEIER 
DIETER LIPHARDT 
VOLKER RODDE 

6. PUBLICITY 

Publicity Director 
Publicist 
Stills Photographers 

Publicity Secretary 
Representative of the 

VIC HEUTSCHY 
FRED GESENGER 
LARS LOOSCHEN 
REINHOLD BINDER 
FRANK MULLER-MAY 
JUTTA NIEHAUS 

American Cinematographer HERB LIGHTMAN 

7. CAMERA DEPARTMENT 

CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHIC CONSULTANT: 
MICHAEL SAMUELSON 

ASSISTED BY: UDO LAMBSDORFF 
and 

TERRY GOULD 
Camera Mechanic HEINZ FELDHAUS 
In Charge of Rawstock MICHAEL SANTY 

Camera Tearns: 
TEAM NO. DIRECTOR CAMERA TEAM 

1. PENN WALTER LASSALLY 
STEWART HARRIS 

2. SCHLESINGER ARTHUR WOOSTER 
DRUMMOND CHALLIS 

3. LELOUCH DANIEL BOCLY 
ALAIN BASNIER 
ELI E CHOURAQUI 

4. ZETTERLING RUNE ERICSON 
MIKE MATTHEWS 

5. ICHIKAWA MASUO YAMAGUCH1 

6. OZEROV IGOR SLABNEVITCH 
PREM HUNA 

7. SEMBENE GEORGES CARISTAN 
DIETMAR GRAF 

8. PFLEGHAR ERNST WILD 
ERNST STRITZINGER 

9. FORMAN JORGEN PERSSON 
SHAUN O’DELL 

10. — GEORGES DUFAUX 
(Canadian Film Board) 

11. GRASSHOFF WILLY BOGNER 
UDO DREBELOW 

12. — 
13. — MIKE DAVIES 

DAVID ROBINSON 

14. — PETER MENZIES 
BARRY BROWN 

15. — ALAN HUME 
MIKE EVANS 

16. — TERRY GOULD 
BILL LOVIN 

17. — MERVYN WILSON 
DETLEF NIEDBALLA 

Continued on Page 1290 

Movie star-turned-director Mai Zetterling en¬ 
joys ARRI party with her husband, British 
novelist David Hughes. 

meet up with another old friend, 
Michael Samuelson, deputy managing 
director of Samuelson Film Service Lim¬ 
ited. Just as he was during the Olympic 
Games filming in Mexico, Michael is 
functioning as Chief Photographic Con¬ 
sultant, in charge of assigning all the 
camera crews and their equipment. He is 
busily filling in blanks on his huge 
production chart (which takes up an 
entire wall), but when he spots me, the 
"Jolly Pink Giant"—as I affectionately 
call him—breaks into an ear-to-ear grin 
and gives me a bear hug. 

Then, without further ado, he says: 
"We're short one bloke—so you're going 
to be the cameraman on Crew 34 for 
the shooting of the Men's 100-meter 
and the Marathon." 

I'm sure he must be putting me on, 
but he turns out to be completely 
serious. They simply need one more 
cameraman and, it seems, I'm going to 
be it. The producer's son, Lee Margulies, 
has been assigned as my assistant. If I 
have any delusions about Michael's as¬ 
signing me just to make me feel like part 
of the team, these disappear when I 
discover that I have been assigned two 
Continued on Page 1290 

(LEFT) Producer David Wolper puffs anxiously on cigar as someone poses a tough question during press conference. (RIGHT) The wife of 
Documentary Unit director Alex Grasshoff created a minor sensation with her original "Olympic Games Coiffure". She repeatedly stopped traffic, 
was featured in newspapers and magazines, and ended up as honored guest on a whole rash of local TV shows. 



PRODUCTION NOTES ON 

THE OFFICIAL OLYMPIC GAMES FILM 
About the staggering logistics of putting together a team of famous 
directors and outstanding cameramen from a number of different countries 

By VIC HEUTSCHY 

THE OLYMPIAD 
During the Olympiad competition in 

ancient Greece, all wars were suspended 
for the period of the games and safe 
conduct was guaranteed to all. Athletes 
competed for the honor of winning a 
crown of olive leaves. With the arrival of 
the modern Olympics, the number of 
participating nations and individuals has 
grown, and the barriers of time, weight, 
height and distance have been pushed 
further and further back as the records 
have fallen. But, above all, it remains an 
event about people and their exciting 
and often moving stories which have 
caught the imagination of the world. 
The David Wolper film of the XXth 
Olympiad will concentrate on this hu¬ 
man drama. 

THE FILM 

Ten of the world's foremost motion 
picture directors have been aligned by 

producers David Wolper and Stan Mar- 
gulies to film different ten-minute seg¬ 
ments for the Olympiad film. The inter¬ 
national array of cinema talent includes 
in alphabetical order—Milos Forman, 
representing Czechoslovakia; Kon Ichi¬ 
kawa, Japan; Claude Lelouch, France; 
Yuri Ozerov, U.S.S.R.; Arthur Penn, 
United States; Michael Pfleghar, Ger¬ 

many; John Schlesinger, England; 
Ousmane Sembene, Senegal; and Mai 
Zetterling, Sweden. 

Their involvement lifts the film out 
of the straight sports category, well 
covered now by television cameras, and 
allows a closer look at the drama of the 
competition. The Wolper production is 
a unique departure in the traditional 

The Olympia "Waldi", a cheerful multi¬ 
colored dachshund, was designated as the 
Official Mascot of the XX Olympiad and soon 
became popular. 

(LEFT) The lighting of the Olympic Torch. Just behind the torch-bearer can be seen a "cherry-picker" crane with its cab camouflaged by means of 
tree branches. Peering through the foliage were two Wolper cameramen who got some fine footage, but also showed up in everybody else's pictures. 
(CENTER) Athletes in the Olympic Village relax between events by playing a giant game of chess. (RIGHT) Documentary Unit director Alex 
Grasshoff gives instructions to cameraman Chris Pechin. 

(LEFT) With his cigarette perched at its characteristic 45-degree angle, director Kon Ichikawa checks the stadium for one more possible camera angle 
he may have overlooked. (CENTER) Director Arthur Penn discusses a shot with Academy Award-winning cinematographer Walter Lassally. 
(RIGHT) Deep in thought, Czech director Milos Forman meditates against a background that includes the spectacular Olympic Tower. 



(LEFT) Prior to the opening of the Games, Michael Samuelson works on his wall-to-wall production chart. Ultimateely it was packed with 
information detailing what crew members would be required where and when and with what kinds of equipment. (CENTER) Czechoslovakia's Milos 
Forman talks shop with France's Claude Lelouch. There was a beautiful spirit of cooperation between all of the directors. Though each had his own 
specific project, they constantly pitched in to help each other. 

Olympiad film which has almost always 
been the responsibility of one individual 
—usually from the host country. 

Considered by many as the most 
remembered of all Olympic films, Olym- 
pische Spiele 1936, is German director 
Leni Riefenstahl's 220-minute paean to 
physical prowess and youth. Other fas¬ 
cinating films about the event were Kon 
Ichikawa's lyrical description of the 
1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo and 
Alberto Isaac's moving documentary on 
the XIXth Olympiad in Mexico. In 
contrast to Riefenstahl's epic marathon 
film, the latter films not only glorified 
sport but looked at humanity under 
stress by recording its amazing variety 
of emotions. 

THE PRODUCTION TEAM 

In little more than a decade David 
Wolper has achieved an international 
reputation as the foremost producer of 
documentary films. At the same time, 
he established himself as one of the 
most astute businessmen in the televi¬ 
sion and motion picture industry. Audi¬ 
ences were awed in 1958 when his 
documentary "THE RACE FOR 
SPACE" was telecast. This highly-rated 
documentary contained exclusive Rus¬ 
sian footage of their space program 
never seen before on television. The film 
went on to be the first documentary 
ever to be nominated for a motion 
picture Academy Award. Wolper has 
guided the production of more than 400 
documentary films and has received 
more than 100 major international 
awards. With the same force and energy, 
he has impressively moved into the area 
of feature motion picture production. 

Stan Margulies, vice-president in 
charge of motion picture production at 
Wolper Pictures Ltd., makes his fifth 

Continued on Page 1298 

Cheerful Producer David Wolper beams as he watches the gung-ho antics of his crews shooting in 
the Olympic Stadium. In the background, cameraman Ron Collins and his assistant reach for a 
high shot. Collins was one of several cameramen present who had received basic training in 
shooting the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico. 

Director Alex Grasshoff can't resist playing with the new Arriflex 35BL camera. Five of them 
were given a premiere shakedown in filming the Games and cameramen using them unanimously 
expressed their enthusiasm. Though the camera is ideally designed for hand-holding, it was often 
mounted on a tripod because of the preponderance of long-lens shooting called for by the subject 
matter. 



OBSERVATIONS OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES FILM-MAKERS 

DAVID WOLPER (U.S.A.) 
Producer 

Our objective in producing the Offi¬ 
cial Olympic Games Film was to create 
an exciting theatrical feature entertain¬ 
ment that will please audiences all over 
the world. In the past, the Olympics 
feature films that have been made have 
not been successful, in the commercial 
sense, even though they have been 
artistic successes. / felt that this year, 
since the Games were going to be 
covered so well on TV, as far as the 
documentation aspect was concerned, it 
had become necessary to take a new 
approach to it, with the hope of coming 
up with an entertainment that people 
would go to the theaters to see. 

As a result, we arrived at the idea of 
getting ten top directors from as many 
countries and turning them loose, so to 
speak, to do their own thing and make 
individual short films that can be assem¬ 
bled as a feature presentation. / sincere¬ 
ly feel that if this one is not commer¬ 
cially successful, it will mark the end of 
such filming of the Olympic Games, 
because it will no longer be feasible 
economically and it will be difficult to 
get anyone to back it. 

/ had my doubts, at first, that / 
would be able to get the ten top 
directors that / wanted, because it se¬ 
emed unlikely that they would all be 
free at the same time, but / was fortu¬ 
nate enough to get nine out of the ten. 

These directors have come in and 
worked with only a desk as an office, 
with none of the elaborate facilities of 
feature production and no chauffered 
limousines. They have ridden in the 
little mini-busses along with their crews 
and have worked very hard from morn¬ 
ing till night, shooting constantly, and 
there hasn't been a word of complaint 
from any of them. 

The success of the project is due to 
the fact that there had been tremendous 
pre-planning by Producer Stan Mar- 
gu/ies, by Production Manager Pia 
Arnold and by Michael Samuelson, who 
was in charge of all of the equipment 
and assignment of the crews. Michael's 
previous experience in filming the Mex¬ 
ican Olympiad gave him an important 
edge, since he had been through all 
these things once before and had learn¬ 
ed a lot from mistakes made in Mexico. 

/ sincerely applaud the team spirit 
which has prevailed throughout the 
filming of the Olympics—the fact that 
Lei ouch would pitch in to shoot scenes 
for Ichikawa's film and that someone 
who happened to shoot a piece of film 
emphasizing the women in the Games 
would give it to Pfleghar—the fact that 
all of them have been willing to cooper¬ 
ate with each other, even though there 
is a high spirit of competition between 
them, in the sense that each director is 
competing to have his film be outstand¬ 
ing. It's a kind of friendly rivalry to see 
who can make the best film. 

For the individual directors this pro¬ 
ject has been a great challenge, because 
most of them are used to working under 
highly controlled conditions. This time 
they've had to conform to what was 
happening. But / fully expect each of 
the films made by these directors to be 
a little gem—a jewel in its own right. 
Alex Grasshoff and his unit have been 
shooting bits and pieces of everything 
that goes on—human interest, local col¬ 
or, short dips on individual athletes like 
Mark Spitz—and these will be used to tie 
the individual films together. 

The elaborate organization that has 
marked this project has extended all the 
way down the line to the individual 
directors, each of whom had worked 
out precisely what he wanted, had it all 
set up in advance, and then proceeded 
to go out and shoot it. / especially 
marvel at the fact that on the day that 
Kon Ichikawa shot his 100-meter event 
with 35 crews, high-speed cameras and 
super-long lenses, there were no me¬ 
chanical mishaps, no jamming of cam¬ 
eras, nothing to impede the shooting— 
and it all turned out very well. 

It was the intense pre-planning that 
made such things possible with an or¬ 
ganization this size. Even though I've 
produced more than 400 documenta¬ 
ries, this is the first film of its kind that 
I've made and I'm quite gratified that it 
came off as well as it has. 

AH of the directors are working away 
furiously on the cutting of their individ¬ 
ual pictures, and / expect the film to be 
released in April or May. It will be 
released in the United States by Cinema 
5, and throughout the world by other 
organizations which have been separ¬ 
ately contracted to do so. ■ 

STAN MARGULIES (U.S.A.) 
Producer, Wolper Pictures 

At this point, / have been working 
for 40 days without a break, with no 
time off—and yet, I'm so enthusiastic 
about how the Olympics Film project 
has turned out that / don't even care 
how tired / am. This picture was as 
difficult to make, in many ways, as / 
expected it to be, but, at this point, / 
prefer to think about the bonuses that 
have accrued in terms of the many fine 
experiences and good things that have 
happened. 

I'm optimistic by nature and, / think, 
by training, because I've always felt you 
can't be a producer unless you are an 
optimist, but / think the bonuses are the 
things / will remember longer, not the 
headaches. 

Chief among the bonuses was the 
chance to work with some of the most 
professional men / have ever seen oper¬ 
ate on any continent and among them / 
certainly would put very high Ichikawa, 
Let ouch and Schlesinger. The others are 
marvelous and / don't mean to debase 
their efforts in any way, but with 
Ichikawa, Lei ouch and Schlesinger you 
really stand there with your mouth wide 
open at the total cinematic minds of the 
three men. They really see everything in 
images. 

On the first day that / saw Lelouch's 
work, the stuff he shot of the Opening 
Ceremony, / mean, the man shot three 
or four rolls and there was not one shot 
on any roll that was predictable. He had 
a different angle from what / would 
have expected right down the line. Now, 
when you are covering something like a 
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parade or an Opening Ceremony you 
say you can't come up with that many 
ways of filming it that you haven't seen 
before, and yet, Lelouch did it. He also 
has the incredible good luck—but it's 
more than luck, it's intuition—to be at 
the right place at the right time. As / 
say, that's partly fortune and partly 
knowing what the hell it is you are 
doing. 

Ichikawa, of course was an absolute 
master of planning. There was no ele¬ 
ment in his sequence, whether it was the 
size of the lens or the height of the 
tripod or the amount of light at 5:30 in 
the afternoon or where the sound 
should come in, that he had not thought 
of, and yet, when he had to make a 
change because of local conditions, he 
meticulously tested the change, com¬ 
pared it with what he had in mind. In 
some cases he said, "I will sacrifice 
quality. / will go for a grainy effect 
because / want a large image." But he 
did everything, as far as is humanly 
possible, to predict what each frame of 
film was going to be like. I'm sure that 
when he saw the rushes, there were no 
surprises. He knew exactly what every 
frame of every camera was going to 
present to him. 

And Schlesinger, / think, again on an 
enormously difficult subject, the Mara¬ 
thon, did his homework extremely well 
in planning the variety of shots—in the 
mixture of extreme high angles, plus 
digging for holes to get a very low angle, 
in tracking with the runners, in having 
pan shots with the runners, in being 
tight, in using wide-angle lenses, in 
giving us the most graphic picture of the 
entire city of Munich that we will get 
anywhere in the film and more than 
that, in being concerned about the levels 
of understanding. 

As he said, he was not interested in 
simply doing a story of the Marathon. / 
think the thing that separates movies 
from TV and separates Schlesinger from 
100 other directors is that, even in 
something like a Marathon race, he had 
time to talk about the philosophy of 
what was involved. The contrast be¬ 
tween the bright sunny Opening Cer¬ 
emony and the sadness of the Memorial 
Ceremony and the selfishness, which is 
one way to describe it, or the dedica¬ 
tion, of the athlete who, in order to 
compete, must shut out everything else 
including the night of terror. He simply 
cannot think about it and John was 
concerned about trying, in the course of 
his fifteen minutes, to get all this across. 

/ think he has some fabulous ideas 
about the editing of the piece. It is 
going to be the dosing piece in the film 
and / really think it is going to have an 
enormous wallop. 

The other thing, of course, was meet¬ 
ing a lot of cameramen whom / knew 
only by reputation and that's always a 
joy, because with five or six of them / 
could really go up and say, "I admire 
your work and it is a pleasure to have 
you with us," and then not be disap¬ 
pointed, because they came through and 
did some marvelous work for us. ■ 

ARTHUR WOOSTER (England) 
Chief Cameraman, Marathon 

/ think the basic fact is that when 
you are shooting other things as well as 
trying to sort something out like I've 
been doing on the Marathon shoot, 
there is never enough time. Problems 
build up and build up and you're never 
going to solve them and that's the major 
part of the fun of it. You've just got to 
try to quietly press on, even though the 
problems seem to multiply instead of 
getting smaller. 

It's unlike a feature film that you can 
organize and just carry on. This type of 
thing appears that it is never going to 
get organized until the last second and it 
still doesn't get organized and you just 
sort of make it all happen. Photograph¬ 
ing something like the Marathon is 
different from any other type of film- 
making; there is no doubt about that. 
You can't compare it with any other 
variety of film-making because of the 
number of crews and the amount of 
equipment and the types of equip¬ 
ment-all the long lenses and the high¬ 
speed cameras and the logistics of mov¬ 
ing them from one place to another and 
trying to stretch your crews when you 
only have a certain number of camera¬ 
men and you have to cover three or four 
positions over a course of about 26 
miles. There's the terrible worry about 
whether they are physcially going to 
actually get through to their camera 
positions and you never know whether 
they are going to get through until later. 
No matter how much you work it out 
and no matter how many escape routes 
you try to make for the people you can 
never really be sure if it's going to work, 
because of all the police stopping you or 
your not having the right pass at the 
right moment and the public being so 
solid that you can't get through—but 
today, apparently, everybody got 
through. Everybody seemed to get to 
their positions. 

Shooting with Ichikawa was tremen¬ 
dous fun, great fun—and rather different 
from the marathon situation, because he 
was shooting in one particular place and 
had it so well-timed on every count 
before he even turned the cameras over. 
He had the whole thing calculated in his 

mind—fantastic! That was tremendous 
fun working with him. And Arthur 
Penn, the same type of thing. Jolly 
pleasant working with both of them. 
They are two of the men with every¬ 
thing tied up to the last degree and it's 
very refreshing to sort of come up 
against people like that. Real profession¬ 
alism at its best. 

The international crews have worked 
tremendously well together. We've had 
German cameramen with English cam¬ 
era assistants and Swiss and Dutch 
assistants. It's interesting when you get 
an international crew like this that, 
irrespective of nationality, when there is 
a job to be done, they just get on and 
do it and it always seems to happen. In 
fact, / can't think of any job where 
they've had international crews where 
they haven't gotten on well together. 
It's just that the film work seems to 
unite them in a way—quickly, really. 
They've had no time to get together 
beforehand, but within a day they were 
all working together perfectly, which is 
very nice. 

They share an international language. 
It is really that. Even when they can't 
understand what they are saying to each 
other, it doesn't seem to matter, be¬ 
cause everybody knows exactly what to 
do and it works. 

On a project like this, you learn 
something every minute, especially 
when you see somebody like Lelouch 
working. / mean, the way he operates is 
fantastic. / think I've learned a tremen¬ 
dous amount on this job, just watching 
people and talking to them and seeing 
the way they go about things. And also, 
I've learned a lot about the new equip¬ 
ment, such as the new Arriflex cameras 
and the new Arri zoom. It's the first 
time these things are being used. There¬ 
fore, we're all going home with a knowl¬ 
edge of new equipment. ■ 

ERIC VAN HAREN NOMAN (England) 
Cameraman, ABC Sports 

It started early in the morning. / 
came in at around 8:00. / was going to 
do a special assignment for Brice IA/eis- 
man, producer-director on the ABC 
shows. / was working for ABC and, due 
to being in that early, / then got to hear 
about the incident between the Arabs 
and the Israelis. 

/ grabbed the Eclair, a 20-to-1 zoom, 
and a 400mm Kilfitt lens. With that and 
an assistant we rushed into cars and 
headed for Gate 6, which is one of the 
entrances to the Olympic Village. Of 
course, there was no way we were going 
Continued on Page 1280 
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THE 
WHOLE 
SHOOTING 
MATCH. 

The lenses: With the Bolex system, 
you can choose from 7 fixed focal length 
lenses, ranging all the way from 10mm 
super wide angle to long 150mm 
telephoto. And they all have built in 
macro focusing, automatic depth of field 
scales and diaphragm presetting so 
you can step down the aperture without 
taking your eye off the reflex finder. 
You can choose a lens as fast as f/1.1, or 
one that can focus down to one inch 
without accessories. 

The system offers you seven zoom 
lenses with zoom ranges from 5:1 to 10:1. 
One of those is the Vario Switar 100 
with built-in power zoom, automatic light 
measuring through the lens, focusing as 
close as four feet and picture sharpness 
equal to any good fixed focal length lens. 

The works: You can extend your 
basic equipment almost indefinitely with 
a wide range of accessories. 

For instance: if you choose a spring- 
wound camera, you can automate easily 
with any one of four auxiliary motor 
drives, for time-lapse or animation, for 
variable speed shooting or for filming 
with sync pulse generator or crystal. 
The system offers you tripod; monopod; 
camera grips; blimps; an automatic 
fading device; cable releases; matte 
boxes (complete with masks); an 
underwater housing; attachable exposure 
meter; 400' magazine; closeup lenses; 
extension tubes; optical magnetic 
sound projector. 

It’s quite a list. But that isn’t all. The 
full story of Bolex’s whole shooting 
match fills a 32 page book. Which we’ll 
be happy to send you. Just write to 
PaiHard Incorporated, 1900 Lower 
Road, Linden, N.J. 07036. You’ll get a 
very professional response. Other 
products: Hasselblad cameras and 
accessories, Hermes typewriters and 
figuring machines. 

Maybe you’re shooting documentaries. 
Or features. TV news. Or commercials 
(live or animated); travelogues; sports; 
wildlife; educational films; macrocine- 
photography or cinephotomicrography, 
you name it. Bolex can provide you with 
exactly the right camera body, lenses 
and accessories to assure you’ll have 
just what you need when you need it. 
(And at prices that may surprise you with 
their economy.) 

The cameras: You get to choose 
from five rugged camera bodies 
designed for hand held or tripod use. 
With either three-lens turret or bayonet 
mount, with spring motor or electric 
drive, with 100' to 400' film capacity, for 
silent filming or sync sound with sync 
pulse generator or crystal. And that’s just 
the beginning. 

Consider features like: automatic 
threading, flickerless reflex viewing 
and focusing with complete depth of 
field control, a filter slot behind the lens, 
single-frame counter, unlimited film 
rewind, variable speeds for accelerated 
and slowmotion filming, single frame 
filming, variable shutter with automatic 
control possibility, registration claw 
for total accuracy in picture steadiness 
even when films are blown up to 35mm. 
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MILOS FORMAN 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

DIRECTOR FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

MILOS FORMAN (Czechoslovakia)—This 
acclaimed director recently filmed "Taking 
Off” in New York and Hollywood. Before 
that he gained ground internationally with 
such films as "The Loves of a Blonde" and 
“The Fireman's Ball". Critics have said his 
talent for describing young people without 
rancor or criticism makes his cinematic come¬ 
dies outstandingly pleasant. ",Blonde" won an 
Academy Award nomination in 1966 and 
",Fireman's Ball" repeated in 1968. These 
films caused Forman to emerge as one of the 
new talents on the contemporary European 
film-making scene. 

QUESTION: How did you happen to 
select the Decathlon as the main subject 
for your filming at the Olympic Games? 

FORMAN: / went to Munich before the 
Olympic Games just to see the facilities, 
the stadiums, and to try to make up my 
mind about a choice of subject. It 
happened that / was there when the 
German Track and Field Championships 
were going on. I sat there for two days 
watching this meeting, and when / saw 
the athletes at the end of the 1500- 
Meter event in the Decathlon / made my 
decision, because / had never seen such 
pain, such an heroic effort to overcome 
human physics in any other athletic 
event. 

QUESTION: Are you concentrating on 
that one particular event of the Decath¬ 
lon or including the others, as well? 

FORMAN: I'm including three different 

things. I'm filming different kinds of 
music. Then I'm filming the referees of 
the sports and I'm filming the Decath¬ 
lon. / want to follow at least two 
specific characters during the two days 
of the Decathlon, because the beauty of 
sports is very anonymous. You know 
the name of the athlete and you see the 
body in motion, but that's all you 
know. But in the Decathlon, which lasts 
two days, / hope to capture, somehow, 
the kind of human drama developing 
during the long period of this competi¬ 
tion. So, of course, / will concentrate 
mainly on the last race, the 1500-Meter 
event. 

QUESTION: Can you tell me more 
about how you intend to use the musi¬ 
cal sequences that you are filming? 

FORMAN: / just feel, very vaguely, that 
there are potential possibilities for com¬ 
bining music with the ten different 
sporting events. / believe in this possibil¬ 
ity, but / think that / will finally make 
up my mind only in the cutting room. 
There are so many variations in the 
ways music can be used. You can 
underline certain sports with the 
rhythm of the music—or go against the 
rhythm. There are so many possible 
ways to use it. I'm betting on this 
possibility, rather than having a firm 
structure beforehand. 

QUESTION: Obviously there is a great 
deal of difference in approach and 

execution of this type of film—which 
has certain documentary characteristics 
—and the features which you have been 
used to making. Do you mind discussing 
those differences? 

FORMAN: When I'm doing a feature 
film, I'm always trying, somehow, to 
capture a certain feeling of spontaneity 
—almost in a documentary way, because 
it's surprising to see a feature film that 
looks as if you were just lucky enough 
to catch some unrepeatable moments. 
In the Olympic Games filming my effort 
is exactly the opposite. / want to avoid 
the documentary feeling as much as 
possible. / would like this piece to look 
as if this fantastic event, this Olympic 
discipline, had been staged by me for 
the camera. This would be the other 
side of the surprise—something that 
looks like it's staged, even though every¬ 
body knows it is actually happening, 
regardless of cameras. 

QUESTION: In terms of usages of 
camera, sound, and so forth, are you 
doing anything uniquely different, or is 
it a sort of standard mechanical 
approach? 

FORMAN: It's a standard mechanical 
approach. I'm not using any special 
techniques. / don't call, for example, 
the use of the high-speed camera a 
special technique. But / am trying to 
concentrate on approaches that are a 
Continued on Page 1288 

(LEFT) Czech director Milos Forman discusses his filming at Wolper Pictures press conference. (CENTER) Forman in discussion with his 
cameraman, young Swedish cinematographer Jorgen Persson ("Elvira Madigan"). Forman had never met Persson before the Games, but engaged him 
as cameraman because he had seen his work and admired it. (RIGHT) Bavarian entertainers in Munich's Platzi Restaurant run through their routines 
for Forman's camera, part of the emphasis on various types of music which will be part of his film. 
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(LEFT) With David Wolper at company headquarters, famed Japanese director Kon Ichikawa ("Tokyo Olympiad 1964") studies frames from the 
"rushes" of his film. (CENTER) His cigarette stub pointed skyward, Ichikawa faces a moment of decision in the Olympic Stadium, surrounded by 
his staff. (RIGHT) Ichikawa gives instructions to cameramen manning a battery of Mitchells with 1200mm lenses in the photographers pit. A total of 
35 cameras filmed the 100-Meter event for him. 

KON ICHIKAWA 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 
DIRECTOR FROM JAPAN 

KON ICHIKAWA (Japan)—Ichikawa won 
the plaudits of critics and audiences alike for 
celebrating the 1964 Olympics in Tokyo with 
"intimacy and real affection." He first joined 
Toho Productions making satirical comedies 
until 1955 when he took on a more serious 
subject with "The Burmese Harp". This film 
was hailed at the Venice Film Festival and 
regarded as one of the most outstandingly 
original statements on war in the history of 
Cinema. Other films such as "Conflagration", 
"Fires on the Plain" and "The Key" rapidly 
rose him to a position of eminence not only 
in Japan but throughout the film world. 

QUESTION: I would like to know why 
you selected the 100-Meter event for 
your segment of the Official Olympic 
Games Film? 

ICHIKAWA: When we made the "TOK¬ 
YO OL YMPIAD" film we covered all of 
the events of the Games. But this time / 
was asked by the producers, Mr. Wolper 
and Mr. Margulies, to choose one theme, 
so without hesitation / chose this theme 
of the 100-Meter race because, in my 
opinion, it represents the most typical 
example of modern man. 

QUESTION: In what way do you con¬ 
sider it to be typical? 

ICHIKAWA: The speed itself—a speed 
of 10 seconds—but / think also that the 
effort to break the world's record may 
reflect the agony or pain of the compe¬ 
tition in life with which people are living 
at present. 

QUESTION: You have used a great 
many cameras—35, to be exact—in cov¬ 
ering the 100-Meter Finals. This is tre¬ 
mendous coverage of something that 
lasts for so short a span of time—even 

though many of the cameras were run¬ 
ning at high speed. What was behind 
your decision to use so many cameras 
and to deploy them in the way that you 
did? 

ICHIKAWA: Actually, so many specta¬ 
tors have seen this same event on 
television before, in other Olympic 
Games, that / felt / must seek out 
camera angles that would be different 
from their usual viewpoint. Also, / 
wanted to show how precise the move¬ 
ments of the runners are, their expres¬ 
sions, their postures and many other 
elements that exist in these very special 
human beings. 

QUESTION: Some of the cameramen 
were instructed to concentrate on vari¬ 
ous parts of the bodies of the runners, 
but not their faces. Why was this? 

ICHIKAWA: We photographed the race 
twice—once during the semi-finals and 
again during the finals. The first time / 
did ask some of the cameramen to 
concentrate on leg movement or thigh 
movement or the muscles of the thighs 
or calves and to make closeup shots of 
other parts of the body. In order to 
capture the expressions of the runners, 
of course, we asked them, during the 
running of the finals, to stay strictly on 
the faces of the runners. 

QUESTION: A great majority of the 
cameras used were running color film, 
but I noticed that there were some that 
were loaded with black-and-white. What 
is the function of the black-and-white? 

ICHIKAWA: It has two purposes in the 

montage. Most of the color cameras 
were shooting at high speed using tele¬ 
scopic lenses, in order to show the 
precision of movement. For contrast we 
used the Black-and-white cameras to 
shoot the event in real time—24 frames 
per second. Also, the black-and-white 
has a cool, monotone feeling. Without 
any color to distract attention, it shows 
only the basic action of the race as it 
progresses. 

QUESTION: Obviously, the final edit¬ 
ing of all your footage will be very 
important. How will these elements be 
combined—the black-and-white with the 
color, for example? Will those scenes be 
intercut or superimposed or what? 

ICHIKAWA: In my mind / have some 
idea of how to cut all of those more 
than 50,000 feet of film. Right now / 
am just viewing the rushes, but later- 
needing much time—I will seek the best 
way to combine all of the elements and 
make my cuts. So at present, although / 
have many ideas, much of my thinking 
is still abstract. 

QUESTION: What sort of sound will 
you use in this segment of the film? 

ICHIKAWA: / definitely plan to use 
numerous sounds of various kinds, but 
only the actual sounds that are part of 
the event. In other words, there will be 
no sound "effects", nor will there be 
any word narration on the sound track. 
All that will be used, in a limited way, 
are the trivial sounds—the pistol shot of 
the starter, the shouts of the spectators 
—but very low in the background. 
Continued on Page 1318 
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CLAUDE LELOUCH 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

DIRECTOR FROM FRANCE 

LELOUCH: My style of film-making is 
the style of the "author"—which means 
that / feel the basic film-maker should 
do as many jobs on the picture as he 
can. He should be writer, director, 
cameraman and editor. He should do as 
much as he can to guarantee a unity of 
style for the film. / am aware that there 
are many styles of film-making, but this 
is my way. 

CLAUDE LELOUCH (France)-This well- 
known film-maker admits to being a passion¬ 
ate cinema enthusiast and began to make 
films as a teenager. The rest of the world 
opened to him years later when he directed 
the highly successful award-winning drama "A 
Man and a Woman". Controversial, sensitive, 
he claims to being a "total" director and 
writes his own scripts and is often his own 
cameraman. He is now considered one of 
France's outstanding film-makers and has 
achieved world-wide recognition. 

QUESTION: The subject which you 
have chosen for your segment of the 
Olympic Games film is "The Losers"— 
which sounds fascinating. Can you tell 
me why you selected that subject? 

LELOUCH: I chose that subject because 
I've always wanted to make a film about 
loneliness. I'm interested in that because 
/ think that loneliness is something that 
happens to everybody in life—but the 
loser in an athletic contest finds himself 
lonely at a very specific point. The 
winner always has a crowd around him, 
but the man who runs second will be 
left alone—and he will be very lonely. 
There are, of course, different kinds of 
loneliness, but what fascinates me about 
the loser is that his kind of loneliness 
happens very suddenly. 

QUESTION: Do you have a certain 
style of filming that you feel will 
project the loneliness you've been talk¬ 
ing about? 

LELOUCH: It's a matter of filming the 
eyes of the loser, because everything 
happens in the eyes of a man. His whole 
life can be seen just by watching his 
eyes. My whole problem is one of 
staying as dose as possible to the loser 

so that / can get a close shot of his eyes. 
They all react in different ways. Some 
may start to cry. Others just dose in. 
They don't want to see anything; they 
don't want to hear anything. Sometimes 
they don't even realize that they've lost, 
at first. For some it is the same reaction 
they get when someone dies—a parent 
or a very dose friend. This will be a film 
about the solitude of competitors. 

QUESTION: What feeling do you want 
the audience to come away with after 
seeing your sequence? 

LELOUCH: / want to make the situa¬ 
tion of the loser a bit more dear, 
because the public is usually very, very 
hard on the loser and quite brutal in the 
way they treat him. The press, also, 
doesn't feel what is going on inside the 
loser and they hit him hard. / would like 
to open people's eyes to have compas¬ 
sion for the loser, because every man 
has to learn to lose at some time in his 
life and to take it with a good spirit. 
That's the theme / want to project. 

QUESTION: Do you have the feeling 
that the loser can also be a winner, in a 
way? 

LELOUCH: In sports there is sometimes 
very little difference between the win¬ 
ner and the loser, because there is 
always next time—but in life there is a 
great difference between the two. The 
friends you've got come to you when 
you win, but they leave you when you 
lose. 

QUESTION: Do you have a particular 
style of film-making that you prefer to 
use in your pictures? 

QUESTION: Is that why you shoot 
your own camera when you are direct¬ 
ing? 

LELOUCH: / am always on camera, and 
it is vital to me to be the cameraman at 
the same time that / am directing. / have 
tried being the kind of director who 
stands beside the camera, but / lost 
something. / felt like a painter who has 
given his brush to someone else. 

QUESTION: Can you tell me about 
how you work in the cutting room? 

LELOUCH: That is the part of film- 
making that / like the most. / work with 
one assistant, a girl who takes care of 
the technical aspects. When this filming 
is completed, / am going to lock myself 
up in the cutting room and stay there 
day and night until the film is finished. 
For me, this is the happiest part of 
making a film, because all of the trou¬ 
bles of production have been solved and 
/ can work freely at that point. 

QUESTION: I notice that you are using 
the Eclair CM-3 Cameflex camera in 
your shooting here. Can you tell me 
why you prefer this equipment? 

LELOUCH: First of all, the magazines 
can be changed more quickly with the 
Cameflex than with any other camera. 
Also, you have the possibility of mount¬ 
ing three lenses on it and you can 
change them immediately. These fea¬ 
tures, in my opinion, make the 
Cameflex the best camera to use for any 
kind of reportage. 
Continued on Page 1309 

(LEFT) French director Claude Lelouch, who was previously a newsreel cameraman for several years, prefers to operate his own camera, even when 
directing a feature. (CENTER) Shooting the 100-Meter event for Ichikawa, and trailed by assistant to pull focus and steer him around, Lelouch films 
close shot of winner, Russia's Valery Borzov. (RIGHT) Lelouch prefers Eclair "Cameflex" for silent shooting, with Nikkor lenses mounted on it. 



(LEFT) With girl interpreter at his side, Russian director Yuri Ozerov addresses press conference. (CENTER) A tense moment behind the camera. 
Ozerov's subject (starts of the races) depended upon getting close shots of the athletes' eyes, but he was often prevented from getting as close to the 
competitors as he would have liked. (RIGHT) Giving instructions to staff. Ozerov is winner of Lenin Prize for six-part production, “LIBERATION", 
the most ambitious filming project to be undertaken in the Soviet Union since "WAR AND PEACE". 

YURI OZEROV 
AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

YURI OZEROV (U.S.S.R.)—He is known 
more recently for his war epic "The Libera¬ 
tion", "which won him Moscow's coveted 
Lenin Prize. Ozerov's first successful produc¬ 
tions were "The Son", "The Great Road", 
and "Kochubei". "Liberation", released in 
the West as "The Great Battle", was a 
reconstruction of the gigantic engagement of 
tanks and troops at Kursk in 1943 that turned 
the tide against Hitler's invading troops. The 
latter film won hin international stature. 

QUESTION: Would you mind telling 
me about the subject you have selected 
to portray in your segment of the 
Official Olympic Games Film? 

OZEROV: I'm interested in the "starts" 
of the various events, the preparations 
of the sportsmen in front of their 
starting lines. The finish of a race is 
quite a different thing for the sports¬ 
men. One is coming in first and one is 
coming in last—but at the start of a race 
they are all the same, all seemingly 
equal. At the moment of the start, every 
athlete is on his own—without friends, 
trainers or buddies. He's really alone 
and nobody can help him. / want to 
show the feelings of the athlete in that 
last second before he starts. / want to 
show his behavior, his face, his eyes. 
The TV cameras are watching him from 
far away. They see the whole man, but 
they don't see his face or his eyes. 
That's what / want to show—his eyes, 
his thoughts in front of the starting line. 

QUESTION: Have you found, in the 
course of your shooting, that these 
athletes really do betray their feelings at 
the starting line, or are they generally 
pretty self-contained? 

OZEROV: Of course, it depends to 

DIRECTOR FROM THE U.S.S.R. 

some extent upon the character of the 
individual person, because not every¬ 
body shows his feelings too much—but 
each one thinks, anyhow, in that last 
second and you can see quite a lot of his 
thoughts in the expression on his face. 
The most necessary thing in sports is 
not strength, but the will to win—even 
at this special moment. Watching the 
athlete and his behavior in front of the 
starting line, you can tell very well 
whether he is going to win or not. 

QUESTION: Then you feel that win¬ 
ning or losing does not depend solely on 
strength and skill, but on the mental 
attitude, as well? 

OZEROV: The will to win is the most 
necessary thing in sports. Stanislavski, 
the famous Russian director, used to 
speak of a quality he called "public 
loneliness" and you see, in this starting 
moment, the public loneliness of the 
athlete. If, at that second, he is able to 
forget everything around him and really 
concentrate, then he will win. But if 
he's laughing and smiling and talking to 
friends and other sportsmen, he's not 
really concentrating and he can't win. 

QUESTION: Have you found in shoot¬ 
ing this that you've been able to get 
enough variety into it, so that it doesn't 
look too much the same from sport to 
sport? 

OZEROV: Oh, yes. We've filmed the 
starts of all sorts of sports—just the 
starts, nothing else—gymnastics, shot¬ 
putting, diving, riding, shooting, boxing 
—everything. There's a lot of variety and 
/ think it will be very interesting when 

999 
it's all put together. 

QUESTION: You've built a great repu¬ 
tation as a feature director, but this is 
an entirely different kind of an assign¬ 
ment. I'm wondering how you feel 
about doing something that is so differ¬ 
ent from the kind of films that you 
usually do. 

OZEROV: / think that a director should 
be able to make many different kinds of 
films. It would be very boring if he were 
to make only one kind of film, always 
the same kind. As for myself, / like 
sports very, very much. My brother is 
the foremost sports commentator on 
TV in the U.S.S.R. and he was a tennis 
champion for many years. / play tennis, 
too, and like other sports, so this is a 
very interesting assignment for me. 

QUESTION: Even so, a director of 
feature films is used to being able to 
control everything, whereas here a lot of 
it is beyond your control. How do you 
feel about that? 

OZEROV: That is certainly true to 
some extent. We haven't been able to do 
everything we have wanted to do be¬ 
cause we were not allowed to get too 
close to the athletes. I've continually 
needed camera positions that were very 
close to them and so I've had a lot of 
problems and difficulties in getting what 
/ want. We've had to use very long 
lenses in order to get in on their faces. 

QUESTION: In addition to your own 
cameraman from the U.S.S.R., Igor 
Slabnevitch, you have also been working 
Continued on Page 1310 
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2840 REWARD LANE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 
Phones (AC 214) 357-3045 or 357-2725 

Rjejcudueu. 
R16B(PZ) with built-in Power Zoom — 
shown with Angenieux 17-68mm zoom lens. 

Mirrored shutter. Finest automatic ex¬ 

posure control system with a choice of 

three fine Angenieux automatic dia¬ 

phragm zoom lenses: the 12.5-75mm 

zoom, the 17.68mm zoom and the 

12-120mm zoom. 100 ft. capacity (with 

optional 200 ft. magazine). The camera 

(less lens) weighs a remarkably light 414 

pounds. 

TRY US ON FOR PRICE 
GET FULL DETAILS AND PRICES 
ON THE NEW BEAULIEU NEWS 16 
SOUND CAMERA FROM US NOW. 
CAMERA AVAILABLE FROM US IN 
THE FALL OF 1972. 
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DAVID WOLPER 
and 

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CORP. 
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FILM TECHNICIANS AND FILM EQUIPMENT 

TO FILM THE 1972 MUNICH OLYMPIAD 

—f=>A NAVIS ION. 
EUROPEAN MANAGING ASSOCIATES. 

►»>»»] 
SAMUUSOH 
mm SERVICE 

LIMITED 

SAMCINE 
SALES 

LIMITED 

303-305,Cricklewood Broadway 
LONDON NW2 6PQ. 
Tel: (01) 452 8090. Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine,London. 

24-26 rue Jean Moulin 

94 VINCENNES,FRANCE 
Tel:328-58-30 Telex: 67 260 F 
Cables: Samcine PARIS 

24-26 rue Jean Moulin 
94 VINCENNES,FRANCE 
Tel:328-58-30 Telex: 67 260 F 
Cables: Samcine PARIS 

Building 106, Schiphol East, 

AMSTERDAM 
Tel: (020) 171990. Telex: 14613 
Cables: Samcine,Amsterdam. 

Room 65,Cargo Agents'Building 
LONDON AIRPORT. 
Tel: (01i 759 9969 70.Telex:22197 
Cables! Samfreight,London. 

303-305,Cricklewood Broadway 
LONDON NW2 5PQ. 
Tel: (01) 452 8090. Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine,London. 



It used 
ID take 
100 sheets 
to make 
a “soft" 
reflector; 

Until now the only way to get a “soft” reflector surface was to labori¬ 
ously apply 100 small squares of thin aluminum leaf — with edges 
curled — to a reflector board. 
Now all you need is one easy-to-apply sheet of Roscoflex. 
Roscoflex has a tough scratch and wear resistant surface. It won’t pit 
or corrode in salt air. If it gets dirty you can wash it, scrub it, hose it 
down, without affecting the surface. 
Roscoflex is available in 6 surfaces: normal “s” (soft), “h” (hard), “ss” 
(supersoft), and “m” (mirrorhard), plus two colors, “g” (gold) to 
warm up and “c” (cool blue) to boost the color temperature of re¬ 
flected light. Rolls are 48" by 30 ft., for waste-free application. 

Port Chester, N Y. 10573 

FREE: Our new swatchbook is yours, FREE, for the asking. 
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Seven out of ten 
rental cameras are 
Arriflexes. Why? 

Every rental agen¬ 
cy has a reputa¬ 

tion to protect. Camera 
breakdowns would 
ruin it, of course. 
And they’d rather 
have their gear out 
on rental than in 
the repair shop or 
on the shelf. That’s 
no secret. 

Reliability? 
So it’s their business 

to know which equipment 
is the most dependable. 
Arthur Florman, Presi¬ 
dent of F&B CECO, says: 
“As the backbone of our 
rental departments for many 
years, Arriflexes have proved 
themselves trouble-free and 
simple to maintain’.’ 

Familiarity? 
Director of Photography 

Fouad Said uses seventy-two 
Arriflexes in his Academy- 
Award winning Cinemobiles. 
Says Mr. Said: “Everyone 
knows how to use an Arri. You 
can hand one to a production 
crew anywhere in the world, 
and they’ll be ready to go.” 

Service? 
Film maker Gerry Feil lost 

his Arri 16S when it was swept 

away by a torrential river in 
the uncharted jungles of New 
Guinea. His short-wave radio 
request for a replacement was 
relayed to the Arriflex factory 
by telegram. 

A new camera with the 
correct motor, cables and 
lenses, plus proper customs 
documents, arrived at Port 
Moresby in New Guinea three 
days later. Service like that 
impresses rental agencies con¬ 
cerned with “down time.” 

Versatility? 
The more uses a camera 

has, the more people are likely 
to rent it. For example, 

people have used 
the Arri 16S for 
hand-held footage, 
animation, time 
lapse, microscopic 
study, shooting 
titles, kinescope re¬ 
cording, and on a 
sound stage, (blimp- 
ed), shooting lip sync. 

Not bad, for a camera 
whose basic body weighs 

only six pounds and lists for 
around $2680.00. 

Toughness? 
You’ve probably heard it 

said that such-and-such is 
“not a rental camera.” This 
means, simply, that it can’t 
stand up to the treatment it 
gets from rental users, day 
after day. Well, obviously, 
the Arriflex camera can. It’s 
worth thinking about. 

ARRI 
ARRIFLEX COMPANY OF AMERICA 

FOR FREE BROCHURES ON OUR 16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS, 
WRITE TO ARRIFLEX COMPANY AT P. O. BOX 1050, WOODSIDE, 
N.Y. 11377; OR AT 1011 CHESTNUT ST., BURBANK, CALIF. 91502. 
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ARTHUR PENN 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

Q8P 
ARTHUR PENN (United States)-ln the 

cinema, after much experience as a topflight 
director of Broadway plays, Arthur Penn has 
made a very distinctive mark throughout the 
world of cinema. He directed the stage and 
screen versions of "The Miracle Worker", the 
latter winning him on Academy Award nomi¬ 
nation. He repeated the honor with another 
Academy nomination for one of the most 
talked about films of the Sixties, Bonnie and 
Clyde". He recently directed "Alice's Restau¬ 
rant" and "Little Big Man". 

QUESTION: I understand that this is 
your first effort in the documentary 
form and I'm wondering how you're 
finding the experience. 

PENN: Well, / don't know that you 
could really call this a documentary. I'm 
not approaching it to document what 
takes place, but rather to extend the 
feeling of it. I'm trying to extract from 
it what the essence of it is. My aim is to 
not stay within the confines of what is 
observable, but to try to exceed that, to 
move outside of it. 

QUESTION: Do you find the experi¬ 
ence very different from that of making 
feature films? 

PENN: Yes. It's extremely different. In 
this kind of filming you're forced to 
sort of let the material control you, and 
that's very different from the experi¬ 
ence of making a feature, where you try 
to pull the control out of what you 
know and constantly hang onto it. Here 
you have to take what is given you and 

Ace American director Arthur Penn, condi¬ 
tioned to making features, found the Olympic 
Games filming project to be an exhilarating 
experience. 

DIRECTOR FROM THE U.S.A. 

either just live with it or see some kind 
of essence in it and try to extract that. 
Essentially, you're sort of in the role of 
a spectator—but an informed spectator, 
/ hope. 

QUESTION: Why did you happen to 
choose the pole-vault as your subject? 

PENN: Because it seemed to me to be 
visually the most beautiful event. It 
seemed to me, too, that some part of 
the Olympics film should be devoted to 
man's sort of struggle against gravity— 
whether it be the plain high-jump or the 
pole-vault—and the pole-vault seemed 
more logical because there's a greater 
distance to go. Also, it's the one event 
that is vertical. Since everything else in 
the Olympics is essentially horizontal, / 
figured it would be interesting to do 
something that goes up. The thing is 
that when you photograph action like 
that at ordinary speed—24 frames per 
second and in a very confined frame— 
you see practically nothing. Watching it 
with the naked eye it goes by so fast 
that it's very difficult to see. The 
indication, then, was to go into slow 
motion, which is what we did. We 
photographed it entirely in slow mo¬ 
tion-nothing less than four times nor¬ 
mal and, in some case, up to 20 times 
normal. The result will be a kind of 
dreamy, lyrical, almost balletic pattern 
of visual images. 

QUESTION: Obviously, in order to 
achieve such a pattern, one has to 
follow through with the same approach 
in editing. Do you plan to superimpose 
images or run them split-screen or how 
do you think you will handle them? 

PENN: / really have no idea. / mean, it's 
going to have to shape itself to some 
extent. There is a possibility of using all 
of those techniques. The fact is that 
with this type of filming you don't 
really know what you've got to work 
with until you start to play with it in 
the cutting room. When you're shooting 
the event you don't know whether 
something is going to happen that will 
be terribly dramatic or whether nothing 
at all will happen that is dramatic. It's 
perfectly conceivable that the pole-vault 
can just terminate—just peter out, which 

in a sense, it did. There certainly was no 
really violent struggle—man-to-man, 
climbing up to higher and higher 
heights. They just topped 18 feet and 
that was the end of it. And so now one 
has to find out what is really of interest 
here. Is it that? Is it the idea of man 
pushing up and never making it, falling 
back? / don't know. I'll find out in the 
cutting room. 

QUESTION: The other day I was 
watching your rushes and I saw some 
beautiful footage that was purposely, 
and quite radically, out of focus. How 
do you plan to use that. 

PENN: It's an idea / have that / hope 
might work. One of the questions that 
comes up is: How do you perceive? So 
this is going to be something of an 
experiment in perception. One of the 
things / noticed in tests we made is that 
there was a terrific kind of excitement 
when we c u Id n't discern the complete 
figure and couldn't read it, but simply 
felt the motion of it. And / thought: 
Why not start it in the mystery of what 
it might be like before you've ever 
jumped five or six feet. Put man back 
on the ground. There he is flat—now he 
starts to try to move up. Without doing 
the opening of "2001"— which was an¬ 
other kind of version of that—I decided 
to try to take it out of any accurate 
representation and just put it at the 
level of sheer and simple motion—and * 
that's why we took those scenes out of 
focus. 

QUESTION: What have you learned 
from making this film that you might be 
able to utilize in feature production? 

PENN: Well, it's dear that you could 
never get into anything like 400 or 500 
frames per second on a feature. It's not 
that you couldn't do it technically, but 
it would have to be so absolutely 
controlled—and you would have to be 
able to determine going in that you'd 
want that result. We didn't know our¬ 
selves, when we used that ultra-high¬ 
speed camera, just what we were going 
to get. We didn't know whether we'd 
see anything, whether we'd see only 
images, whether the images themselves 
would start to break up. In fact, all of 
those things did happen—so I've learned 
that they're all possible. One can get the 
most extraordinary kinds of movement, 
but you had better use it wisely. Slow ‘ 
motion has crept into features with an 
almost sickening frequency of late and 
it seems to me that it is being used for 
everything. Actually, it's a very particu¬ 
lar kind of perception and it seems to 
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MICHAEL PFLEGHAR 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

qop DIRECTOR FROM GERMANY 

MICHAEL PFLEGHAR (Germany)- 
Pfleghar is a young director whose very 
special flashes of wit and insight have been 
seen in many successful entertainment televi¬ 
sion specials and motion pictures. One of his 
latter films entitled "The Death of Beverly 
Hills" achieved special attention. He has since 
garnered a very high niche as one of the most 
creative and promising new talents to travel 
the globe in search of screen subjects. 

QUESTION: How did you happen to 
select "Women at the Olympic Games" 
as the subject for your segment of the 
Official Olympic Games Film? 

PFLEGHAR: Well, first, they're nice to 
look at, and / felt that / could really put 
my heart and soul into a subject like 
that. All joking aside, though, I've felt 
that in past Olympic Games films the 
women have been sort of neglected. 
This certainly wasn't by design. I'm 
sure. It's simply because there are far 
more male participants and more events 
that involve men exclusively. Also, by 
choosing this subject, / felt / had a 
better chance to emphasize the human 
interest side of the Olympics. 

QUESTION: Has your choice of subject 
specifically influenced the style of film¬ 
ing you're using and, if so, in what 
ways? 

PFLEGHAR: It has, of course, as far as 
the rigid order of the Games permits. 
I'm trying not to have it develop as a 
cold documentary. / want it to be more 
personal than that. Women are, general¬ 
ly speaking, more emotionally demon¬ 
strative than men—though certainly not 
in all cases. They tend to display their 
feelings more openly when they win or 
lose. The main thrust of my style is to 
capture those feelings in a very persona! 

way, while, at the same time, pointing 
up the athletic prowess of the competi¬ 
tors. 

QUESTION: In terms of sheer tech¬ 
nique or technical approach, are you 
doing anything very different or 
unique? 

PFLEGHAR: Yes. We are trying some¬ 
thing very interesting for the finale. In 
that sequence / want to ask, and hope¬ 
fully answer, the question about what 
makes them run. Why do they compete 
so hard? There is a finale sequence in 
which they run toward the finish line, 
and at that point / want to go from film 
to tape, going through the electronic 
processing of television to achieve cer¬ 
tain special effects. Then / will make a 
kinescope of that and dissolve into it 
from our original film. / think that, in 
this way, we will be able to get some 
effects that you cannot get using purely 
film technique. This will also, in certain 
ways, influence the style of the entire 
sequence. As I've said, I'm trying to get 
the feelings of the girls across on the 
screen—especially how they feel before, 
during and after the competition. So 
there will be a very intensive montage of 
all the facial expressions demonstrating 
the feelings of the girls—and it is this 
that we will record on videotape. 

QUESTION: In your work as a film 
director, do you have a definite style, 
and, if so, what are its characteristics? 

PFLEGHAR: Well, / don't think there's 
a specific style, since the work / do 
varies so much. I'm doing a lot of TV 
and a lot of movies and the style / adopt 
depends on the type of picture I'm 
doing at the time. In my early years as a 

director, / was very much hung up with 
technique and all of my pictures looked 
very technical. / was always very con¬ 
cerned about the camerawork, about 
the editing. But since then my style has 
changed very much. / feel now that it's 
the dramatic idea, the message that / 
want to get across that is the important 
thing. As a result, / don't work so 
technically anymore and / have no 
definite style. It varies from subject to 
subject, from film to film. Each time / 
try to do something different. There is a 
certain influence from the nouvelle 
vague and from cinema verite, so lately / 
try not to over-rehearse the actors, but 
simply follow them as they do the 
scene. / probably over shoot once in a 
while, but I go a little more with the 
action as it happens, instead of working 
within a set frame. 

QUESTION: Is there any particular 
director whose work, you feel, has 
influenced your approach to filming? 

PFLEGHAR: Yes. There are two direc¬ 
tors whom / admire most. For fantastic 
movies, / like the style of Fellini very 
much. Whenever a subject goes into 
fantasy, / like Fellini best, when it 
comes to dramatic movies, it's Arthur 
Penn—definitely! 

QUESTION: Can you tell me a bit 
about recent film-making trends in 
Germany? 

PFLEGHAR: Well, during the last few 
years, the film industry in Germany has 
been very dead, very down, and the 
quality of the pictures has been very 
bad. They've made mostly sex films, 
country style. But lately the scene has 
changed a bit, especially during the last 
year. There is a hope that the industry 
will recover, because there are a few 
very good young directors now who are 
trying to do their own thing, working in 
a style that is a little bit on the 
documentary side, and there is hope 
that the German film industry will, one 
day, come back to an international level 
of quality. But, so far, it's not very 
good. 
Continued on Page 1311 

(LEFT) German director Michael Pfleghar arrives at the Olympic Stadium far ahead of the crowds in order to make sure his cameras are placed 
where he wants them. (CENTER) A pensive moment, as he thinks about alternative ways of handling a scene. (RIGHT) Pfleghar and his cameraman 
get the Arriflex 35BL camera set up for filming inside the gymnastics hall. 





Substantially more than the 
success of a production hung 
on the silence of Omega 
Productions’ ACL as they 
filmed a triple coronary artery 
bypass. How well Eclair 
repaid that trust is shown in 
Erv Penkalski s letter. 

Just what ACL’s unique 
combination of qualities means 
in terms of your particular 
shooting style, assignments 
and special requirements, 

only you can determine. Our 
straightforward, “no-nonsense” 
brochure will help. Call or write: 
Eclair Corporation, 
73 S. Central Avenue, 
Valley Stream, New York 11380 
(316) 361-6404 or 
7262 Melrose Avenue, 
Los Angeles, California 90046 
(213)933-7182. 
Better still, visit your Eclair 
dealer and ask 
to see the ACL. at the threshold of life eclair 



(LEFT) Clad in robes of his native land, Senegalese director Ousmane Sembene tells journalists at Wolper Picture press conference what he hopes to 
accomplish in filming Olympics. (CENTER) Sembene began career as a novelist, switched to film in order to communicate better with the people of 
his country. (RIGHT) Alex Grasshoff's documentary unit (right) films Sembene's crew working in basketball hall. 

OUSMANE SEMBENE 
AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

DIRECTOR FROM SENEGAL 

OUSMANE SEMBENE (Senegal)- 
Sembene, director of the award-winning 
"Mandabi" first established a reputation in 
Senegal as a self-taught novelist. His film 
work, including the feature "La Noire 
De. . . " impressed critics not only in West 
Africa, but in the European film festivals 
where they applauded his profound respect 
for the human individual and his deep aware¬ 
ness of the feelings of his people. 

QUESTION: According to the official 
descriptions, the subject of the segment 
you are shooting for the Official Olym¬ 
pics film is basketball. Is that correct? 

SEMBENE: It is correct, but there is 
more to it than that. / am filming the 

Senegalese cameraman Georges Caristan 
shoots scene in the Olympic Village while 
Sembene takes it easy on marker inscribed in 
Greek. 

activities of the Senegalese basketball 
team, but more important than that, / 
am trying to document the meeting 
between the black Africans and Afro- 
Americans and Afro-Europeans who are 
participating in the Games. What / really 
want to show in this film is friendship, 
because the Olympic Games is the great¬ 
est "fair" there is for friendship and 
peace. If two athletes of different na¬ 
tionalities compete in a race, then it is 
no longer a matter of nationality or skin 
color—it's just competitive, and we ex¬ 
perience the public applauding whoever 
wins—and sometimes the losers, as well. 
It has been five centuries since the black 
Africans and the Afro-Americans met 
and the brotherhood of this interests 
me. 

QUESTION: As far as the cinematic 
style of your film is concerned, have 
you adopted any sort of distinctive 
visual approach or is it straightforward 
documentary? 

SEMBENE: It is documentary, but this 
is only the second time / have made a 
documentary. When / came out of 
school / did a historical documentary 
about an event that took place in the 
last century—the meeting of the blacks 
and the whites on the frontiers of 
Timbuktu. / did that picture all by 
myself and / was my own cameraman. 
The Olympics film is the first documen¬ 
tary that / am making with an actual 
cameraman. 

QUESTION: I understand your camera¬ 
man is also from Senegal. Can you tell 
me a bit more about him? 

SEMBENE: His name is Georges Cari¬ 
stan and he is from Senegal. Since / 
started making feature films we have 
always worked together. Mr. Caristan is 
a professional photographer, but he has 
never gone through a school of photog¬ 
raphy. He learned everything through 
experience. There was a man who had 
studied in Europe and after he came 
back to Senegal he met Mr. Caristan and 
found that he had ability. He thought it 
would be a good idea to teach him what 
he knew, so he worked with him and 
gave him all the necessary background. 
That's how he became a cameraman. 

QUESTION: What major differences in 
technique do you find in filming a 
documentary, as compared to feature 
production? 

SEMBENE: In the documentary, it's the 
agileness of the cameraman that counts. 
You have to catch the moment. You are 
in the middle of a crowd and you have 
to catch the impulse, the heart of the 
crowd and bring it out onto film. That's 
what we have to get. We must make the 
audience feel the crowd. 

QUESTION: I'm told that you started 
out originally as a novelist before be¬ 
coming a film director. Can you tell me 
how you happened to go from novels to 
film? 

SEMBENE: / had written nine novels in 
the French language. However, 90% of 
the Senegalese are practically illiterate, 
so, in order to be able to get through to 
them, / decided to go into films. It was 
a way to speak to the people to get 
them to understand my thoughts and 
feelings. 

Continued on Page 1322 



MAI ZETTERLING 

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

999 
MAI ZETTERLING (Sweden)-The works 

of Miss Zetterling have already made a favora¬ 
ble impression upon audiences everywhere. 
She has achieved success where only a few 
have made the step from actress to directorial 
status. Her first two films, "Loving Couples" 
and "Night Games", created an international 
cause celebre. She herself achieved accolades 
for her directness and poetic imagery. Her 
career as an actress includes many impressive 
performances. 

QUESTION: How did a nice girl like 
you happen to get involved in a project 
like this? 

ZETTERLING: It just came to me. / 
had a telephone call from David i/Volper, 
actually out of the blue—which is nice 
when it happens—and he asked if / 
would be interested in doing it. He said, 
"You can choose any phase of the 
Olympics that you like. Feel absolutely 
free." He suggested, for example, that / 
might like to do a film segment on the 
women in the Games, but that was too 
obvious, too much like type-casting so / 
didn't want to do that particular one. 

QUESTION: What made you select the 
weightlifters as a subject instead? 

ZETTERLING: Well, because / didn't 
want to do the obvious thing, / chose 
the one that was the most unobvious— 
the furthest thing from what / am and 
what / know about. Weightlifting is an 
extraordinary field of athletics, one that 

DIRECTOR FROM SWEDEN 

very few people know anything about. 
It's not a very popular sport. It's lost in 
the suburbs somewhere. It's so far-out 
and it seemed so remote that it fascinat¬ 
ed me. Also, / thought / might learn 
something from it and produce some¬ 
thing new. There is that possibility 
when you look at something with very 
fresh eyes. It can happen. 

QUESTION: Did you have in mind any 
sort of stylized visual approach to the 
subject before you started shooting? 

ZETTERLING: / had two headings in 
my notes. One of them said "ISOLA¬ 
TION" and the other said "OBSES¬ 
SION". Both of these elements enter 
very much into the visualization, de¬ 
pending upon what / choose to photo¬ 
graph. In regard to the isolation, / 
wanted very much to stress the individu¬ 
al aspect of the sport, because I've 
found out both from the trainers and 
the boys themselves, the weightlifters, 
that they feel very, very alone all the 
time. It's not like any other sport. In a 
sense, they are battling with the weights 
and it's their own very private battle. 
It's very strange how they express this 
isolation. They pace, they walk about, 
they sweat, they think, they concen¬ 
trate, they conjur a mental image of all 
the lifts they're going to do. There's an 
awful lot of things going on. In their 
pacing they cross the paths of other 
weightlifters who are working out in the 

Having successfully made the rare transition 
from film actress to director, Mai Zetterling 
has directed four features and many docu¬ 
mentaries. 

gym, but they don't really talk very 
much. It's not a chummy atmosphere. 
It's very sort of lonesome—a sense of 
loneliness even in the midst of a lot of 
people. That I one-wo If stuff is very 
interesting and that's what I've been 
trying to get. 

QUESTION: What about the obsession 
aspect of it? 

ZETTERLING: Well, the obsession is 
that if a man sleeps for twelve hours, 
trains for nine hours and eats for three 
hours in a day, he's got to be obsessed— 
wouldn't you say? There's not much 
time for living, especially among the 
super-heavyweights. / asked one of them 
if he had a girlfriend and he said there's 
no room for a girlfriend in the bed, 
because he's so big. Any sportsman- 
especially one that gets the gold medal 
in the Olympics—must be obsessed, fa¬ 
natical to a certain degree. / hope this 
Continued on Page 1320 

(LEFT) Backed into a corner of Munich's slaughterhouse, the Zetterling crew watches in awe, as huge sides of beef go swinging by—part of a 
sequence about catering to the gargantuan appetites of weightlifters. (CENTER) Rune Ericson, one of Sweden's foremost cameramen, lines up a shot 
in weightlifters' training hall. He has photographed three features for Zetterling. According to the lady, they "bully" each other, but work extremely 
well together. (RIGHT) Flat on the floor, Ericson lines up a low-angle shot. Moments later the weightlifter dropped the weight inches from his head. 
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JOHN SCHLESINGER AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES 
DIRECTOR FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM 

JOHN SCHLESINGER United Kingdom) 
—Schlesinger has now established an interna¬ 
tional reputation with the enormous critical 
and boxoffice success of such films as "Mid¬ 
night Cowboy" and "Sunday, Bloody, Sun¬ 
day". He is a director who emerged from 
television but won global kudos with such 
films as "A Kind of Loving", "Billy Liar", 
"Darling", and "Far From the Madding 
Crowd". He is now a key figure in the British 
cinema. 

QUESTION: May I ask what influenced 
you to choose the Marathon as the 
subject of your segment of the Official 
Olympic Games Film? 

SCHLESINGER: Well, to me it's the 
most dramatic event of the Olympic 
Games because it's a feat of endurance 
more than anything else. The human 
effort needed to run that twenty-eight 
miles interests me, along with the ques¬ 
tion: "What makes anybody be a long¬ 
distance runner?" So / chose that event 
first and foremost and then decided to 
center it around one man who seemed 
to have some chance of getting placed. 

Director John Schlesinger discusses with 
Michael Samuelson the enormous amount of 
equipment required to photograph Marathon 
for the Olympic Film. 

CAMERAMEN, POSITIONS, EQUIPMENT 

FOR MARATHON RACE FILMING 

Crew 
no. Camera man/Asst. Position Equipment 

1 Lassally/Harris 61 Mini Tyler — High speed Arriflex — Extra Mags 
2 Wooster/Challis 63 S35 High speed — 50 to 500 zoom 

O’Connor Head — S&W Fluid head 
Arriflex 10 to 1 zoom — Moy short 
legs — Swan neck — Arri Top Hat — 
Moy Top Hat 

3 Lelouch/Asst. 14, 58 Own Cameflex 
4 Ericson/Robinson 30,31,55 Arriflex — 10 to 1 zoom — Standard 

lenses — Worrall Head — S&W Fluid 
Head — Tall Arri legs — Scorpio 
crane — Swan neck 

6 Slabnevich/Huna 8, 17 Arriflex — High speed body — 
50 to 500 zoom — Fluid Head — Tall 
Arri legs — Arri Top Hats 

7 Caristan/Graf 4 Arriflex — 50 to 500 zoom — Fluid 
Head — Tall Arri legs 

8 Wild/Stritzinger 3, 16 Arriflex — High speed body — 1200mm 
O’Connor Head — Tall Moy Legs — 
Worrall — 50 to 500 zoom — Swan 
neck 

9 Persson/O'Dell 1, 11 Arriflex — High Speed Body — 
10 to 1 zoom — Fluid Head — Tall 
Arri legs 

11 Bogner/Drebelow 34, 48 Arriflex — High Speed Body — 
10 to 1 zoom — Fluid Head — 18mm — 
9.8mm — O’Connor — Swan Neck 
Am Top Hat — Moy Top Hat — Tall & 
Short legs Arri — Tall & Short legs 
Moy 

12 Bocly/Feldhaus 15 Arriflex — High Speed Body — 10 to 
1 zoom — Fluid Head — Standard 
lenses —Tall & Short Legs 

13 Davis/Lovin 9,24,26 Arriflex — 1200mm — O’Connor — 
Cine 60 Base — 10 to 1 zoom — Moy 
Tall Legs — Moy Top Hat — Small 
Dolly & Track 

14 Menzies/Brown 19, 52 Arri — 1200mm — Tall & Short Legs 
Moy — O’Connor Head — 50 to 500 zoom 
Swan Neck — Top Hat Moy — Standard 
Lenses 

15 Hume/Evans 35, 36 S35 — High Speed — 50 to 500 zoom — 
O’Connor Head — Tall & Short legs — 
1200mm — 20mm KOWA — Top Hat Moy — 
Cherry Picker 

16 Gould/Chroszier 2, 13 Arri 50 to 500 zoom — Fluid Head — 
Tall Legs 

17 Wilson/Niedballa 6A, 7 S35 — High Speed — 1200mm — Arri & 
Standard lenses — 10 to 1 zoom — 
Flexi mount — O’Connor or Fluid 
Head — Arri Tall & Short legs — 
Moy Tall legs 

18 Collins/Hough 42 Arri High Speed — Own 400mm — & 
50 to 500 extender — 10 to 1 zoom — 
Fluid Head —Tall & Short legs 

19 Coggans/Brewster 40 S35 High Speed — 600mm — Moy Top 
Hat — O’Connor Head —Tall & Short 
Legs —20mm KOWA 

20 Stillwell/Misek 38 Arri High Speed — 50 to 500 zoom — 
Fluid Head —Tall & Short legs 

21 Matthews 37 Tyler mount — R35 & 400 Mags — 
HS Motor & Batteries 

22 Gurtner/Weiser 10,25,27 Arri — 10 to 1 zoom — Fluid-Gyro 
Head — Tall legs — 18mm lens 

23 Windhager/Hailer 18,50,49 Arri — 50 to 500 zoom — Fluid 
Head — Standard lenses — Tall & 
Short legs 

24 Raditschnig/Eulau 32, 51 Arri — Standard lenses — 18mm — 
1200mm — O’Connor — Tall & Short 
legs — Top Hat — 10 to 1 zoom — 
Swan Neck 

25 Gorter/Teumer 20, 33, 53 Arri BL — 10 to 1 zoom — Fluid 
Head — Tall & Short legs — 18mm 

26 Horoschenkoff/ 
Friedlander 21, 44 Arri High Speed — Gyro Head — 

Tall & Short legs — 50 to 500 zoom 
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27 Ammon/Schmitt 28, 56 

28 Gaebler/Fricke 6 

29 Glanert/Kases 22,65,66 

30 Liphardt/Rodde 60 

31 Sandner 43 

31a Clay 39 

32 Barbey/Hurlimann 62 

33 Meagher/Santy 46 

33a Kleinort/Santy 47 

34 Lightman/Margulies 57, 54 

36 Pechin/Zenk 29 

37 Ensinger/Schmidt 68 

40 Kukwa 45 

48 Sasse 5 

Arri BL — 50 to 500 zoom — Gyro 
Fluid Head — Tall & Short legs — 
Standard lenses 

Arri BL — Standard lenses — 14mm — 
Arri Gyro — Tall & Short legs 

Arri BL — 10 to 1 zoom — Standard 
lenses — Fluid head (own) — Tall 
& Short legs 

Arri — 20 to 1 zoom — Vinten Head — 
Tall legs — Swan neck 

S35 — High Speed (Bavaria) — 
1200mm — Top Hat Moy — Tall & Short 
legs 
Arri High Speed — Fluid Head — 
50 to 500 zoom — Standard lenses — 
Tall & Short legs 
Arri High Speed — 10 to 1 zoom — 
Fluid Head — 2x Arri Top Hats — 
Short legs — Extra mags 
Arri BL — 10 to 1 zoom — Fluid 
Head 
Arri — 10 to 1 zoom — Fluid Head 
Tall & Short legs 

Arri — 10 to 1 zoom — Gyro Head — 
Tall & Short legs 

Arri — 10 to 1 zoom —Tall legs — 
3x Short legs 

S35 — TV Motor — O’Connor — Tall 
& Short Moy — Elemack — Track — 
Sun guns — 10 to 1 zoom S35 

S35 — High Speed — 600mm 
O'Connor — Tall legs 

Arri — Tall legs — Fluid Head — 
20 to 1 

He was a scientist and there were certain 
things about him that interested me. He 
had everything very carefully worked 
out in his head, a rigid routine. / 
consider myself fairly disciplined in my 
work and terribly undisciplined in my 
life and it fascinates me that anybody 
can be as disciplined as he has to 
be—running to work every single day, 
running in the lunch hour, running 
home after work, running 20 miles 
every Sunday of his life. He never 
misses. That sort of discipline and en¬ 
durance in any human being interests 
me. 

QUESTION: This was Ron Hill—the 
particular man that you chose—wasn't 
it? I understand that you did some 
filming of him before the Games began. 
Can you tell me a little bit about that? 

SCHLESINGER: Yes We interviewed 
him and filmed him at work and run¬ 
ning on Sunday along his training route. 

We also shot a sequence of him design¬ 
ing his own running shorts in his home. 
I'll probably begin and end the film 
with that. What also interests me about 
the Olympic Games—and "interests" is 
the wrong word; / find it rather fright¬ 
ening—is that the Games have become 
such a big bonanza thing. Public com¬ 
munication is so intense and the pres¬ 
sure of it on everybody so immediate. 
That, plus the commercialism of the 
Games and the added political dramas 
of this particular year made the individ¬ 
ual human effort—which, of course, is 
immense for anyone entering the Mara¬ 
thon—sort of pall alongside all those 
masses of zoom lenses and press people 
sitting around TV sets and people mak¬ 
ing declarations of this or that. / find it 
an interesting comparison, that juxtapo¬ 
sition of a man running 20 miles 
through the north country hills—then 
suddenly being plunked down in the 
middle of Munich with all that great 
bonanza of the Games. 

QUESTION: The scope of the Marathon 
event is massive, and it required the 
deployment of a great many cameras— 
50, to be exact. How did you work out 
where they should be deployed and who 
should shoot what? 

SCHLESINGER: Well, / really can't 
claim all the credit for that. I've been 
working closely with my Associate Di¬ 
rector and Editor, James Clark, a very 
talented man with whom I've worked a 
number of times before. Arthur Woos¬ 
ter, who is our chief cameraman, and / 
went to Munich some months ago and 
did the Marathon course slowly and 
calmly. We considered what it was we 
wanted out of each place and planned 
our shots as we went along. We went 
several times around the course and 
then Arthur made the choices of which 
cameramen were to be in what posi¬ 
tions. It was impossible for me to know 
each cameramen personally and what he 
could do best. 

QUESTION: Was there a particular visu¬ 
al style or cinematic point-of-view that 
you were trying to achieve? 

SCHLESINGER: Ideally, / would like 
to have been on every camera position 
to show the crew exactly what / want¬ 
ed—and / know / haven't achieved that. 
It's impossible. I've never done a job of 
this nature before. It's like battle plan¬ 
ning. We knew it was going to be hit or 
miss a great deal of the time, because 
one can never know what's going to 
happen in a race. / just knew what we 
wanted to get out of it. As for visual 
style—the only way you can approach a 
cohesive visual style is to do every 
set-up yourself. We knew exactly what 
we would like the thing to look like. We 
made certain decisions and they were 
very carefully discussed. But, in the end, 
you can only tell them what you want. 

QUESTION: I understand that you do 
have a documentary background. Did 
Continued on Page 1285 

(LEFT) At Summit session in Wolper headquarters office, Schlesinger illustrates camera deployment on chalk board for assembled cameramen. Fifty 
crews moved into the field to film the Marathon event. (CENTER) A typical gesture to describe a tricky camera movement. (RIGHT) The director 
briefs his two top lieutenants. Associate Director/Editor James Clark (left) and Chief Cameraman Arthur Wooster. 



OBSERVATIONS 
Continued from Page 1261 

to get in there—no way, because it was 
absolutely impossible to get through the 
tremendous security barriers they had 
built up by that time, even though we 
had sufficient special passes for cars and 
personnel. 

/ suddenly remembered that there 
was a gate farther up. Gate 7, where it 
still might be possible for us to get 
through. We turned 'round and headed 
straight for Gate 7. There we flashed 
our passes, with the car still in motion, 
and we drove straight through. Of 
course, there was shouting and the 
guards were doing a whole number, but 
we kept right on going. 

On arrival in the village, we had to be 
very careful of our equipment because 
they were sort of very keen on not 
having any photographers in there. We 
got through and went down to the 
building where it was happening. The 
building was obscured by a few large 
buildings which different delegations 
occupied. There were police, lots of 
police. 

/ finally went 'round to the back and 
managed to get into one of the elevators 
in the building of the Italian delegation 
and went straight up to the roof. This, 
of course, was an excellent position 
because / was right on top of the action. 
As far as / was concerned, it was 
absolutely ideal and / was the only one 
there with a film camera. 

By 9:00 a.m. the entire village had 
been shut off and no one could get in or 
out, let alone anywhere near the scene. / 
mean, it was just absolutely impossible, 
but we were set up in position due to 
being on the ball and being right in 
there so early. Of course, we stayed 
there the entire day, until 10:00 that 
night. 

During the afternoon the police were 
thinking of having a shootout and they 
started clearing the roofs. / saw it 
happening. They brought in those police 
people and they cleared out every apart¬ 
ment including everybody on the roof. 
It was just a total clearout. We managed 
to get into an apartment on top of the 
Italian delegation building and we 
locked all the windows and all the doors 
and pulled all the curtains. They 
couldn't get in. We were safe. They 
didn't notice us, so we stayed there. 

We shot through the window cur¬ 
tains. The curtains were drawn, but the 
windows were open and no one knew 
we were there. That's one of the reasons 
why the footage which we did get is 
sensational. No one else was able to get 
such footage. On the film you see all of 
the negotiations. You see the cooks 

delivering the food—the whole thing. 
It's not spectacular photography be¬ 
cause / was very limited in terms of 
available camera angles, but the action 
on the film speaks for itself. It's just 
remarkable. 

We saw everything the negotiators 
were doing, but it didn't mean a lot at 
the time. Only very much later, when 
the Germans gave an explanation of 
what they were trying to do did it all 
sort of suddenly fall into place. The 
pictures and the news bulletins gave us a 
dear picture of what had actually taken 
place. 

About 9:00 o'clock that night / tried 
to get into the tunnel to get shots of the 
Israelis being loaded into the bus, which 
was terribly difficult. / never managed 
to do so. / got into the tunnel, but was 
thrown out two or three times. Then / 
went up to David Wolper's apartment 
and shot the three helicopters, which 
were positioned directly down below, 
and saw the Israelis get into the chop¬ 
pers. Of course, it was pitch dark—no 
lights, nothing at all, but we were able 
to photograph the helicopters taking off 
by using ultra-fast film and forcing 
development. / haven't seen that shot 
anywhere else. No one has got it, which 
again emphasizes the fact that by having 
been in that position at the right time 
we got that particular piece of film. 

/ did go that night to the airport 
about three o'clock in the morning. Of 
course, there was a tremendous amount 
of press present, and there was no way 
we could get into the actual area where 
it had all taken place. There was a lot of 
activity involving army vehicles, police 
with dogs and guns, and things moving 
up and down. It then dawned to us that 
most of it had already taken place and 
that there was very little left to cover. 
We left about 5:00 that morning and by 
that time we had heard already that 
everybody had been killed. The rumor 
had gotten through. The next day, / 
managed to get to the airport and shoot 
some film on the helicopters, which was 
an incredible sight—I mean, just incredi¬ 
ble. 

The footage we shot was edited into 
a half-hour special about the tragedy, 
produced by Peter Jennings, and it went 
out over the ABC network that night. ■ 

GORDON MEAGHER (U.S.A.) 
Arriflex 35BL Cameraman 

/ am one of the cameramen specifi¬ 
cally trained and assigned to operate the 
new Arriflex 35BL camera (one of five 
made available) during the filming of 
the Olympic Games. Having worked 
with it all through the project, / can say 

that it has tremendous possibilities. 
With any new camera you might 

expect that there would be bugs that 
would have to be worked out, but we've 
been running these cameras steadily for 
two weeks at normal speed and at high 
speed (about 80 fps) and we've had no 
problems with them whatsoever. 

/ came to Munich in advance of the 
Games along with several other camera¬ 
men and we went over to Arnold & 
Richter, where they gave us quite a 
thorough briefing on the camera, its 
usage and technical characteristics. They 
gave us a complete breakdown on how 
to utilize it to best advantage. This was 
important, because when you're work¬ 
ing on a production with a brand new 
camera it's necessary to know the best 
way to load it, the best way to shoot 
and the best way to change from normal 
to high speed. 

We've shot a lot of sync-sound with 
the camera and it's very quiet. Just how 
quiet it would be in the complete 
silence of a sound stage / don't know, 
because we haven't had occasion to test 
it under those conditions. But we've 
used it for shooting sound in exteriors 
and location interiors and it has worked 
extremely well. 

The camera weighs 22 pounds and, 
although it balances very well on the 
shoulder, it does get a bit heavy after a 
full day of having it on your shoulder. 
However, there aren't many occasions 
where you'd carry it around that way 
for an entire day. 

The 35BL is simple to load and the 
assistants who have been working with 
it have had no problems in attaching the 
magazines. You can load one side of the 
magazine in the darkroom and the other 
in daylight, which is very practical. As 
far as the threading is concerned, it's as 
simple to thread as any other Arriflex. 

/ think that it will serve very well as a 
production camera, although the pres¬ 
ent 400-foot load may cause problems 
for directors who don't know how to 
utilize short ends. However, / under¬ 
stand that the Arri people will be 
bringing out a 1000-foot magazine, 
which should make the camera very 
adaptable to production. 

We've given the camera a thorough 
shakedown on this project. We've shot it 
high-speed. We've shot it hand-held. 
We've shot sync-sound with it. We've 
used it in a lot of different capacities 
that you wouldn't ordinarily use one 
camera for and it has performed very 
well in all of them. 

I'm really quite intrigued with the 
camera. / think it has great possibilities 
and I'd like to have more time to 
experiment and find out what all of 
them are. ■ 
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BEHIND THE SCENES Of THE OLYMPIC GAMES “SHOOT” 
The prodigious project of riding herd on fifty camera crews 
from nine different countries, arranging for all of their 
equipment-while fighting for the very best camera positions 

By MICHAEL SAMUELSON, Chief Photographic Consultant 

Once every four years I take a 
holiday from my work in London and I 
go off to run a shoot at the Olympics— 
which has to be one of the most 
complicated shoots there can possibly 
be. 

I got involved with this one about 
nine months ago and the very first thing 
I did was start fighting for camera 
positions. The saddest thing about try¬ 
ing to photograph the Olympic Games is 
that the film people never get involved 
early enough. In Munich—just as in 
Mexico—whenever you tried, during the 
pre-Olympics period, to get a position 
for your camera in any of the stadia, 
they'd say: "That's impossible. That 

Over a 1200mm lens, Michael Samuelson 
chats with director Kon Ichikawa, for whom 
he managed to secure 35 prime camera 
positions in the Stadium. 

position's gone to television," or "We've 
sold those seats and we can't get them 
back again." 

It's very sad that you have these 
same problems every time—that you're 
just not consulted early enough. I did, 
in fact try to get involved with these 
Olympics immediately after Mexico, 
when I wrote the Olympic Committee 
and said: "Whoever shoots the Olympic 
Games is going to need positions for 
their cameras. Please feel free to bring 
me in just to say that a film producer— 
whoever he may be—will want the fol¬ 
lowing camera positions . . ." 

Sadly enough, I didn't hear anything 
from them, and it was not until nine 
months before the 1972 Olympics that I 
made my first visit to Munich on behalf 
of David Wolper, and started the fight. I 
must say that we were very fortunate, 
because the liaison man here working 
between all the film and television 
organizations was a very young German 
named Klaus Willing who has been quite 
fantastic—just marvelous. He's always 
been available and has made instant 
decisions. It's very unusual to find a 
man in his position who's willing not to 
go to the Committee every time and 
who makes decisions and stands by 
them. 

Considering the problems of seats 
having been sold and everything else, 
we've done remarkably well in getting 
positions inside the sports halls and 
stadia. The positions which we got for 
director Kon Ichikawa, for example, 
just have to be the most incredible in 
quantity and the most exciting ever. 
When I first started my correspondence 
with Mr. Ichikawa and told him what 
camera positions I had already ear¬ 
marked by installing high-hats around 
the stadium, he wanted to know what 
size shots he could get with certain 
lenses. So we took a camera down to 
the stadium and, from various positions, 
we put on 600mm and 1200mm lenses 
and I stood in as the athlete to show 
him what size shots he could get. Then 
we went to the end of the pit and put 
on the 1200mm and I became the first 
man ever to run the 100-Meter in the 
Munich Olympic Stadium, and for a 
while I held the world's record in that 

stadium for the 100-Meter. My time was 
10 flat—minutes, that is. 

When David Wolper first told me that 
the Olympics film was going to be 
directed by 10 different directors, one 
of whom would be Ichikawa filming the 
100-Meter event, I immediately came to 
Munich and said: "I think Mr. Ichikawa 
will need at least 10 cameras at ground 
level, head-on down the 100-Meter 
straight. He will also need eight cameras 
at ground level alongside the start line 
and another four cameras at ground 
level alongside the finish line." I was 
almost right, as I found out later. In 
actual fact, he wanted 14 cameras head- 

Continued on Page 1312 

At Wolper Pictures headquarters, Samuelson 
greets Leni Riefenstahl, director of the famed 
1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS film. 
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QOO A hard-working crew of crack film technicians adds 
an important extra dimension to the network's excellent 
live documentary coverage of the Munich Olympic Games 

A year in advance of the Olympic Games, ABC Sports' film crews began shooting personality profiles of competitors, plus demonstration pieces 
explaining points of style or technique. Since competitors live all over the world, tracking them down, obtaining their consent and arranging suitable 
schedules for filming them added up to a major project. Good luck with scheduling, as well as with the weather, made it possible to hold to a 
timetable and obtain a wide range of coverage. 

By BRICE WEISMAN 
Producer/Director, ABC Sports 

No contemporary television coverage 
of sports events can do without the 
visual impact of "live" formatting 
through either actual live transmission 
or extensive use of videotape segments 
edited on a real-time line. But to com¬ 
plement that straightforward hard-edge 
approach, it is often useful, if not 
essential, to include some of the subtler, 
more evocative qualities which film 
alone offers. 

In preparing for its coverage of the 
Munich Olympics, ABC Sports' Presi¬ 
dent Roone Arledge realized that in a 
schedule of 61V2 hours of telecasting 
(most of it in prime time), highly 
competitive, close races could not realis¬ 
tically be expected in every event, that 
ultimately supplementary program ma¬ 
terial had to be available to furnish an 
appropriate informational context for 
each sport. To that end, it was decided 
to set up the Olympic Film Project, and 
in early August, 1971, I was asked, as 
senior film man in an otherwise video- 
tape/live-oriented department, to man¬ 
age the Project. Early discussions out¬ 
lined three broad areas for which pro¬ 
gram material could be generated: per¬ 
sonality profiles of competitors, history 
footage of memorable Olympic athletes 
and their performances, and demonstra¬ 
tion pieces explaining points of style or 
technique, unclear rules, or unfamiliar 
events, e.g. International Team Handball 
which is not at all the 2- or 4-wall 
handball of N.Y.C. fame. 

By September of 1971, with almost 
12 full months to go, I was confident, 
excited, and awestruck by the complexi¬ 
ties of the job ahead. Lists were pre¬ 
pared, budgets projected, lists revised. I 
knew it was impossible to send film 
crews all over the world, yet all over the 
world is exactly where Olympians live, 
and I wanted to show them "up close 
and personal", to get at their non- 
athletic personalities, their uniqueness 
as human beings. Responses were woe¬ 
fully slow in coming; that early apathy 
reigned supreme. In the meantime I 
began to investigate sources of history 
footage: a great hornet's nest of con¬ 
flicting rights' claims, re-run clauses, 
minimum guarantees, and marginal 
image quality. Through our ABC Direc¬ 
tor for European Sports' Operations, 
Georges Croses, inquiries were sent to 
the national television companies of 
some countries asking if they would be 
interested in exchanging with us film 
pieces on their best athletes. 

By October I was handed another— 
completely different—assignment: the 
directing of a series of filmed half-hours 
on auto racing as part of the successful 
ABC's Championship Auto Racing Se¬ 
ries. Both jobs running concurrently 
were a bit much, but by the early 
months of 1972, it had become just a 
little easier to sort out the real Olympic 
prospects from the one-time-only sensa¬ 
tions, and to plan filming trips accord¬ 
ingly. Responses from other national 

TV companies were still minimal. It was 
now clear that we'd have to do the 
lion's share ourselves. 

At the end of March, I began at¬ 
tempts to reach some 20 Americans and 
50 foreign athletes, asking for their 

The author, ABC Sports Producer/Director 
Brice Weisman (right) briefs camera crew for 
filming of a sequence on location in Munich. 
Mobility of film crews added valuable scope 
to the network's live coverage. 

ABC SPORTS' OLYMPIC FILM PROJECT 



Olympic swimming champion Mark Spitz, winner of an unprecedented seven Gold Medals at 
Munich, obligingly swims his famous "butterfly" with a Bell & Howell Filmo in a plexiglass 
underwater housing tightly gaffer-taped to his back. On film, the shot is a stunning "trip" in 
itself. 

cooperation in our Project. As their 
replies trickled in, it became apparent 
two if not three filming junkets would 
be necessary in the States, and at least 
as many in Europe. The trick now was 
to convince the athletes involved to 
place themselves at our disposal at the 
time in our travel plans which provided 
least duplication of movement around 
the continent. Surprisingly, we had 
great good luck with this and also, 
incidentally, with the weather. To keep 
to our timetable—and that was all- 
important—we'd have to travel fairly 
light, set up quickly, know what we 
wanted. 

I went out as producer/director of 
the first U.S. trip: 7 athletes in 7 cities 
in 14 days. Director of Photography, 
Don Shapiro, an old friend with whom 
I'd worked before on many WIDE 
WORLD OF SPORTS shows, brought 
his Arriflex BL camera for crystal-sync 
sound shooting, and we used a variety 
of lenses on that ranging from the 5.7 to 
the 9.5-95, 12-120, 12-240, and 
300mm. Zoom lenses, we thought, were 
preferable for quick framing to sets of 
prime lenses, since the small added 
sharpness of a fixed-focal-length lens 
would be overcome by the loss of 
resolution inherent in putting all of this 
material on the air: transfer to high- 
band color 625/PAL videotape in Mu¬ 
nich, satellite relay transmission from 
Munich, conversion to 525/NTSC, and 
network feed from ABC Master Control 
in New York. 

Two days (really much less, if you 
consider travel time) per person im¬ 
posed terrible premiums on using the 
time available profitably. I'd walk in, 
having talked with someone only by 
phone before, sit down and ask them to 
tell me things they ordinarily wouldn't 
tell their closest friends. When to be 
direct and when to be director—those 
were the questions. Incredibly, the re¬ 
sults were often far beyond my hopes. 

Sometimes it was easy, and some¬ 
times it was something less. For in¬ 
stance, try to convince a pretty young 
girl swimmer who knows about TV 
directors only through what she's seen 
of our TV series stereotypes that the 
dream-like sequence you've planned to 
open her segment can only be shot with 
her in bed in a shorty nightgown reach¬ 
ing sleepily for a buzzing alarm clock. 
Or try to convince Mark Spitz (who 
subsequently won 7 gold medals in 
Munich) to swim laps with a Bell & 
Howell Filmo in a plexiglass underwater 
housing tightly gaffer-taped to his back. 
And those were the easy times. In both 
cases we came away with exciting foot¬ 
age. 

With almost every athlete some sort 

of interior lighting set-up became neces¬ 
sary. Don Shapiro chose 1000-watt 
quartz units for their lightness and 
flexibility and supplemented these with 
a couple small 1000-watt softlites and a 
mini-spot (inky) for hair kicks. We tried 
to avoid complicated walking-around 
situations in favor of fairly stationary 
small area illuminations. In most cases 
Don could light evenly to about an 
F/4.5 for Kodak 7242. Don, and later 
on our second tour. Director of Photog¬ 

raphy Alan Levi, found that lighting 
time per set-up averaged something like 
20-30 minutes. And in the already full 
life of an anxious young Olympic hope¬ 
ful that's a lot of time, particularly if he 
or she is on his or her way to practice or 
a date. 

Equipment totalled about 30 cases 
which with our personal luggage just 
barely fit a large station wagon and a 
regular sedan. In spite of booking and 
Continued on Page 1323 

It took a bit of doing to convince a pretty young girl swimmer, who knows about TV directors 
only through what she's seen of their television stereotypes, that the dream like sequence planned 
to open her segment could only be shot with her in bed in a shorty nightgown, reaching sleepily 
for a buzzing alarm clock. 



“Mr. Producer... When it conies to rental equipment this season-Cine Tech gets it all together!’’ 

m 
(CINE TECH- 

SERVICE 

RENTALS 

SALES 

“We're shooting in Miami 
next Tuesday . . . 

... pick up the camera equipment 
at CINE TECH on Monday.” 

‘Ready and action!” 

.. BNC, 2 Arris, Elemack, Fay 
Lights, Reflectors and Grips.” 

“ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTION, 
THANKS TO CINE TECH." 

“And now for the close-up!” 
“MAXIMUM DISCOUNTS ON ALL RENTALS. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE TO THE INDUSTRY 
vp All Ikl A The Largest Rental Equipment Company 

CINE TECH, INC. sou,ho,NewYork 

7330 N.E. 4th Court, Miami, Fla. 33138 • Call EGON STEPHAN (305) 754-2611 

For 
A MGEMIEUX 
Lenses: 

9.5 - 95 

12.5-75 

12-120 

12-240 

BEHIND-THE-LENS FILTER HOLDERS THAT FIT ALL 
ANGENIEUX ZOOM LENSES having either type of Arriflex mount - the regular or the steel bayonet, 
including the BL and the BL with the new Arri Precision Exposure Control; or with the Eclair mount for the NPR and CM3 

cameras. Our type AE3GS holder is designed for use with any of this 16 mm equipment. 

FOR 35 MM CAMERAS - We make the BTL35A for the 25-250 and 35-140 for use on all 35 mm Arriflex and Eclair CM3 cameras. 

Have the convenience of a full inventory of filters to meet any filter situation - all at little expense. 

Also use in combination with glass filters. 

THESE FILTER HOLDERS AND KITS ARE REALISTICALLY DESIGNED THROUGHOUT TO OFFER THE UTMOST IN 
CONVENIENCE AND USEFULNESS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERAMAN. 

Prices include AIR MAIL shipment same 

day to anywhere in U.S. & foreign. 

' Type BTL35A - 
FOUR holders with kit $65.00 

A two inch square of Wratten filter gel will make four filters for either type 
holder. Each holder has a ring of color to identify its place on a filter holder data 
chart where you can write in the exposure index for the films with which you 
will want to use it. The holders also have spacers to prevent Newton rings when 
more than one gel is used to make up a combination filter. They are packaged in 
kits with gel cutter, tweezer and indexed container for extra gels which has 
places for eight in each of nine compartments. 

And there is a FILM & FILTER DATA CHART for handy reference. 

Ask for brochures 

Type AE3GS - 
FIVE holders with kit $50.00 

FOUR holders with kit $45.00 

GUARANTEED to meet with your com¬ 
plete approval or money refunded. 

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHICS 
P.O. Box 25007 Portland, Oregon 97225 

PHONE 503-292-5569 

For 
ANGENIEUX 

25-250 

35-140 
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JOHN SCHLESINGER 
Continued from Page 1279 

you find that this helped prepare you 
for the Olympics filming? 

SCHLESINGER: I've done many docu¬ 
mentaries for TV, but I haven't done 
any recently. It's kind of strange to get 
back to it after 10 years. Making docu¬ 
mentaries is fascinating, because docu¬ 
mentaries talk, they make observations. 
As a result, / think / know what / want 
to get out of any given situation. But 
the problem of not being there with the 
cameramen makes it impossible to total¬ 
ly get that, so, in essence, what you are 
doing is hoping for the best, really. 

QUESTION: I understand that in addi¬ 
tion to your Marathon footage, you also 
have footage relating to the tragedy of 
the Israeli athletes and the Closing 
Ceremonies. Do you feel that these can 
be integrated with your filming of the 
Marathon? 

SCHLESINGER: We do have such foot¬ 
age and, since ours is to be the last 
segment in the overall film, we may very 
well use it. What is important is not to 
lose sight of the idea of individual 
effort—which is what the Olympic 
Games should be about. We may use the 
footage of the dosing Ceremony and 
cross-cut to establish a memory of what 
that stadium had, in a sense, gone 
through in the preceding two weeks— 
the turbulent beginning, the medal-giv¬ 
ing and the memorial service. Obviously, 
we've got to be very careful how we 
handle the Israeli incident, so that it's 
meaningful, in a sense, for all time. It's 
impossible to look back at the 1972 
Olympics without realizing its political 
implications—just as it is impossible to 
look at the 1936 Berlin Olympics film 
without realizing the political implica¬ 
tions of that. 

QUESTION: I understand that your 
camera crews shot more than 90,000 
feet of film, which has to be cut down 
to less than 1,400 feet. Do you visualize 
a fast cutting pace for the finished 
segment? 

SCHLESINGER: Fairly, but with areas 
of slowness. One of the things that Ron 
Hill says-and I'm sure it's true—is that 
if you're a runner, after a certain num¬ 
ber of miles you start to lose track of 
time and place. The whole thing be¬ 
comes a kind of kinetic experience and 
you just keep on going. Therefore, we 
have to try to find a visual way of 
interpreting that. We hope we'll manage 
it. ■ 

Instant 
studio. 

Just switch on 
this double 
band projec 
tor, and 
you’ve got 
as complete a film-and-sound 
studio as any 16mm film-maker 
would want. 

Called (appropriately enough) 
the Bauer P6 Studio, our unit 
offers a number of advantages. It 
projects both optical and mag¬ 
netic sound tracks. Does lip sync 
recording and playback of mag¬ 
netic sound on 16mm full-coated 
magnetic film. Offers a choice of 
200 mil edge and 100 mil center 
tracks. Transfers sound from 
picture film to magnetic film, or 
vice versa, without requiring 
additional equipment. Permits 
sound monitoring during the 
recording on any magnetic track. 
And, of course, has a synchro¬ 
nous motor. 

And even its amplifier is 
studio-like, including the out¬ 
puts, which match the impedances 
of studio equipment. 

Lastly, it 
provides quick 
access to both 

picture film and 
magnetic film. 

For additional information, 
contact your authorized Bauer 
dealer. Or drop us a line. 

You’ll get instant action. 
And ask about our other profes¬ 

sional 16mmprojectionequipment: 
The Bauer P6 Synchron. With 

sync motor for critical TV work 
and for synchronizing with tape 
recorders. Manual threading. 
Optical playback, magnetic 
record-playback. 

The Bauer P6 Automatic 300. 
Super-quiet and super-bright. 
Uses metal arc light (almost 4 
times as bright as conventional 
tungsten lamps). Optional change¬ 
over device permits continuous 
showing of any length film. 

The Bauer P6 Automatic M152. 
A superb A-V projector. Self¬ 
threading, with optical playback, 
magnetic record-playback. 
Sound-on-sound facilities. 

BAUER 
AIC PHOTO, INC., CARLE PLACE, N.Y. 11514 IN CANADA: KINGSWAY FILM EQUIPMENT LTD. 

•Bauer, a Reg. TM of Robert Bosch Photokino GmbH FOT ClGt3i IS WfitG DGpt AC“1 1 
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y ■ ■ ■ ■ fcOPTICAL COMPANY 
f 71 Jane Street, Roslyn Heights, L.I., N.Y. 11577 
Selected by NASA for Apollo flights and earth resources programs 

SPECIAL EFFECTS from TIFFEN 
(and now at your local cine dealer!) 

STAR EFFECT 
Highest quality optics to create 
star burst effect. Use individually 
or in combination to achieve effect 
desired. 4-point available in 1mm, 
2mm, 3mm, grids; 8-point in 2mm 
and 3mm girds. Supplied in series 
sizes, direct screw-in rotating 
mounts, 4V2" diameter, squares 
and rectangles. 

FOG EFFECT 
Natural fog conditions can be sim¬ 
ulated by the use of Tiffen Fog 
Filters #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5. Vari¬ 
ations can be created by using 
combinations of these filters. Den¬ 
sity of the fog effect can also be 
controlled by changes in exposure 
and development. Supplied in se¬ 
ries sizes, direct screw-in sizes, 
4V2" diameter and squares. 

Designed for the cinematogra¬ 
pher seeking to effectively desat- 
urate and mute on-screen colors 
by pre-selected degrees: to soften 
shadows and to blend make-up in 
portraits, without altering lighting: 
indoors or out. TIFFEN LOW CON¬ 
TRAST FILTERS range in effec¬ 
tive degrees from minimal to 
maximum in filters #1—#5. They 
are used at any lens opening: 
their effectiveness does not 
change with speed or lens open¬ 
ing. Retain resolution in filters 
#1, 2, 3; hold good resolution 
while achieving a marked in¬ 
crease in softness and a slight 
degree of diffusion in filters #4, 5. 
For further special effects, they 
may be used in combination with 
color filters for mood or unique 
soft-light scenes. Available in all 
standard filter sizes. 

PHOTAR FILTER 
GLASS 

CATALOG 
No. T371 

For the professional, advanced and 
amateur photographer. Describes 
characteristics of Photar glass 
filters, the DecaMired system, and 
spectral transmittance curves of all 
Photar color filters. 

Send $2.00 plus .50 for postage 
and handling to Dept. AC871. 

LOW CONTRAST 
FILTERS 

l 

16mm 35mm 

When 
in 
TFVAC 

it's 

BERRY & ASSOCIATES INC. 
TOTAL MOTION PICTURE, TV PRODUCTION & RECORDING SERVICE 

Equipment Rental 

President 

106 HOWELL ST., DALLAS, TEXAS 75207 

Please ask for 

BILL PECK Sr. 
(214) 747-5220 • 747-7686 • Hite: 259-1868 

COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED 
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If your script calls for water- 
you can find plenty 

of good 
locations in Arizona. 

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

They’re accessible, and your shooting 
schedule doesn’t have to wait for sunny 
skies. We’ve got 'em every day. 

We can provide you the facilities you need, 
too — sets, stages, gear — knowledgeable 
hands. Fred Graham and his staff are 
always on the job to help you find the right 
locations. 

Just call “Freddie” at (602) 271-5011 or 
945-1913 and tell him what you need. He’ll 
know what you’re talking about. 

3003 N. Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85012 

PROFESSIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY 
By CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC 

Professional Guidance For Aspiring Cinematographers 

SUBJECTS INCLUDE: Camera, camera mounts... Lenses, wide-screen lenses 
...Filters and Filter effects... Day-for-night photography ... Exposure for 
color and black and white films... Light meters and their use... Color 

temperature meters... Equipment for set lighting and its control... Camera 
angles and techniques... Special lighting problems... Color psychology 
... Composition ... Special photographic effects... Set operation on the sound 
stage ... New film emulsions... Forced development data. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Charles G. Clarke, ASC, a 
top Director of Photography at 20th Century-Fox 
ior many years, and an ASC member, taught 
Advanced Cinematography at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, where he recognized 
a need for practical professional guidance for 
students striving to be the industry’s future Di¬ 
rectors of Photography. It is this need which has 
given rise to his publication of a book on the 
subject and subsequently the latest revised edi¬ 
tion of Professional Cinematography. The first 
edition of this valuable book has become required 
reading at many universities and schools offering 
courses in cinematography. 

Order now and be assured of 
your copy of the revised edi¬ 
tion of this valuable book! 
Postpaid for only . . . 

The American Cinematographer 
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood, California 90028 | 

Please send me copies of PROFESSIONAL [ 
CINEMATOGRAPHY @ $10.GO ea., postpaid. No • 
C.O.D.’s. Single book orders will not be billed. I 
Check or money order must accompany orders I 
for single bocks. 

Name   I 

Street  J 
"ity   | 

State  Zip  I 

California residents please remit 5% Sales Tax 
(SOr per copy). Foreign buyers please pay by 
International Money Order or US funds. 
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SHOOTING MOTION IN THE 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BAY AREA? 

Also complete 16mm and 8mm Services 

OVER-NITE 

35 mm 
COLOR NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 
■ original developing ■ cinex 
■ color dailies 
■ edge coding ■ release 
■ scene - scene full correction 
■ best quality - service 

CINE-CHROME LABS., INC. 
4075 Transport St. / Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, Tel.: (415) 321-5678 / member ACL 

If you are reaching 
for a career in 
Film, Television, 
Dance or Theatre, 
check the school 
that has produced 

J Birthplace of Andre Gregory’s Obie-winning 
Alice in Wonderland, which returns to the'School 
in the fall along with a new production of Endgame 

J Scene of the 32d Annual Student Film Festival, 
T with $2,500 in awards 

J Winner of the national Walt Disney Filmwriting 
1 Contest for 1971 and 1972 

J Home of the Alternate Media Center, a funded 
T research program in cable television 
J Holder of the first doctoral program in cinema 
1 studies in the country 

J United States base for Poland’s avant-garde 
T director Jerzy Grotowski 

School of the Arts ■ New York University 

Undergraduate work in Acting ■ Dance ■ Stage 
Design ■ Technical Production ■ Film ■ Television 
■ Cinema Studies 
Graduate work in all the above, plus Directing and Drama 

Degrees: B.F.A., M.F.A., A.M. and Ph.D.*; Certificate 

For information about all degree programs and registration, write to: 
David J. Oppenheim, Dean 
School of the Arts 
New York University 
111 Second Avenue, Box C 
New York, N Y. 10003 
or telephone (212) 598-2407 

*A.M. and Ph D. programs are in conjunction with the Graduate School of Arts and Science. 

MILOS FORMAN 
Continued from Page 1264 

little different from what we are used to 
seeing on TV. That's why I'm not going 
in for high camera positions. I'm trying 
to be "on the field", while always 
maintaining the normal height of the 
human eye-level. I'm using long lenses 
which will look at the athletes with 
viewpoints that the spectators in the 
stands will never get of them. 

QUESTION: Don't you feel that in this 
sort of subject the camera assumes 
greater importance than it would ordi¬ 
narily—let's say, in a straight feature? 

FORMAN: Absolutely! / agree with 
that completely. In a feature, if you 
have a very strong story that is well- 
acted, the camerawork can be lousy and 
it doesn't matter. But in this kind of 
film you don't have that, so you rely on 
the beauty and perfection of the image 
much more so than normally. Also, in 
this kind of filming, you rely heavily on 
the technical perfection of machines, 
because if your camera jams while the 
event is going on, you will never have a 
chance to repeat it. So you really are 
relying on the quality of technical 
equipment much more than you would 
have to in the usual, normal filming. 

QUESTION: Are you using multiple 
cameras very much? 

FORMAN: Yes, but not to protect 
myself. If / want, let's say, to cover 
three runners in a lap, / have to have 
three cameras at each corner of the 
track. This, for example, adds up to 12 
cameras. If / wanted to follow the 
athletes after the race, in order to 
capture the after-race agony, / might 
start out following them with 600mm 
lenses—but as they got closer and be¬ 
yond the focus range of the 600mm 
lenses, / would need another set of 
cameras to pick them up. Then there are 
other nice little things which / should 
like to have, like covering the start of 
the race from several angles, so that / 
have a choice in editing. It's a very 
demanding job for the camera teams. 

QUESTION: In regard to your head 
cameraman, Jorgen Persson—had you 
ever worked with him before, and how 
did you happen to select him to work 
with you? 

FORMAN: No, / had never worked with 
him before—I had never even met him 
before—but / had seen a feature he 
photographed and liked what / saw. My 
selection of him as cameraman goes 
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back to what / said before about a result 
that looked as if it had been staged— 
with everything well-lighted, well- 
organized. Everything we've filmed has 
been done this way. / want to avoid the 
documentary character of photography. 
I'm consciously going after a certain 
type of lush-looking photography—a 
soft, melancholic-looking type of pho¬ 
tography. This cameraman has been 
giving me that result. 

QUESTION: Do you have any precon¬ 
ceived style of editing in mind and do 
you foresee any particular problems in 
the cutting room? 

FORMAN: / don't foresee any specific 
or major problems in editing, other than 
the time element. The editing really will 
be very elaborate, because it will be like 
a patchwork. Also, / will have to try 
more variations. It won't be like work¬ 
ing with a script that you've followed, 
where already you have most of your 
editing in mind before you start shoot¬ 
ing. So the only unusual thing, perhaps, 
will be the abnormally short time / will 
have in which to deliver the finished 
film. 

QUESTION: How do you feel about 
working with this international group of 
film technicians, all of these people 
from so many different countries? 

FORMAN: I/Ve are all together here, but 
we are each working so individually that 
we don't interfere with each other. 
However, what I appreciate enormously 
is the very nice friendly spirit all around. 

CINEMA WORKSHOP 
Continued from Page 1226 
somewhat isolated from vibrations. 
Where this is not feasible, the trunk 
should be completely filled with other 
gear or even empty cardboard boxes to 
restrict the movement of the camera 
case. Keeping the camera case inside the 
car on a seat is a good idea but even 
here precautions should be employed to 
keep it from sliding around. 

The choice of a shipping case and the 
method of packing gear should not be 
under emphasized. One of the largest 
professional camera corporations re¬ 
ports that as many as two out of ten 
cameras received for overhaul or repair 
are damaged in shipment due to im¬ 
proper or inadequate packing methods 
employed by the customer. 
"C.R.U.S.H." is obviously succeeding 
with their evil plans. Don't become their 
next victim. Choose a good case, pack 
your equipment well and pray. With a 
little luck your equipment may arrive in 
one piece. ■ 

Once upon a time GREAT BIG 
STUDIOS made all the IMPOR¬ 
TANT FILMS. It took lots of 
heavy equipment and lots of 
heavy people. 

Times have changed. 
Today it's lightweight equip¬ 

ment. Small crews. Independent 
film-makers. 

The Film School is the place to 
learn independent film-making. 
Located just 30 minutes south of 
San Francisco in Half Moon Bay. 
Students work with award win¬ 
ning professional film-makers. 

With only eight students in a 
class, there's enough 16mm equip¬ 
ment to go around, and instruc¬ 
tors have time to help you 
individually. 

Beginners or advanced students. 
Day or evening classes. But 

most important, we care about 
you and how we can teach you 
techniques it took us years to 
master. Send for our free catalog: 

The Film School, 
P. O. Box 907, Dept. C, 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
or call (415) 726-5537. 

SALE OF USED 
MOTION PICTURE 
LABORATORY 

EQUIPMENT 
Wit 

BELL & HOWELL MODEL "C” PRINTERS with 
automatic additive color systems & high 

speed readers 

BELL & HOWELL MODEL "E” PRINTERS 

Subtractive color system 

BELL & HOWELL MODEL D’S & J’S Continuous 

contact Black & White & Color printers 

MODIFIED BELL & HOWELL MODEL "J” PRINTERS 
for 16mm Super 8 or 35mm Super 8 continuous 

contact printing 

BELL & HOWELL*FOOT SPUCERS 

HERNFELD SCENE TESTERS 

BARSAM SCENE TESTERS 

DE PUE REDUCTION PRINTERS 

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND TOTAL LISTS WRITE TO: 

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY 
956 NORTH SEWARD STREET / HOLLYWOOD,CALIFORNIA 90038 

TELEX: 67-3505 / TELEPHONE: AC 213 462-3284 
CABLE: BENHAR 
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FILMING THE XX OLYMPIAD 
Continued from Page 1257 

of the choicest camera positions for 
these events. It's obvious that these are 
scenes they really need, so I resolve to 
give them the best possible footage- 
even though I'm in some very fast 
company that includes many of the 
world's top sports cameramen. 

The Bombshell Bursts 

As the huge filming team prepares to 
shoot the Opening Ceremonies that are 
to take place the following afternoon, 
there is controlled chaos. Wolper, Mar- 
gulies and their lieutenants, however, 
move through it all with unruffled calm 
and unfailing good humor. I get a 
chance to see how really cool they are 
when the first resounding crisis takes 
place a few minutes later. The following 
Telegram is received from Franco Zef¬ 
firelli, who has been in Rome preparing 
to shoot his segment on the history of 
the Olympic Torch: 

The idea / had in mind when / 
accepted to participate in your film on 
Olympic Games 1972 was to celebrate 
through the symbol of the torch the 
universal brotherhood and indepen¬ 
dence of men above the divisions of 
political groups and difference of races. 

In the spirit of the original Greek 
games when in periods of war all fights 
and enemies were suspended and ath¬ 
letes of opposite armies gathered peace¬ 
fully together to take part in the games. 
Now with yesterday's decision at the 
Munich Committee / feel that the spirit 
of the Olympic Games has been drastic- 

Photographers Pit in Olympic Stadium bristles 
with a forest of extreme telephoto lenses in 
preparation for filming Men's 100-meter dash. 

WOLPER PICTURES PRODUCTION CREW-Continued from Page 1257 

18. RON COLLINS 
HORACE B.HOUGH 

19. — TONY COGGANS 
MIKE BREWSTER 

20. — JAMES STILLWELL 
MILAN MASEK 

21. — MIKE MATTHEWS 
22. — ADI GURTNER 

KURT WEISER 
23. EDUARD WINDHAGER 

DIETER HAILER 
24. — HERBERT RADITSCHNIG 

WOLFGANG EULAU 
25. JURGEN GORTER 

REINER TEUMER 
26. TIMO HOROSCHENKOFF 

NORBERT FRIEDLANDER 
27. — HELMUT AMMON 

KARL SCHMITT 
28. DIETER GAEBLER 

STEFAN FRICKE 
29. ATZE GLANERT 

KARL KASES 
30. INDUSTRIAL DIETER LIPHARDT 

VOLKER RODDE 
31. — VINCENZ SANDNER 

HAL CLAY 
32. — ALEX BARBEY 

PETER HURLIMANN 
33. GORDON MEAGHER 

GEORG KLEINORT 
34. — HERB LIGHTMAN 
35. — MICHAEL SAMUELSON 
36. — CHRISTOPHER PECHIN 

8. SOUND DEPARTMENT 

TEAM NO. 
41. — 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. — 

9. ELECTRICAL AND GRIP 

Gaffer HERBIE FISCHER 
Dolly Driver FREDDY LEITENSTORFER 
Grip GERHARD SKOCIC 

10. EDITING DEPARTMENT 

Editing Department 
Co-Ordinator: KAROLASTORR 

Assistant Editors/Splicers: 

Name and Department 

PETRA VON OELFFEN (Lelouch) 
NORBERT HERZNER (Ozerov) 
MARION BUD-MONHEIM (Sembene) 
AVNI MOSHE (Schlesinger) 
INGEBORG KUHNERT (Pfleghar) 
JOHANN HOBINGER (Penn) 
MARGIT QUABUS (Ichikawa) 
PETRA SCHWARZE (Grasshoff) 
BIRGIT PRILLER (Zetterling) 
GERHARD REGENSPURSKY (Forman) 
INGEBORG EWALD (16mm Documentary) 
GERDI LUDWIG (16mm Documentary) 
Sound Editor: 

FRANK SCHREINER 

11. LABORATORY/KOPIERWERK 

Head of Bavaria Lab: 
ADALBERT WEINZIERL 
Liaison with Bavaria Lab: 
CHRISTIANE MANNS 

12. PROJECTIONISTS 

HANS HERMINGHAUS 
PETER HUBER 

13. PRODUCTION DISPATCHERS 

In Charge: WINFRIED BAUER 
In Charge: MATHIAS KUHNEL 

TATIANA ARNOLD 
OLIVER HENGST 
STEFAN JEDELE 
DIETER RENDEL 
MANFRED BLANK 
MICHAEL MARR 
WILLIAM TRICHTER 
MARKUS JEDELE 

ROY CHARMAN 

RENE BO RISEWITZ 

KLAUS ECKELT 
HERBERT MAIER 

JOSEF LI STL 
STEFAN SCHIEDER 

COLIN CHARLES 



(LEFT) Famed Japanese director Kon Ichikawa, who created the beautiful "TOKYO OLYMPIAD" film of the 1964 Olympics, watches camera 
rehearsal for shooting of Men's 100-meter dash, an event lasting just over 10 seconds, but employing 35 camera Crews. (CENTER) Plenty of ambient 
daylight inside Sports Hall aided in filming of gymnastics events. (RIGHT) Affable producer Stan Margulies takes a breather alongside modern metal 
sculpture inside Olympic Village. 

ally and perhaps irreversibly betrayed. 
Though / personally despise and abhor 
the methods and the philosophy of the 
present political government of Rho¬ 
desia and sincerely sympathise with the 
cause of the African people. / must 
consider unacceptable that the Olympic 
Games become a platform for political 
protests. 

It is sad to be forced to realize that 
what Hitler could not achieve in Berlin 
in 1936 has now been forced upon the 
Munich Games of 1972. Therefore, 
much to my regret, / must withdraw my 
humble participation in the film that 
you are producing. 

Though this is staggering news, Wol- 
per and Margulies accept it with extraor¬ 
dinary calm. They simply call a press 
conference, read the telegram aloud and 

inform the assembled journalists that 
they will try to acquire a suitable 
replacement for Zeffirelli. 

With such encouragement, the 
morale of the filming unit picks up 
again and they continue to prepare for 
the filming of the Opening Ceremonies. 

No 85 Filter—And Why Not? 

Michael Samuelson calls me into the 
projection room to view a test that has 
been made. On the screen I see footage 
of sports practice sessions, very similar 
to the scenes that will be photographed 
during the actual Games. It appears 
perfectly normal, with well-saturated 
colors and normal color tones. He then 
tells me that all of these exterior scenes 
have been photographed without the 
Continued on Page 1300 

(ABOVE RIGHT) With trusty Arriflex at the ready, American Cinematographer Editor Herb Lightman prepares to film 100-meter event. Pressed 
into service as cameraman, he also photographed Marathon for John Schlesinger. (BELOW LEFT) Russian director Yuri Ozerov, with Igor 
Slabnevitch behind Mitchell camera, studies the action. In foreground with Arriflex is Christopher Pechin, one of three American cameramen on the 
crew. (CENTER) Setting up to film gymnastics event. (RIGHT) Shooting from high vantage point in the Olympic Stadium. 

(LEFT) Cameraman mounts new Arriflex 35BL camera on high-hat at edge of Photographers Pit. Specially briefed cameramen were officially 
assigned to operate the five 35BL's used in filming the Games, but other cameramen could not resist trying the unique new camera. (CENTER) 
Czech director Milos Forman indulges in a bit of horseplay with Senegalese director Ousmane Sembene. (RIGHT) Cameramen lined up 
cheek-by-jowl in Photographers Pit during 100-meter dash camera rehearsal. 



VARIED, EXCITING PROGRAM TO BE OFFERED AT 
THE SECOND EOS ANIGELES INTERNATIONAL FILM EXPOSITION 

The second time around, Filmex is shaping up to a sparkling 

film parade that promises "something for everybody"-from 

movie buffs to serious students of the international cinema 

1971 marked the long-awaited debut 
of the First Los Angeles International 
Film Exposition. Creating a major an¬ 
nual film event in the motion picture 
capital of the world has been a challeng¬ 
ing undertaking. Since the world is 
replete with examples of how not to put 
on a film festival, the Los Angeles event 
had to be planned with imagination and 
dignity, and with justifiable pride in the 
best achievements of those who have 
built an industry and created an art 
form. Therefore, Filmex was established 
not as a festival, a competition or a 
trade fair, but as a cultural forum—a 
unique and dynamic celebration of all 
aspects of the art of film, past and 
present, that are synonymous with cre¬ 
ativity and quality. 

Filmex was launched in November of 
1971 with an opening night presenta¬ 
tion of THE LAST PICTURE SHOW in 
the grand tradition of the old-style 
Hollywood premieres. National network 
television coverage and an enthusiastic 
reception for the first Exposition on the 
air and in print announced to the world 
that something very special had begun 
here. 

The 1972 Exposition opens on No¬ 
vember 9th at Grauman's Chinese 
Theater with the West Coast premiere of 
the critically acclaimed British film. 

YOUNG WINSTON, followed by a Gala 
Opening Night Party. This year's eleven- 
day event will spotlight the creative role 
of the screen writer in motion picture 
production—something no film festival 
has ever attempted. Distinguished screen 
writers from around the world will be 
brought to Los Angeles by Filmex to 
participate in an International Screen 
Writers Conference to be held in con¬ 
junction with the Exposition film pre¬ 
sentations. In keeping with other prece¬ 
dents set in 1971, Filmex will again 
offer a film marathon, an animation 
program, student and underground films, 
documentaries, and silent films shown 
with both live orchestral and organ 
accompaniment to recreate authentic 
conditions under which the films were 
originally seen. 

Three of the films to be shown at the 
Second Annual Los Angeles Internation¬ 
al Film Exposition were recent award 
winners at the 1972 Cannes Film Festi¬ 
val: Susannah York received the Best 
Actress award for her performance in 
IMAGES, written and directed by Rob¬ 
ert Altman; Jean Yanne won Best Actor 
for his role as a highly temperamental 
filmmaker in WE WONT GROW OLD 
TOGETHER (NOUS NE VIEILLIRONS 
PAS ENSEMBLE) by French director 
Maurice Pialet; and Andrei Tarkovsky's 

SOLARIS, the Russian science-fiction 
film, won the Jury Prize. 

The latest work of the respected 
Japanese director Hiroshi Teshigahara 
will be shown. SUMMER SOLDIERS 
reveals the problems of a Gl deserter in 
Japan and was scripted by American 
John Nathan. 

Three important first features will 
have their American premieres: Danish 
film critic Christian Braad Thomsen's 
DEAR I RENE, the most interesting film 
in the Danish "new wave," a recent 
entry at the Venice Film Festival; THE 
HARDER THEY COME, the first film 
made in Jamaica by Jamaicans, featur¬ 
ing British rhythm and blues star Jimmy 
Cliff, written and directed by Perry 
Henzell; and A TEAR IN THE OCEAN 
(UNE LARME DANS L'OCEAN), writ¬ 
ten and directed by Henri Glaeser. 

Two major French features, Luis 
Bunuel's LE CHARME DISCRET DE 
LA BOURGEOISIE and Eric Rohmer's 
L'AMOUR, L'APRES-MIDI have been 
confirmed. Feature films from Canada, 
Brazil, Italy, Germany, Czechoslovakia 
and Israel will also be screened. 

There will be four Midnight Shows; 
SAVAGES, directed by James Ivory; 
GREASER'S PALACE by Robert 
Downey; HEROSTRATUS by Don 
Levy, a professor in the Cal-Arts Film 

(LEFT) Bernard Verley (Frederic) and Zonzon (Chloe) in a film by Eric Rohmer, "CHLOE IN THE AFTERNOON", with Francoise Verley, one of 
several French features to be presented at Filmex. (RIGHT) In one of the British entries, "GUMSHOE", Albert Finney (Eddie Ginley) interrupts the 
crooks' getaway when he manages to stop their car. 



Department, and HAIL by Fred Levin¬ 
son. 

A special retrospective series of nine 
films will be shown, one each morning 
at 11:00, and each of these programs is 
FREE to the public. These screenings 
are presented as a Tribute to the Inter¬ 
national Cinema, each film representing 
a major film-producing country: JOUR 
DE FETE (France), PYGMALIAN (En¬ 
gland), MOTHER JOAN OF THE 
ANGELS (Poland), SHOESHINE 
(Italy), TORMENT (Ingmar Bergman's 
first film from Sweden), CHILDHOOD 
OF MAXIM GORKY (USSR), SIG- 
FRIED (Germany), KWAIDAN (Japan), 
and DAY OF WRATH (Denmark). 

Three French films, including one 
American premiere (LA VALLEE), 
were chosen. The last of Eric Rohmer's 
six moral tales CHLOE IN THE AF¬ 
TERNOON (L'AMOUR L'APRES 
MIDI) reveals itself to be a worthy 
successor to MY NIGHT AT MAUD'S 
and CLAIRE'S KNEE. 

Jean-Luc Godard and his partner 
Jean-Pierre Gorin have written and di¬ 
rected a political love story TOUT VA 
BIEN, starring Jane Fonda and Yves 
Montand. LA VALLEE, a beautiful film 
about an expedition of young people in 
New Guinea, shows the promise director 
Barbet Schroeder revealed in his first 
feature MORE. His new film stars 
Michael Gothard, Jean-Pierre Kalfon, 
and Bulle Ogier with a brief but haunt¬ 
ing score by Pink Floyd. 

Also to be shown is Paul Almond's 
third film JOURNEY, from Canada, 
starring Genevieve Bujold and John Ver¬ 
non in an allegorical study of a girl's 
struggle to find herself. Belgium is repre¬ 
sented by the American premiere of 
Andre Delvaux' RENDEZVOUS AT 
BRAY, starring Anna Karina, Bulle 
Ogier and Mathieu Carriere. 

An English film has been added, 
GUMSHOE, directed by Stephen Frears 

and written by Neville Smith. The thrill¬ 
er stars Albert Finney, Billie Whitelaw, 
Frank Finlay and Janice Rule. 

The first weekend, November 
10—12, will be devoted to the Interna¬ 
tional Screenwriter's Conference, pre¬ 
sented in association with the Writers 
Guild of America West. Michael Blank- 
fort will be moderator, and Carl Fore¬ 
man will be guest speaker. Each day at 
11:00 there will be a paper and discus¬ 
sion, and each afternoon at 2:00 a film 
will be shown, with panel discussion 
afterwards. Screenwriters attending will 
be: Sergio Amidei and Tullio Pinnelli 
from Italy; Jean-Claude Brialy, Eric 
Rohmer, and Jean-Claude Carriere from 
France; Paddy Chayefsky and Francis 
Ford Coppola from the U.S.; Andrei 
Tarkovsky from Russia; Satyajit Ray 
from India; and Ivay Passer from Czech¬ 
oslovakia. In addition, prominent 
writers are expected from Japan, Cana¬ 
da, Poland and Hungary. 

A 24-hour retrospective marathon of 
films written or directed by Preston 
Sturges will begin Sunday, November 12 
at midnight. Fourteen of his films will 
be screened. 

Walt Disney's fully animated feature 
film SLEEPING BEAUTY will be pre¬ 
sented as a special children's program on 
Saturday, November 18, in association 
with the California Children's Film Cen¬ 
ter. 

A special program on women and 
women as filmmakers has been pre¬ 
pared, which will include ANGELE, a 
feature-length film by Yolande De 
Luart, JUDY CHICAGO AND THE 
CALIFORNIA GIRLS by Judith Dank- 
off, and a panel discussion with several 
prominent women in the arts. 

Three separate programs of short 
subjects, each representing filmmakers' 
current interests, are planned: The Art 
of Animation, Films from the Under¬ 
ground, and American Student Film¬ 

making. A special in-person tribute to 
Myrna Loy is scheduled for the after¬ 
noon of Tuesday, November 14. This 
program will include clips from most of 
her major films, a complete showing of 
TOO HOT TO HANDLE, co-starring 
Clark Gable and Miss Loy. 

The previously announced British 
film YOUNG WINSTON will open the 
exposition. A total of 40 separate pro¬ 
grams will be presented at Filmex, a 
non-competitive event accredited by the 
International Federation of Film Pro¬ 
ducers Associations. ■ 

The Churchills—Robert Shaw as Lord Ran¬ 
dolph, Simon Ward as teenage Winston and 
Anne Bancroft as Lady Randolph Churchill in 
a scene from the prestigious Columbia Pic¬ 
tures presentation, "YOUNG WINSTON", 
which will open the Second Los Angeles 
International Film Exposition. 

(LEFT) In Hiroshi Teshigahara's film, "SUMMER SOLDIERS", Reiko (Lee Reisen) bathes an American soldier (Keith Sykes), who has deserted 
from the Army and whom she is hiding in her Tokyo apartment. (RIGHT) Teshigahara filming a scene from "SUMMER SOLDIERS". The first 
weekend of Filmex (Nov. 10-12) will be devoted to the International Screenwriters Conference. 



(LEFT) The new Panaflex 35mm Silent Reflex Camera with 250-foot magazine top-mounted. (CENTER) Camera with 250-foot magazine mounted 
on the back. (RIGHT) 1000-foot displacement magazine on top, with extension eyepiece. The camera's incredible versatility makes it readily 
applicable to a wide range of 35mm filming situations. 

(LEFT) Panaflex camera with 1000-foot double-chamber magazine on top—extension eyepiece. (CENTER) 1000-foot double-chamber magazine 
mounted on the back. (RIGHT) Bright electronic digital readout for footage and tachometer. Red and green lights indicate battery condition and 
viewfinder displays red light if camera is not operating at exactly 24 frames per second. 

THE PANAFLEX SILENT REFLEX CAMEHA 
A new, very compact, highly-sophisticated studio 
camera that converts to the hand-held mode in 
less than sixty seconds makes its stunning debut 

For many years cameramen have 
dreamed wistfully of a 35mm profes¬ 
sional camera capable of being "all 
things to all people"—a highly sophisti¬ 
cated studio camera that could be in¬ 
stantly dismounted from the tripod 
head and shifted to the shoulder as a 
silent, extremely portable, hand-hold- 
able camera. The more practical types in 
the ranks of the cinematographers have 
shaken their heads and dubbed this a 
utopian dream, maintaining that a stu¬ 
dio camera and a hand-held camera are 
two completely different animals—and 
never the twain could possibly meet. 

Now, with the introduction of its 
sleek new Panaflex 35mm camera, Pana- 
vision, Inc. would seem to have proved 
them wrong. Unveiled within the past 
two months at a series of select demon¬ 

strations for cinematographers and tech¬ 
nicians in Hollywood, New York and 
London, the new camera has elicited a 
rash of wildly enthusiastic comment. 
The unveilings were presided over per¬ 
sonally by Panavision President Robert 
E. Gottschalk, who carried them off 
with considerable showmanship and wit, 
not hesitating to call his new baby "The 
world's most advanced motion picture 
camera." So far, this bold statement 
seems not to have been successfully 
challenged. To put it simply, the new 
Panaflex is a "beauty" and, if it does 
everything in actual production which 
its designers confidently promise it will 
do, it may very well prove to be the 
most important advancement in studio 
camera design since the original Mitch¬ 
ell—with a hand-holdable mode thrown 

in as a very fat dividend. 
In speaking of the new Panaflex, 

Gottschalk says: "The Panaflex is Pana¬ 
vision 's proudest achievement, it has 
been in design for more than four years 
and discreetly field tested for a year. 
Besides hundreds of thousands of dol¬ 
lars in engineering and development, 
Panavision has utilized the very newest 
of space age techniques and materials to 
achieve this truly state-of-the-art cam¬ 
era. Its conversion to a complete sound 
stage camera is accomplished in less 
than 60 seconds. By virtue of its incredi¬ 
ble versatility and light weight it is 
surely going to change the way motion 
pictures are photographed in future. All 
of us at Panavision are intensely proud 
to have conceived, designed and pro¬ 
duced what is certainly the world's most 
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advanced motion picture camera." 
The Panaflex camera is an entirely 

new design concept which owes nothing 
to any previous designs other than that 
it retains the standard Panavision lens 
mounting, thus maintaining complete 
interchangability of lenses between all 
Panavision cameras. 

Undoubtedly the single most impor¬ 
tant fact about the Panaflex is that it is 
hand-holdable and studio-quiet. In its 
hand-hold mode, with a 250' (80 meter) 
magazine it weighs under 25 lbs. (1-1% 
Kilos) and has a noise level of no more 
than 27 ± 1 db. 

More versatility, more cameramen's 
requests, more new technology have 
gone into the Panaflex than into any 
other motion picture camera, according 
to Gottschalk. 

Indeed versatility has been the basis 
of all the thinking behind the entire 
concept. 

The film magazines (1000', 500' and 
250') for instance, may all be fitted 
either on the top or at the rear of the 
camera. All require no separate blimp- 
ing, all are displacement type to reduce 
their size (there is a double compart¬ 

MANY MODES OF THE PANAFLEX 35MM SILENT REFLEX CAMERA 

ment 1000' model for those who prefer 
this configuration); all have their own 
torque, take-up motor; and all have 
footage indicators. 

No blimping is necessary, not even 
over the lenses, and, if anything, the 
camera is quieter with zoom lenses than 
with those of fixed-focal-length—quite 
the reverse of normal. The lenses may 
be focused either by rotating the actual 
lens barrel, or by attaching a small 
right-angle focusing knob, or by means 
of a large knob with focus discs which is 
part of an optional studio base that 
incorporates a parallax-compensated 

side viewfinder, or from the rear (with 
the studio base) or by means of a 
remote control cable. 

Fully open, the 200° shutter gives 
added exposure and reduces strobing. It 
may be adjusted "in-shot" to reduce 
exposure—a most important facility for 
the type of shooting for which this 
camera is envisaged. 

The register-pin movement ensures 
rock-steady pictures and the adjustable 
pitch ensures optimum camera quiet¬ 
ness. 

The crystal-controlled motor incor¬ 
porates infinite speed variability from 6 

(LEFT) All-new double-pin, double-claw silent movement with separate pitch and strobe adjustment: High-speed pulldown allowing for 200° 
shutter. Behind-the-lens filter door is shown on lower left side. (CENTER) Zoom magnification knob and two viewfinder filter selector lever. Knob 
on bottom is deanamorphoser and viewfinder light valve. (RIGHT) Rear view, showing external viewfinder light valve. 

The Panaflex eyepiece swivels 360° with image always intact. (LEFT) Camera shown with eyepiece pointed straight up—a valuable feature for 
making low-angle shots. (CENTER) Eyepiece in normal, side-viewing position. (RIGHT) Eyepiece pointing straight down. A special built-in 
mechanism insures that the camera will always stop with the shutter open. There are three separate types of matte boxes available, ranging from 
light-weight hand-held to full-size for studio base plate. 
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(LEFT) The new Panaflex camera in its hand-held mode. Special articulated padded shoulder-rest provides comfortable base for hand-holding and 
conforms readily to body movement. (CENTER) Rear view, showing variable shutter control, film inching knob, switch for variable speed (6-32 fps), 
knob for changing speed and main power switch. (RIGHT) Connectors on side of camera (left to right) accommodate: sync-pulse cable, power 
(24-volt) cable, and zoom control power plug. 

to 32 fps, with crystal lock on 24 or 25 
fps and, by changing to an optional 
movement and circuit board, high-speed 
capability up to 100 fps. 

If required, either a 50 or 60 Hz 
pulse may be taken from the camera. 

Camera speed and footage exposed 
are displayed on easily read electronic 
light-emitting diode digital displays 
which are so placed that they may be 
seen simultaneously by the camera oper¬ 
ator, the assistant and the continuity 
girl. 

There is provision for a behind-the- 
lens filter, far enough away from the 
film plane to be safe. 

A short viewfinder eyepiece may be 
fitted when the camera is to be hand¬ 
held (with the eyepiece on the same 

plane as the film to ensure perfect 
"about the shoulder" balance) or 
changed for an extended viewfinder to 
bring the eyepiece level with the back of 
the camera for use when the camera is 
on a tripod—a particularly useful feature 
when a geared head is used. 

The viewfinder system incorporates a 
zoom magnifier for pin-sharp focusing, a 
built-in de-anamorphoser, two selectable 
viewing filters, and is rotatable through 
360° while still retaining an erect image. 

The top half of the camera door is 
padded to present a soft surface to the 
camera operator's face and a textured 
material used to ensure that it never 
becomes sticky—even in hot climates. 
Similar material is used for the soft 
shoulder-rest used when hand-holding. 

The camera takes any Panavision 
lens, whether anamorphic or spherical, 
regular or super-speed, short or long 
focal-length. Alternative sunshades and 
matte boxes are supplied, compact for 
hand-holding, larger (and capable of 
holding a more comprehensive array of 
filters) in the studio mode. 

Four prototype Panaflex cameras 
have been made and demonstrated. 
Other than for continued field trials, 
none of these cameras are destined for 
actual production work. All will be 
retained in the Panavision plant for 
further development of advanced ideas 
which will be retro-introduced into the 
production models which are expected 
to begin to become available towards 
the end of this year. ■ 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PANAFLEX CAMERA 

MOVEMENT 
DUAL PILOT-PIN REGISTRATION. DOUBLE FORK PULL¬ 
DOWN CLAWS SIMULTANEOUSLY ENGAGE TWO PERFORA¬ 
TIONS. APERTURE PLATE IS REMOVABLE AND CONTAINS 
INTEGRAL MATTE SLOT: 

FULL APERTURE: .980” x .735” 
ACADEMY APERTURE: .868” x .631” 

PANAVISION APERTURE: .868” x .735” 
ENTIRE MOVEMENT MAY BE QUICKLY REMOVED FROM 
CAMERA FOR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE. PROPER 
ASSEMBLY ASSURED BY SPECIAL COUPLING. 

SHUTTER 
200° VARIABLE TO 40° WITH ROTATING MIRROR. CALI¬ 
BRATED IN 10° SEGMENTS, ADJUSTABLE MANUALLY, FOR¬ 
WARD OR REVERSE. EXPOSURE IS l/43rd OF A SECOND AT 
24 FPS WITH THE SHUTTER SET AT 200°. 

FOCUSING/VIEWING 
REFLEX VIEWFINDER PRODUCES A BRILLIANT FULL SIZE 
CORRECT IMAGE. VIEWFINDER SYSTEM INCORPORATES A 
DE-ANAMORPHOSER AND A ZOOM MAGNIFIER WITH OVER 
6 TIMES MAGNIFICATION. THE FINDER INCORPORATES AN 
ADJUSTABLE EYEPIECE, TWO VIEWING FILTERS, AND A 
LIGHT VALVE WHICH CAN BE CLOSED WHEN REFLEX 
VIEWFINDER SYSTEM IS NOT IN USE. VIEWFINDER MAY BE 
ROTATED 360° WITH IMAGE ALWAYS ERECT. 

LENSES 
SINGLE-LENS BAYONET MOUNT. ACCEPTS ALL PANAVISION 
35mm LENSES. SPECIAL LIGHTWEIGHT MATTE-BOX AND 
FILTER-HOLDER COMBINED READILY, ATTACHES TO 
FRONT OF CAMERA. FILTER-HOLDER CARRIES TWO FIL¬ 
TERS, AND ROTATABLE POLA-SCREEN. 

MOTORS 
THE PANAFLEX MOTOR IS CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED FOR 
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY. THE 24 FPS AND 25 FPS POSITIONS 
UTILIZE SEPARATE CRYSTALS TO MAINTAIN PRECISE 
SPEED FOR SOUND FOR RECORDING. IN THE VARIABLE 
POSITION, SPEED CAN BE VARIED FROM 6 TO 32 FPS WITH 
ALL SETTINGS ELECTRONICALLY STABILIZED. A MOTOR- 

SLAVED SYNC-PULSE IS INCORPORATED FOR SOUND SYN¬ 
CHRONIZATION AND A SWITCH ALLOWS EITHER A 60 OR 
50-CYCLE PULSE. THE MOTOR IS POWERED BY A PANA¬ 
VISION 24-VOLT BATTERY WHICH WILL RUN OVER 10,000 
FEET OF FILM BEFORE RECHARGING IS NECESSARY. 

MAGAZINES 
1000’ DISPLACEMENT AND DOUBLE-COMPARTMENT TYPE 
MAGAZINES; 500’ AND 250’ DISPLACEMENT TYPE MAGA¬ 
ZINES. ALL MAGAZINES FIT ON TOP OR BACK OF THE 
CAMERAS. ALL MAGAZINES HAVE BUILT-IN TORQUE MO¬ 
TORS WITH NO GEAR OR BELT CONNECTION TO CAMERA. 

EXTERNAL VIEWFINDER 
THE PANAFLEX CAN BE ATTACHED TO A SPECIAL STUDIO 
BASE PLATE WHICH HAS A LARGE ERECT IMAGE VIEW¬ 
FINDER THAT IS KEPT FREE OF PARALLAX BY A SYSTEM 
OF CAMS WHICH IS INTEGRATED INTO THE FOLLOW-FOCUS 
MECHANISM OF THE BASE PLATE. A CUSTOM-MADE CAM IS 
PROVIDED FOR EACH FOCAL LENGTH LENS WHICH WILL 
ADJUST VIEWFINDER FROM INFINITY TO NEAR-POINT OF 
LENS. VIEWFINDER IS CORRECTED AUTOMATICALLY AS 
THE FOCUS OF THE LENS IS CHANGED BY EITHER A LARGE 
MANUALLY OPERATED KNOB, OR THE PANAVISION FLEX¬ 
IBLE SHAFT DEVICE. THE FLEXIBLE SHAFT DEVICE CAN BE 
ATTACHED TO EITHER SIDE OF THE CAMERA OR AT THE 
REAR OF THE BASE PLATE. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
A BRIGHT DIGITAL DISPLAY IS UTILIZED FOR BOTH THE 
CAMERA’S TACHOMETER AND FOOTAGE COUNTER. RED 
AND GREEN LIGHTS INDICATE BATTERY CONDITION AND 
VIEWFINDER DISPLAYS RED LIGHT IN TH E VI EWFINDER IF 
CAMERA IS NOT OPERATING AT EXACTLY 24 FPS. A FILTER 
SLOT FOR GELATIN FILTERS IS LOCATED BEHIND THE 
LENS. A SMALL FOCUSING KNOB ATTACHES TO THE 
CAMERA AND ENGAGES ALL LENSES. THERE ARE THREE 
SEPARATE TYPES OF MATTE BOXES: FROM LIGHTWEIGHT 
HAND-HELD TO FULL-SIZE FOR STUDIO BASE PLATE. FOR 
HAND-HELD PHOTOG RAPHY, THERE IS A SPECIAL ARTICU¬ 
LATED PADDED SHOULDER-REST AND PISTOL-GRIP INCOR¬ 
PORATING TRIGGER. THE PANAFLEX WEIGHS UNDER 25 
LBS. WITH 500’ MAGAZINE. 
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cut along dotted line 

How much do you want to know 
about BOLEX16 PRO? 

I’d like to know more about: 

THE MAGAZINE 
□ Coaxial for 400' reels or cores. 
□ Compact light and inexpensive 
□ Sprocketless design for quick loading 
□ Footage counters for each chamber 
□ Rear-mounted for optimum mobility 

FILM THREADING 

□ Fully automatically in 3 seconds 
□ Fully automatic film take-up in 400' 

magazine 
□ Signal light tells when camera is ready 

to shoot 
□ Light signals when empty 
□ Built-in cutter for removing partially 

exposed film 

MOTOR DRIVE 
□ Crystal controlled for sync sound 

filming 
□ One electronically controlled motor for 

all filming needs 
□ Variable speeds 16 to 50 fps; 16-100 

fps models available 
□ Forward and reverse 
□ Single frame filming 
□ Instant start and stop—no blank frames 

between scenes 

SOUND 
□ Double system at 24 or 25 fps 
□ Super quiet—no blimp needed 
□ Wireless synch sound shooting with 

accuracy ±1 frame per 1,000 feet 
□ Automatic slating lamp 
□ Single system sound model available 

FILMING AUTOMATION 

□ Fully automatic exposure control 
□ Variable speed power zooming 
□ Variable speed power focusing 
□ All controls built into handgrips 
□ Manual over-rides on all controls 
□ Remote control possible for all 

functions 

EXPOSURE CONTROL 
□ Automatic, through-the-lens 
□ Manual over-ride 
□ Film speeds of 12 to 1600 ASA 
□ Meter coupled to camera speed control 
□ f-number visible in viewfinder 
□ Audible signal when insufficient light 

LENSES 
□ Wide range of zoom lenses 
□ Extreme wide angle lens 
□ Rugged bayonet mount 
□ Lens controls coupled to servo motor 
□ Silent operation of powered lens 

controls 
□ Shock-absorbing rubber lens shade 

VIEWFINDER 
□ Practically flickerless mirror shutter 

reflex viewing 
□ Camera stops without mirror blackout 
□ Possibility of right or left-eye viewing 
□ 20X magnification 
□ Instant change from ground glass to 

clear glass 
□ TV and 16mm frame markings 
□ Can be rotated 45, 90, and 180 degrees 
□ Indicates f-stops 
□ Remote viewing possibility 

cut along dotted line 

FILM TRANSPORT 
□ Very low pressure required at pressure 

plate 
□ High-precision single tip claw 

transports and registers film 
□ Superb picture steadiness better than 

0.1% 

POWER PACK 
□ 12V rechargeable battery 
□ Plug-in electronic modules 
□ Plug-in crystal synch controls 
□ Outlets for connecting tape recorder, 

time lapse units and other accessories 
□ Choice of powerbelt or powerpack 
□ Signal light on camera shows 

condition of battery 
□ All of the above 

BOLEX 16 F=»F?CD 
If, in addition to information, you’d like a 
demonstration of the Bolex 16 PRO, write Pail- 
lard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden, 
New Jersey 07036. We’ll notify you when we’ll 
be in your neighborhood. 

NAME  

AFFILIATION  

STREET  

CITY STATE ZIP  

For countries outside the U.S.A., write Bolex 
International S.A., 1450 Ste. Croix, Switzerland 
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(LEFT) Boxing was one of the most popular sports with spectators and they filled the arena for every bout. (CENTER) The new Arriflex 35BL 
proved to be very handy for this type of shooting. Here Claude Lelouch, a confirmed Eclair addict, gives it a try. (RIGHT) Director Ichikawa and his 
assistants check out a Photosonics camera which will be filming at 400 frames per second during running of the Men's 100-meter event. 

(LEFT) Camera crew sets up for filming of a boxing match. (CENTER) At ringside, Lelouch keeps his eye out for likely filming subjects. His 
segment of the Olympics film is concerned with "The Losers" and he managed to get some very striking footage on that neglected phase of the 
Games. A former newsreel cameraman, he is still one of the best. (RIGHT) Russian director Yuri Ozerov is a recipient of the Lenin Award for his 
five-part war epic, "LEBERATION". 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
Continued from Page 1259 

film in a row under the company banner 
which includes "IF IT'S TUESDAY, 
THIS MUST BE BELGIUM", "I LOVE 
MY WIFE", "WILLY WONKA AND 
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY", and 
"ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER". Prior 
to his joining Wolper Pictures, one of his 

best-known films was "THOSE MAG¬ 
NIFICENT MEN IN THEIR FLYING 
MACHINES". Margulies describes the 
official film of the 1972 Olympiad as "a 
project you dream about." With an 
impressive collection of credentials 
which more than qualify him for the 
job, Margulies joined David Wolper on 
the Olympian undertaking two years 
ago while in Munich producing "WILLY 
WONKA". 

Michael Samuelson, of London, has 
been retained as chief photographic 
consultant on the film. He worked in a 
similar capacity as production coordi¬ 
nator on the XIXth Olympiad in Mexi¬ 
co. Pia Arnold serves as production 
manager as she was on "WILLY WON¬ 
KA" and more recently "CABARET". 

The production company numbers 
more than 100 with more than fifty 
camera crews employed to catch the 

(LEFT) In the Wolper Pictures headquarters high up in the Olympic Games administration building, Michael Samuelson assembles the cameramen 
for a briefing on equipment and procedures. (RIGHT) Very often, two or more camera crews would be filming in the same place at the same time, 
even though they were concentrating on different aspects of the Games. Here the Ozerov unit shoots "the starts" of events, while Micheal Pfleghar 
(studying script in foreground) concentrates on "women in the Olympics". 



exciting Olympiad spectacle. 
Theatrical release of the new film is 

to be in early 1973. Donald Rugoff's 
Cinema 5 has been set to distribute the 
film in the United States, with negotia¬ 
tions now on for distribution arrange¬ 
ments in other countries of the world. 

THE SEQUENCES 

Before each director decided upon 
the subject of his own particular se¬ 
quence, they received detailed sketches 
and photographs of the areas in which 
they would be working, consulted with 
their writers and cameramen, refined 
their concepts and made in-person visits 
to Munich's Olympic City. 

As producer Margulies remarked: 
"The difference between filming a docu¬ 
mentary and filming a fictional work is 
LIFE. The documentarian can try to 
anticipate what may happen, and pre¬ 
pare for it, but he must be ever on the 
alert to catch the surprises which come 
with reality. The movie-maker dealing 
with fictional characters and situations 
can anticipate everything. These sub¬ 
jects represent the ideas of our famous 
directors. They are all subject to change, 
as each man observes the exciting spec- 

The sports hall used for weightlifting and judo 
was one of several lighted by Arnold & 
Richter using halogen discharge units devel¬ 
oped by Dr. August Arnold. 

tacle of the XXth Olympiad." 
1) MILOS FORMAN— High Jump and 

Decathlon. Specific track and field 
events requiring skill and determina¬ 
tion. This director looks at the High 
Jump as one of the most psychologi¬ 
cal moments of strain for any athlete 
and the 1500-meter final of the 
Decathlon as one of the most physi¬ 
cal events. He will cross-cut the tense 

Continued on Page 1326 

Professional 16mm Viewer/Editor 
Ruggedness, portability, dependability 
and economy are combined in this 
truly professional unit to make it the 
finest available today ... in its 
price range! 
An exclusive feature incorporates four 
rollers, one sprocket wheel, a 

mirror-finish film pressure plate. 
Other features include: feeding from 
left to right, automatic light turn-off 
when film gate is opened, easily- 
cleaned dust filter for optics, conven¬ 
tional or long-life halogen lamp, 
optional viewing screen hood, etc. 

Ask about the M-H 
portable Hot Splicers 

for all films 

from 8 to 35mm; 

specials and 

customs, too. 

See your dealer or send for complete literature 

IfH Since 1946 

Maier-Hancock Industries 
13212 Raymer Street, Dept. A 
North Hollywood, Calif. 91602 

(213) 764-0280 

MOVING? 
PLEASE NOTIFY US 

6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 

Miss/Mrs./Mr. 

Name (please print) 

New Address Apt. No. 

City 

MAIL TO 
AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 
P.0. Box 2230 

Hollywood, Ca. 

90028 

State Zip 

ATTACH LABEL HERE for address change or 

inquiry. If you are receiving duplicate copies of 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, please send both 

labels. If moving, list new address above. 

Scenes can stop and start anywhere for as 
long as you wish. No cutting of your origi¬ 

nal 16mrn film required. Easily splice in 
"rozen" or filtered segment (or variable fil¬ 

tered) then resume action. No extra lab 

charges! You may use it in starting a scene 
with a "frozen black & white frame" and 

dissolve to color action. Available in "C" or 

Arri mount. Prices start at 189.50! 

• NO LAB CHARGES 
• NO CUTTING OF ORIGINAL FILM 
• EASE OF OPERATION 
• EXCELLENT FOR ESTABLISHING 

SHOTS 
• TOP QUALITY ANASTIGMAT 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 
• PRECISION MADE 
• FULLY COLOR CORRECTED FOR 

BRILLIANT COLOR SATURATION 
• WHOLE FILM SEQUENCES USING 

YOUR 16MM FILM 
• FILL IN CONTINUITY 

Established in 1948 
Workmanship Guaranteed! 

Write or phone our Products Sales Manager 
Peter Karstone for free literature and more 
information. 

Precision Cine/Optics 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 91601 (213) 766-3715 
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E COLUMBIA a B COLLEGE a 
B COLUMBIA a E COLLEGE a 

Approved for Veterans 

A study of the Motion Picture and 
Television Arts and Sciences within a 
degree program, taught by a distin¬ 
guished faculty. 

Now Registering. Write for a descrip¬ 
tive brochure. 

COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
925 No. La Brea Ave. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
851-0550 

HEADQUARTERS HAS A 
Long Island will never be the 
same again for motion-picture 
and audiovisual people. And 
we’re an important reason why 
... at our new Headquarters in 
Island Park—with more space, 
facilities and equipment than 
ever before. Including a full 
range of professional gear and 
supplies, from lenses to tripods, 
to cameras and recorders. From 
raw stock to projectors. From 
slates to booms to complete 
animation systems. In short, 
everything from Acetone to 
Zoom lenses, including our 
many exclusive products. 

NEW HEADQUARTERS 
Besides equipment, our new 
Long Island home offers on¬ 
premises facilities, including a 
projection room, small shooting 
stage and cutting room—all 
under one roof. Catering to the 
requirements of motion-picture 
and audiovisual professionals, 
as well as the many fine institu¬ 
tions offering film courses in the 
metropolitan area. 

With all the change, though, one 
thing remains the same: the 
calibre of quality and service 
that built our reputation. Come 
see us in our new home! 

NATIONAICINK EQUIPMENT, INC. 
4140 AUSTIN BOULEVARD, ISLAND PARK, N.Y. 11558 
TELEPHONE: (516) 889-4600 CABLE ADDRESS: CINENAT 

FILMING THE XX OLYMPIAD 
Continued from Page 1291 

use of the customary 85 daylight correc¬ 
tion filter. Instead a uniform color 
correction has been made at the Bavaria 
Studios laboratory, where the process¬ 
ing of the Olympic footage is being 
done. The results are so good that it has 
been decided to dispense with 85 filters 
entirely for shooting of the Olympic 
Games official film. 

And why not? Lab analyzing and 
printing methods are now so good that 
this amount of correction is very easy to 
accomplish and the results look great on 
the screen. Of course, it calls for slightly 
greater precision in exposure, since 
grossly over-exposed or under-exposed 
scenes will not respond perfectly to the 
correction. However, if one stays within 
the normal range of exposure—as I'm 
sure our top "pro” cameramen wiII— 
there should be no problem at all. 

The main advantage of omitting the 
85 is, obviously, the added speed that 
can be gotten out of the film. This is 
important because several of the events 
will be shot very late in the day with 
marginal daylight. In most cases, Olym¬ 
pic rules prohibit the turning on of 
lights for those events classified as "day¬ 
time" events, so the extra fraction of a 
stop can prove valuable. In addition, 
there is one less thing that has to be put 
in front of the lens—or the film, as the 
case may be. The cameramen accept the 
decision with enthusiasm. 

Since Wolper is not making a stock 
documentary of the Games, only a few 
of the camera crews are assigned to 
cover the Opening Ceremonies, but the 
rest of use go along just to watch the 
pageantry. Rune Ericson and I go to the 
stadium together and make our way up 
the outer ramp to where we can get a 
nice high view of the entire field. 
Unused to watching anything without 
photographing it. Rune is carrying his 
Arriflex "just in case". I am loaded with 
still cameras to take pictures tor Ameri¬ 
can Cinematographer—plus my trusty 
Super-8 camera, because I'm a movie 
man at heart. 

The weather is perfect and the spec¬ 
tacle is really breath-taking, as the 
brightly-costumed teams march into the 
stadium and take up their positions in 
formation. The U.S.A. team comes in 
near the last and is greeted with thunder¬ 
ous applause and cheers from the 
80,000 spectators in the stands. I am 
amazed at this loving demonstration and 
I must admit to feeling a surge of 
something like national pride as my 
country's athletes receive an ovation 
second only to that accorded the team 
of the host nation. 
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Soon afterward, the Olympic runner 
enters the stadium bearing high the 
Olympic torch. He mounts the high 
yellow-carpeted stairway to the rim of 
the arena and touches his flame to ignite 
the giant torch that will continue to 
burn throughout the running of the 
Games. Then he stands with his arm 
outstretched in a salute. A few days 
later we are to see a really hilarious 
photograph of this moment in the cen- 
terspread of the German news magazine 
Stern. Spread across two facing pages, in 
gorgeous color, is a photograph showing 
the giant torch just after its flame has 
been ignited. Standing next to it, his 
arm raised in salute, is the Olympic 
runner. Squarely between the two a 
"cherry-picker" crane hangs in mid-air, 
its cab clumsily camouflaged with tree 
branches. Peering out between the foli¬ 
age, their lenses pointed proudly, are 
two of Wolper's cameramen. It is a 
source of much merriment back at 
"Wolper Control". 

Getting Down to Work 

On the two nights preceding the start 
of the Games there had been a kind of 
holiday, "last fling" atmosphere among 
the crew, because they knew full well 
that once filming got underway it would 
mean goodbye to social life—and even 
sleep, in many cases—for the duration. 

Using the sound stage of its studio as 
a make-believe ballroom, Arnold & 
Richter throws an elaborate party to 
which the Wolper crew members are 
invited. It is presided over by Dr. 
August Arnold's son, the effervescent 
Robert "Bobby" Arnold. The perfect 
host, Bobby has such a good time that 
he decides to do it all over again the 
following week. Dr. Arnold himself is 
on hand, chipper as ever, and it's great 
to see him again. Sadly missed is the late 
Dr. Robert Richter. 

On the following night, a group of 
the young English cameramen—many of 
whom I know from previous filming 
confrontations—invite me to go out on 
the town with them. They are a wild-ass 
crew, rowdy and rollicking, but superb 
technicians all. Strictly my kind of 
people, and great fun to be with. If 
anyone still holds the illusion that Eng¬ 
lishmen, by definition, are staid, proper 
and dignified, he should spend a night 
out with this merry lot! 

Then it's down to work. The produc¬ 
tion team—140 strong—moves into ac¬ 
tion like the proverbial well-oiled ma¬ 
chine. There is no confusion, no hyste¬ 
ria—simply an intense whirr of activity, 
as the crews form up and follow their 
respective directors out into the field. 
Within the next few days, I will meet all 

MASCELLIS CINE WORKBOOK 

An entirely new concept in visual aids for the professional cinematographer or 
cinema student shooting Super 8, 16mm, Super 16, or 35mm color film. Contains 
everything you always wanted to know about EXPOSURE, FILMS, LENSES, 
FILTERS & COLOR BALANCE, LAB TIMING — and more than a dozen practical cine 
accessories, including 4 calculators, viewing filter, gray card, color patches, slate 
and much more! All data in feet and meters; ASA and DIN. Wire-lock, hard-cover, 
tab-indexed. 

$12.75 T  SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE, postpaid any¬ 
where in North America, until December 31 ($15.00 thereafter). 

California residents include 5% State Sales Tax (6Etf per book). Foreign buyers send $1.00 extra for 
postage and handling — please pay in U.S. Funds. No C.O.D.’s. No Billing. Book may be returned in 10 
days for refund if unsatisfactory. 

CINE/GRAFIC PUBLICATIONS P.0. BOX 430 HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 

THE REEL WORLD 
KNOWS THE DIFFERENCE! 

Reel perfection is a GOLDBERG tradition! 
Depend on us for reel quality! 

• 8mm & Super 8mm Reels in steel, 200' to 2000'. 

• 16mm Reels in steel, plastic and sheet aluminum. 

• 8mm & 16mm cans in steel and plastic. 

• Shipping Cases in fibre and plastic. 

• Split Reels in steel and aluminum. 

• 35mm & 70mm Reels in steel and aluminum. 

P. O. Box 5345, T.A. • Denver, Colo. 80217 
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may be just what you need 
(keep informed; get on our mailing list) 
YOU’RE A PREFERRED CUSTOMER TO US: 

Buy little or much...you always get: 
• Low prices • One Stop Service; No 
• Freshest film need to shop around; We 
• FREE technical advice carry a COMPLETE line 

from our of Raw Stock, Leader, 
staff of experts Mag Stock 

WE’RE NOT JOHNNIES-COME-LATELY BUT 
Established ... Dependable ... Competent... 

We’ll even pay CASH for your left-over RAW STOCK 

Prove it for yourself... write-or call 

STUDIO FILM EXCHANGE, INC. 11555 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, Calif. 91604 (213)985-3303 
STUDIO FILM EXCHANGE 5114 Alcott St. Dallas, Texas 75206 (214)828-1303 

SFE RAW STOCK, INC. 366 West 46th St. NYC, NY 10036 (212)265-3740 

Just who do you 
think we are? 

We’re Pan-American Films, a New Orleans 
firm specializing in expert color film process¬ 
ing and 16mm printing. 
We also have the following services: 

• Editing rooms for rental 
• Sound recording studio and extensive 

music library 
• Equipment sales 

Plus such outstanding equipment as the 
Model C Bell & Howell “Scene to Scene” 
color corrector. 

We also have, in John Le Blanc and Frank 
Richard, two highly professional, experienced 
and concerned people who really care about 
giving you top quality service and attention. 
If all this is news to you—where have you 
been? It’s well time that we got acquainted. 
Give us a call. 

PAN-AMERICAN FILMS 
822 North Rampart Street 

New Orleans, La. 70116 
Tel: 504/522-5364 

of these directors individually, spend 
time with them while they are shooting 
in various locations, and eventually in¬ 
terview them for American Cinematog¬ 
rapher. 

While all of these men (and one 
lady), representing nine different na¬ 
tionalities, are very definite individuals, 
they share certain things in common. 
They are, first of all, top professionals 
and their professionalism is a quiet, 
confident, almost palpable force that 
surrounds them like an aura. Although, 
for most of them, this type of filming is 
a totally new experience, they move 
into it with an authority resulting from 
years of coming to grips with various 
production crises. 

Secondly, they are squared away to 
an incredible degree. Each has done his 
homework in enormous depth, planning 
each shooting session down to the mi¬ 
nutest detail—even though much of 
what is to happen still waits in the realm 
of the unknown. This pre-planning in¬ 
spires great confidence in their crews 
and it shames the lesser talents of our 
industry who cop out with the alibi that 
they prefer to "wing it" in their work. 

Thirdly, there is among them— 
uniformly—a complete lack of what is 
euphemously called "artistic tempera¬ 
ment", but which is actually, more 
often than not, just plain temper. There 
is not one prima donna in the group. In 
all of the time I spend with them I am 
to see not one moment of anger, be- 
hind-the-camera histrionics or, God 
forbid, a tantrum. They are unfailingly 
pleasant, without exception, and they 
work together in a spirit of close coop¬ 
eration, even though they are in friendly 
professional competition with one an¬ 
other. Some of our more volatile Holly¬ 
wood "geniuses" could well take more 
than one lesson from this group. 

The Flying Frenchman 

Early on—and without at all trying— 
Claude Lelouch establishes himself as 
the charmer of the lot. Pleasant, modest 
and incredibly boyish in appearance, he 
radiates a genuine charisma that is felt 
by all. Apparently totally unaware of 
the effect he projects, he is trailed about 
by a crew of adoring young guys and 
gals who vie with one another to see 
who gets to sit next to him at dinner. 

Shooting his own camera, Lelouch is 
a veritable panther in action. With radar 
unfurled, he moves with fluid grace and 
speed toward whatever is happening— 
and he never misses a shot. 

I watch him in the boxing arena one 
night when a young boxer, claiming to 
have been fouled, rocks back and forth 
on his knees in the center of the ring, 
clutching his groin in apparent agony. 
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Grasping his Cameflex and with his 
focus-puller tagging along, Lelouch is on 
top of him instantly—for this is the 
classic "loser", the subject of his film— 
and he doggedly follows the hapless 
creature out of the ring and on up the 
aisle as he staggers to his dressing room. 

Each morning when Lelouch's rushes 
are about to be shown, everyone who 
happens to be at Wolper headquarters 
crowds into the screening room. There 
inevitably unfolds a series of perfectly 
framed, perfectly exposed, sharply fo¬ 
cused, imaginatively visualized scenes. 
His camera, as if it were part of the 
man, moves smoothly and constantly, 
exploring every dramatic facet of a 
situation. Without a doubt, he just has 
to be one of the greatest "actualitie" 
cameramen of all time! 

Exuding charm of a different gender 
is Swedish director (or is it directress?) 
Mai Zetterling, who has successfully 
made the transition from being in front 
of the camera to being behind it. I can 
remember her first feature, "TOR¬ 
MENT" (also Ingmar Bergman's first 
feature as director) which I saw when 
she and I were both teenagers. 

She is a petite, very feminine little 
creature who, nevertheless, I suspect, is 
put together with steel cables. She is 
very pleasant and is obviously a skilled 
film technician. Her husband, British 
novelist David Hughes, is an amiable 
fellow with a wonderfully droll sense of 
humor. They are a couple of dear 
people and I am to grow very fond of 
them as the days go by. 

Shooting camera for Miss Zetterling 
is my old friend Rune Ericson,who has 
photographed three of her features. It 
seems like an incongrous subject, the 
one she has chosen to film, a saga of the 
weightlifters, but she doesn't think 
there's anything at all odd about it. 
"They're very endearing," she tells me, 
". . . really quite sweet.” I'm not sure 
they'd appreciate that. 

Meanwhile, I receive a call from 
another old friend—Horst Bergmann, 
Special Projects Manager for Arnold & 
Richter. He invites me to a "sneak 
preview" of the new Arriflex 16SR 
Silent Reflex 16mm camera, but asks 
me not to write anything about it until 
Photokina. All I can say at this point is 
that I'm very much impressed. 

Ready for the 100-Meter Final 

While all of the various units are busy 
shooting on their own films, there is a 
general preoccupation that peripherally 
absorbs all of us—namely, Kon Ichika¬ 
wa's upcoming tour de force, the film¬ 
ing of the Men's 100-Meter Finals. This 
is the first of two massive shoots (the 
other being John Schlesinger's Mara- 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

TYLER CAMERA SYSTEMS 
14218 Aetna Street, Van Nuys, Calif. 
(213) 989-4420 
16mm—35mm —70mm Vibration Isolation Camera 
Mounts for Helicopters, Cars, Boats, Cranes, Airplanes. 

COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION SERVICES 
HELICOPTERS ■ CAMERAMEN ■ CAMERA PILOTS 
New York (212) 838-5833 
Miami (305) 757-5988 
Philadelphia (215) 724-5300 
Phoenix (602) 252-5848 
Toronto (416) 920-5424 
Vancouver (604) 980-3022 
Mexico City 571-37-64 

Sydney 43-1162 
London (01) 452-8090 
London (01) 223-2323 
Paris 010-33-1 
Hong Kong H-761-241 
Amsterdam (020) 171990 
Israel 62-3129 

Better 
color 
Cleaner 
film. 

That’s what you’re going to get from 
Photo Processors. 

We’ve added two new machines to do it. 

The Eastman 1635 Video Color Analyzer 
takes a subjective view of your film. 
That means more first release prints 
that are commercially acceptable. 
Which means fewer headaches all the way 
around. 

The CF2 Ultra Sonic Film Conditioning 
System is an Academy Award winner. 
And it deserves to be. Because it puts 
your film through four essential condition¬ 
ing steps and makes it come out 
cleaner and sharper than ever before. 

Give us a chance to show you what we’re 
talking about. You’ll like what you see. 

For further Information and Price List, write or call: 

PHOTO PROCESSORS INC 
Box 2116A • Austin, Texas 78767 • Phone AC512-472-6926 
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If you’re thinking Canon... 
think Camera Mart. ^R ^R ^R ^R ^R ^R ^R ^^R^R ^R RH ^RBRBRB M gp 

Canon Sound Scoopic 200 
A single system magnetic 

sound-on film camera designed 
for TV news and documentary 
work. Reflex viewing through 

a 135° rotating mirror 
shutter. No loss of light 
at the film plane. Fully 

Automatic 
Thru-The-Lens 

Metering with manual 
override control. Filter 

Slotted 12.5-75mm Canon 
zoom lens. Registration 

pin movement. Electronically 
governed motor. Modular twin 

sound heads. Light weight. 

Canon Scoopic 16 
Fully automatic exposure 
control with manual over¬ 
ride. Built-in zoom lens. 
Motor drive and auto 
threading. Uniquely 
designed hand-grip. 
Rechargeable NiCad battery 
handles up to 1000 ft. of film. 
Instantly focused. 

Available for sale or rental. 

THE CAMERA MART,» 
456 W. 55th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019 • (212) 757-6977 

RENTALS O SALES O SERVICE 

thon) and it will employ all of the 
camera talent around, including yours 
truly and Michael Samuelson. "I'm 
shooting black-and-white with a 25mm 
lens at the starting line," says Michael. 
"I guess I can handle that.” 

The rest of us are not so sure of 
ourselves, because the shoot will involve 
35 cameras, many of which will be 
shooting high-speed with 1200mm lens¬ 
es. The cameramen who will be handling 
those super-long telephotos (pulling their 
own focus, if you'll pardon the expres¬ 
sion) will be the real "stars" of this 
show, and an elimination contest begins 
to find the eight cameramen best suited 
to this kind of technical challenge. 

A rehearsal is called in the Olympic 
Stadium in order for the weeding-out to 
take place. A group of teenage boys, 
clad in white gymsuits, is on hand to 
run up and down on the track, while 
each of the cameramen has a go at 
keeping them in focus with the 
1200mm lenses. It takes quite a while 
for all of the aspiring cameramen to 
take a turn and, in the meantime, the 
boy athletes are getting beat to their 
socks. They are mercifully relieved (just 
ahead of the S.P.C.C.) by a group of 
tired jocks recruited from Wolper head¬ 
quarters. 

The next morning, everybody who is 
not shooting assembles in the screening 
room to see the results of the great 
1200mm ordeal—and this is the moment 
of truth that effectively separates the 
men from the boys. It's interesting to 
watch, because some of the otherwise 
highly-skilled cameramen can't get this 
together at all. Others have magnificent 
coordination and are able to hold focus 
(with the lens wide open) all the way 
along the course. The eight whose tests 
are the best are selected to be in the pit 
on the actual day of the running. 

It dawns—not bright and clear as the 
days before it have been, but dark and 
gloomy, with threatening black clouds 
in the distance. A quiet kind of pande¬ 
monium reigns at Wolper headquarters. 
Since the race is sheduled for 5:30 in 
the afternoon, we are, at best, on the 
ragged edge of the film's latitude. If it 
gets any darker, the boys with the 
1200mm lenses will be wiped out for 
light and will have to reduce the frame 
rates of their cameras—thus blowing the 
whole exciting high-speed scene. 

Meanwhile, aided by Lee Margulies, I 
move into my camera position, which 
turns out to be a beautiful vantage point 
from a platform just above the finish 
line. All I've got to worry about is 
panning the entire field of runners to 
the finish with an 85mm lens—kid stuff 
compared to those big mother telepho¬ 
tos—but I practice and practice to make 
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sure the pan is going to be smooth, with 
the runners properly centered all the 
way. 

It's getting darker and darker and 
disaster seems certain. Then, at the last 
minute, some saintly stadium official 
turns on the lights—and saves the day. 
The race is run and I do, indeed, manage 
to pan smoothly, with the runners 
well-centered in the frame. But just as 
they cross the finish line, two more 
contestants seem to enter the race. 
Through my viewfinder I see Claude 
Lelouch and his assistant dogging the 
footsteps of the winner. 

"That's our boy," I tell myself, with 
an almost paternal pride. "Right on!" 

The next day we view the miles of 
rushes and everything looks beautiful. 
Ichikawa is delighted. We breathe a sigh 
of relief. We can all stop worrying—until 
the Marathon. 

A Slaughterhouse Is Not a Home 

As the days go by I manage to make 
it out on location with all of the various 
camera crews. The zaniest by far is the 
Documentary unit captained by director 
Alex Grasshoff. This crew has long since 
been dubbed: "The Grasshopper Unit," 
and they are busier than locusts on a 
hot tin roof. They are shooting on three 
different projects—now 16mm, now 
35mm—and their schedule usually runs 
from 7:00 in the morning until after 
midnight. The cameramen on this crew 
are Willy Bogner and bright-eyed, 
bushy-tailed Chris Pechin—one of the 
two American cameramen (not counting 
me) on the project. After a while the 
crew begins to drag a bit—except for 
Grasshoff, who seems to have a built-in 
generator. It wears me out just to watch 
them whirling around—setting up here, 
tearing down there—grinding off God 
knows how many set-ups a day. 

I am invited to spend a day at the 
slaughterhouse, where Mai Zetterling's 
crew will be filming the source from 
whence comes the fuel to stoke the fires 
of the weightlifters. It's a proposition I 
can't refuse. 

When we assemble, madame director 
and her henchmen are wearing high 
boots, obviously prepared to wade up to 
their hips in blood. The Munich slaugh¬ 
terhouse is not exactly my favorite 
locale, but it's hygienic, as slaughter¬ 
houses go. It's kind of like Disneyland 
gone berserk, what with little men 
shearing giant carcasses in half with 
huge band saws. I can't quite get used to 
the sight of apple-cheeked youths trudg¬ 
ing past me bearing buckets of steaming 
entrails—but otherwise, it's not quite as 
bad as I expected. 

One must sacrifice for one's Art. 
Continued 

MONTHLY SPECIALS 
Eclair ACL demo w/crystal motor, 2 magazines, battery, charger, 
power cable and case   $5700.00 
Demonstrator Uher 1000N recorder, pilotone, battery charger, 
microphone and case   785.00 
Used High Speed Eclair — 400 ft. magazine and cable . . . 2500.00 
Used Eclair NPR, 2 magazines, motor and case   3995.00 
Used Auricon Conversion, optical amplifier and case wired fof 
magnetic  1200.00 
Used Compact Eyemo with 1” Cooke    275.00 

All items subject to prior sale. F.O.B. N.Y.C.. 

camera service center, inc. 
625 West 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) PL 7-0906 

MICROFILMED 
BACK ISSUES OF 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

4^ Per Page—Sold only by complete issues 
1921 through 1967 available 

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
EDITORIAL SERVICES 

300 N. ZEEB RD. 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106 

CAMERA CREWS/PRODUCTION ASSISTANCE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
P. O. Box 8037 • San Francisco, California 94128 

the automatic thermal unit 
With recirculating system/Type 316 S.S. construction 

model 
120M-25 
(for 400 gallons or less) 

price: $1795 

Write for details 
Smaller models available 

FRIGIDHERT II1DIISTRIES 
cools or heats as set 
1/10 degree temperature 
maintained 

Box 12037, 1401 21st Avenue South 
Nashville, Tenn. 37212 
Telephone: (615) 383-4255 
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The new Foba tripod is an all- 
metal professional motion picture 
tripod with a Pro Jr. flat-top plate 
which accepts Pro Jr., O'Connor 
models C and 50 and Miller F 
fluid tripod heads. Made in Swit¬ 
zerland by precision craftsmen, 
the Foba features unique, tubular 
adjustable legs which allow the 
tripod to be used in standard or 
baby positions. Foba comes com¬ 
plete with triangle-type leg locks 
and elevating riser plate. Max¬ 
imum height is 62"; with riser, 
73". Minimum height, 
Weight, 16 lbs. 

FEATURES 

1. Adjustable riser plate. 2. Pat¬ 
ented individual adjustable legs. 
3. Triangle-type leg locks. 4. In¬ 
dividual or simultaneous adjust¬ 
ing of legs.5.Modularly construct¬ 
ed for easy repair or parts re¬ 
placement. 6. Weatherproof. 7. 
Combination rubber and spiked 
tipped legs. 8. Flexible leg ad¬ 
justment for shooting on uneven 

,errain Price: $269.00 
(Note: Price does not include Miller F 
Fluid Head shown in photograph.) 

Available Exclusively From: 

aiangorilon enterprises me. 
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

(213) 468-3561 / (213) 985-5500 

Tragedy Invades the Olympics 
The news strikes us like a thunder¬ 

bolt. Early in the morning we are told 
that, during the night, Arab terrorists 
have snuck into the Olympic Village, 
killed two Israeli athletes and are hold¬ 
ing an undetermined number of others 
as hostages. 

It's hard to believe that this weird 
drama is unfolding within a stone's 
throw of my quarters in the village. 
From my terrace I can look right down 
onto the billet of the Israeli team, where 
life and death now hang in the balance. 
Directly adjacent, in bizarre contrast, is 
the recreation area of the Village, where 
off-duty athletes keep on playing minia¬ 
ture golf and giant chess as if nothing 
untoward were happening right next 
door. In the distance I can hear the roar 
of the crowds in the Stadium. But a pall 
hangs over the Olympics. 

The entire Village is surrounded by 
cordons of police and nobody is allowed 
in or out. The area near the scene of the 
crime is closed off by barriers and a 
phalanx of police. At the barrier, and 
using a long lens, I manage to get shots 
of the outside of the Israeli team billet 
where negotiations are going on, but I 
see no photographers inside the area, 
movie or otherwise. 

Somebody asks me if I think there 
are any cameramen on the inside. I 
remark that if anyone can crash the 
barrier it will have to be my tigerish 
Dutch friend, Eric Van Haren Noman, a 
never-say-die cameraman who is here 
shooting for ABC Sports. I find out 
later that Eric was the only cameraman 
to sneak past the blockade, get right up 
to where it was happening and shoot 
film of it. 

We wait anxiously throughout the 
day, as one terrorist-imposed deadline 
after another expires. After the after¬ 
noon events, the Games are suspended 
for 24 hours. In the evening, Mai Zetter- 
ling, David Hughes and I gather in Rune 
Ericson's room, where we have an unob¬ 
structed view of the critical area below. 
But we have no radio or television, so 
we don't really know what is happening. 
Horst Bergmann very kindly phones me 
every half hour to let me know what 
news he has gleaned from the coverage 
on television. 

Finally, we see the hostages brought 
out of the billet and loaded onto a bus. 
Moments later, we watch the helicopters 
take off. Then we wait. Finally, Horst 
calls to say that, according to the news 
reports, there has been a shoot-out at 
the airport. All of the terrorists are 
dead, but the hostages are safe. Weary, 
but considerably relieved, we go to bed. 

The next morning we hear the terri¬ 
ble truth—all of the hostages are dead. 

3. Exclusive TRIAD® Additive Com¬ 
puterized Duplicating Process. 

4. Color Internegative/Positive wit! 
TRIAD® Additive Scene-To-Scene 
Color Corrections. 

5. Editorial Services — Creative Edit¬ 
ing, Conforming, Editing Rooi 
Rental, Interlock Projection Facili¬ 
ties. 

6. Complete Recording, Re-Record¬ 
ing, Music Scoring, Multiple Chan¬ 
nel Mixing, Westrex Optical Track 
Royalty Free, and Westrex Electro- 
print Transfers. 

7. 1:1 Optical Printing. 

8. Ultra Sonic Cleaning. 

| 9. Equipment Sales and Rentals 

An inquiry for additional information 
regarding complete in-house labora¬ 
tory and sound services that are avail¬ 
able to you, will receive a prompt 
response at no obligation. 

SOUTHWEST FILM 
LABORATORY. INC m 

3024 FORT WORTH AVE. 
■H 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75211 

PHONE: 214-331-8347 I 
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If you’re in a bind (or lab service/ 
Reela can bail you out. 

And with them has died the life spark of 
the Olympic Games. 

The Memorial Service in the Olympic 
Stad i u m—packed with more than 
80,000 mourners—is a sad affair. The 
Games are resumed, but the spirit has 
fled for good. My grieving German 
friends keep saying: "To think that this 
should have happened hereV 

To think that it should have hap¬ 
pened anywhere. 

All Out for the Marathon 

John Schlesinger arrives from Lon¬ 
don to take charge of filming his event— 
the Marathon. 

This is to be an even more massive 
effort than the Ichikawa shoot, because 
50 camera crews will be involved, spread 
out along the 26-mile Marathon course. 

With the aid of his assistant, Jim 
Clark, and Chief Cameraman Arthur 
Wooster, Schlesinger has plotted out the 
camera coverage with meticulous preci¬ 
sion and he holds a skull-session to 
acquaint each cameraman with his posi¬ 
tion and exactly what he is to do. 

I have been assigned two camera 
positions. The first is directly outside 
the tunnel entrance to the Stadium, 
where I am to get a key shot of the 
whole herd of athletes emerging from 
the Stadium and beginning their run 
along the course. 

My second position is at the final 
"eating station", the last outpost where 
the runners can grab up nourishment to 
fuel that ultimate push on into the 
Stadium. 

Several cameramen have been as¬ 
signed to follow (or lead) the runners in 
extensive tracking shots along the 
course. Since no conventional vehicles 
are permitted on the road, because of 
the adverse effect of their exhaust 
fumes on the athletes, ingenious little 
electric cars, silent and smooth, are 
pressed into service. 

The problem of transporting all of 
the camera crews and their gear to a 
multitude of camera positions scattered 
all over Munich is a prodigious one. The 
men ride in mini-buses and their moun¬ 
tain of equipment follows in huge 
trucks. But it isn't easy. None-too-bright 
and over-officious guards halt them 
along the way, demanding more and 
different passes from those they have. 
Many roads are closed off by barriers, 
and no amount of arguing can get them 
opened up. At some points, the public, 
massed to watch the event, forms a solid 
phalanx and refuses to budge to let the 
film-makers through. But, somehow, all 
of the cameramen manage to reach their 
assigned camera positions. 

Lee Margulies and I set up my 
camera directly outside the tunnel en- 

When deadlines loom large,andyou 
keep running into one delay after 

another, call Reela. Nobody offers 
faster service. And nobody will 

give you better quality work. 
Reela's speed and high quality 

come about because of three things: 
1. Competent, dedicated people. 
2. Jet transportation, and an outfit 

that knows how to exploit it. 
3. Sophisticated new equipment. 

How many release prints do you need 
— 20? 100? Reela can make them. 

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced. 
Back in yourhands (ordrop-shipped 
if you want) before you know it. 
Why settle for less than the best? 
Call Reela now. 
REELA OFFERS: 
Complete editorial services • complete 
producer's services — animation 
— titling — sound • complete 8,1 6, 
and 35mm laboratory services, 
including black and white or color 
dailies for Florida filming 
• Super 8 printing and cartridging. 

MACHINE 
CORP. 

Lisand 
Free literature and prices, 
write or call: 

352 River Rd./Edgewater, N.J. 07020 
(201) 943-5600 

Now that we’ve made a 
superior shoulder pod, 
we want some superior 
shoulders to try it on I 

Now, cameramen can get the 
kind of maneuverability or 
freedom they’ve been look¬ 
ing for in a shoulder pod. 
The new Lisand Shoulder 
Pod features full adjustabil¬ 
ity. It adjusts 5 different 
ways. To any camera angle. 
Or any cameraman’s body. 
And leaves hands free at all 
times to zoom ... iris ... or 
focus, no matter what kind 
of flat base camera is used. 

What’s more, its all alum¬ 
inum constructibn keeps its 
weight down to a mere 3%* 
lbs., for the easiest handling, 
ever. And precise machined 
parts give it a beautiful look 
and perfect fit that puts it 
in a class by itself. 

Put your best shoulder for¬ 
ward in a Lisand Shoulder 
Pod. 
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You can now get the 
rapher/engineer in 

Sirs: Please send me a 
Name 
City 

atog- 
rm. oeiiu lur yuur tree copy, 

of “Jordan Klein. Beneath the Surface.” 

Address  
te Zip  

Jordan Klein, 3131 N.t. 188th Street, Miami, Florida 33160 

HANDS OFF THE UGLY LEO-POD 
Mounting Plate Tilts 
Up or Down 30 Degrees 

All Weather Construction 
Weighs Less Than 5 Pounds 

Quick-Release Enables 
Cameraman to Dispose of 
Camera and Pod FAST 

One Time Adjustments 
Make the Leo-Pod Custom 
Fit for ALL Cameramen 

BOTH HANDS FREE FOR 
ZOOM, IRIS, FOCUS OR 
SOUND ADJUSTMENTS 

Mounting plates for ALL 
Types of Cameras 

Even Distribution of 
Weight Makes Shooting Easier 

Eclair Cradle is Compatible 
With Quick Release Fixtures 
& Tri Pods. ($49.50 ea.) 

LEO-POD MARK II 
Model 125A - $85.00 (ARRIFLEX, MITCHELL, AURICON GENERAL, etc.) 
Model 125B - $85.00 (BOLEX, BEAULIEU etc.) 
MODEL 125EP - $ 85.00 (ECLAIR w/PERFECTONE, CANNON 200, etc.) 
MODEL 125E $99.50 (ECLAIR NPR) 

For further Information Contact 
Leopold Enterprises South, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4543 (305) 764-1315 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304 

Canadian Distributor: 
Photographic Analysis, Ltd. 
8 Brian Cliff Dr. (416)445-6410 
Don Mills (Toronto), Ontario 

trance of the Stadium. When the event 
begins, I am able to get a beautiful shot 
of the entire stampede of athletes 
emerging from the Stadium, and I pan 
with them as they head out down the 
course. Then we strike the equipment 
and push on toward the second camera 
position, carrying what seems like about 
83 cases between the two of us. The 
final eating station is roughly 500 yards 
away, and it's a tough haul, carrying all 
that gear. 

We get set up and, two hours and ten 
minutes later, the first runner appears 
and we get our shots. By now, it is dusk 
and the light is just about gone. Whereas 
I made my first shot at F/16, I am now 
filming at F/2.3—with a prayer. 

The 50 camera crews shooting the 
Marathon exposed more than 90,000 
feet of film. Out of that, Schlesinger 
should be able to cut a final 1,300 feet 
of interesting footage. 

The Summing Up 

On the final day, each of us who has 
served as a cameraman in filming the 
Games is presented with a handsome 
certificate of participation and a ceram¬ 
ic bas relief plaque of the official 
sunburst symbol of the XX Olympiad. 

I shall treasure mine always. Because 
—despite the lingering tragedy of 
Munich, which can never be eradicated— 
the experience of having participated in 
the filming of these Olympics, even in a 
small way, will remain a shining mo¬ 
ment in my life. 

The reason? Simply this: Never have 
I seen such a massive effort as well- 
organized and as efficiently executed as 
this filming project has been. It is a 
tribute to David Wolper, Stan Margulies 
and their entire hard-working staff. 

Never have I had the privilege of 
working with such a group of thorough¬ 
going professionals as was represented 
by these wonderful directors and cam¬ 
eramen from many lands. 

They worked, often, until they were 
almost ready to drop—with nary a com¬ 
plaint, but with total dedication to the 
quality of the images they were getting 
onto the film. 

The XX Olympiad was torn by politi¬ 
cal strife, soiled by shabby decisions on 
the part of officials, multilated by mur¬ 
der. But the spirit of peace and har¬ 
mony that was lacking, the sense of true 
brotherhood and cooperation between 
nations that should have prevailed, and 
didn't—all of these things were present 
in abundance within the microcosm of 
the group that made the Official 1972 
Olympic Games Film. 

The people who sponsor and admin¬ 
ister the Games have much to learn 
from these magnificent film-makers. ■ 
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CLAUDE LELOUCH 
Continued from Page 1266 

QUESTION: What complement of 
lenses are you using to shoot your 
Olympics footage? 

LELOUCH: / am using a 16mm, a 
35mm and a 50mm. The 35mm is the 
best all-around lens to use for this type 
of work, but I also use the 16mm a lot 
because it is an ideal lens for anything 
that runs. You never know what your 
subject is going to do at the finish line. 
He may run further or jump up or go to 
the ground and the 16mm is good for 
following this kind of action. 

QUESTION: What kind of lenses are 
you using? 

LELOUCH: Most of them are Nikkor 
lenses—the same kind used on the Nikon 
cameras—and we use special adaptors to 
fit them onto the Cameflex camera. / 
like them because they are so fast. All 
of my lenses are special. Each year / go 
all over the world to choose lenses. It's a 
big problem each time. 

f CONTINUOUS 
I FILM 8 8 8M IVI 

1 PROCESSOR 

FIGHT OBSOLESCENSE 
HILLS manufactures continuous film 
processors that are the ultimate in 
versatility! New and old processes, 
including the new Kodacolor II proc¬ 
ess, are a snap. With 16 rearrangeable 
tank sections HILLS can fight obso¬ 
lescense indefinitely. 

Our model 146 processes films up to 
46mm wide. E-4 film is processed at 
two feet per minute. Prices for this 
model start at $4,200.00* 

For 8 or 16 mm, color or black and 
white film, our model 216 is avail¬ 
able. With this model, ME-4 film runs 
at 17 feet per minute. Prices for 
model 216 start at $4,410.00* 

The MINI-MAT 70 is now available! 
Prices for the MINI-MAT 70 start at 
$6,250.00*. For any process up to 
70mm wide films. This model will 
double the output of our standard 
MINI-MAT units, and at the same 
time, provide a long trouble free life. 

Versatility And Long Life With Stainless Steel Construction 
FURTHER INFORMATION A VAIL ABLE FROM 

Manufacturers of 
Continuous Film Processing Equipment 

P.O. Box 125, Chalfont, Pa. 18914 U.S.A. 
MANUFACTURING CO., INC. Phone 215—345-1944 

QUESTION: You were one of the cam¬ 
eramen shooting for Kon Ichikawa on 
the 100-Meter event. Can you tell me 
about that? 

LELOUCH: The thing was that 
Ichikawa asked me if / would do some 
shooting for him. / am always prepared 
to do anything for another director, and 
especially since / shoot my own camera. 
He asked me to get dose shots of the 
winner at the end of the race and / 
followed him as he came across the 
finish line. The shots are marvelous, but, 
unfortunately, / think I'm in the shots 
of all of the other cameramen. 

QUESTION: Is there any particular 
technical thing that you encountered at 
the Olympic Games which you find 
interesting? 

LELOUCH: / have found just one thing 
that / think is very vital and that is the 
new Arriflex 35BL camera. It is a 
self-blimped camera that you can hand¬ 
hold. / had a chance to try it and / think 
it is fantastic—a wonderful camera for 
feature production. / consider it a very 
big step forward for film-making in 
general, because, up until now, we've 
been using cameras that are antiques, 
that have not kept up with the times. / 
think this new Arriflex 35BL represents 
a big step into modern times and it will 
change feature filming a lot. ■ 

*ATTACHMENTS OR ACCESSORIES NOT INCLUDED 

The Universal Leo-Pack, Model 
17 50A, with built in charger 
supplies a variety of DC volt¬ 
ages “Simultaneously or Indi¬ 
vidually” as required for mo¬ 

tion picture camera and floodlight operation. The Leo-Pack 
measures 4” x 5V&” x 10”, is constructed of an indestructible 
plastic case with leather straps and contains Nickel-Cadmium 
rechargeable batteries. The weight of the model 1750A is only 9x/2 
pounds. 

UNIVERSAL HXg l?®« 
30VDC @ 8A = 25 minutes 

Sun Gun operation 
16VDC @ 4A = 3600 feet 

35mm film 
12VDC @ 8A = 7200 feet 

16mm film 
8VDC @ 8A = 7200 feet 

16mm film 

LEO-PACK MODEL 1750A $395 

Call or write NOW for information. 
LEOPOLD ENTERPRISES SOUTH, INC. 
729 W. SUNRISE BLVD., 
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 
33311 • (305) 764-1315 
Canadian Distributer: Photographic Analy¬ 
sis Ltd., 8 Brian Cliff Drive, Don Mills 
Ontario, Canada 
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YURI OZEROV 
Continued from Page 1267 

Technology Incorporated, HF Photo Systems Division are the processor people. 

Advanced Colormasters for faster, better processing of Super 8, 16mm and/or 35mm 
color motion picture film. (Models for ME-4, CR-100, ECN, or ECP Processes.) All 
feature modular design with stainless steel construction. Sound track applicators are 
available for any print stock. 

And for small volumes and budgets, the compact Little Max for 8, 16 and/or 35mm 
Ektachrome film (ME-4 or CR-100 processes.) 

For further information on Advanced 
Colormasters or Little Max call or write; 
Marketing Department, 

TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED 
HF PHOTO SYSTEMS DIVISION 
mfr. of HOUSTON FEARLESS Products 
11801 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90064 
Tel. (213) 272-4331 

closely with Alan Hume, who is English. 
How did you establish a working rap¬ 
port with this man who doesn't even 
speak your language? 

OZEROV: First of all, in the arts, you 
have one language that everybody un¬ 
derstands—the language of the art itself. 
If a man is a good professional, the 
language difference doesn't matter too 
much. As long as he can do what you 
want him to do the language problems 
are not too extreme. When it gets too 
complicated, / have an interpreter to say 
what is necessary. 

QUESTION: How have you responded 
to the experience of working with this 
very mixed, international group of film¬ 
makers. 

OZEROV: That experience has been 
another very nice side of this assign¬ 
ment—the possibility of meeting many 
directors from other countries. We have 
become great friends and / think that is 
very, very good. 

QUESTION: I have been told that in 
the U.S.S.R. you have been awarded the 
Lenin Prize for one of your pictures. 
Could you tell me something about 
that? 

OZEROV: The Lenin Prize is the high¬ 
est award you can get in the Soviet 
Union. It is given once every two years. 
/ received this award for a film which 
has six parts and all together it is called 
"LI BE RATION”. This is the largest film 
project to be made in the U.S.S.R. 
during the last six years. It deals with 
the last World War and how war came to 
the Soviet Union. The first two parts of 
the film have been bought by Columbia 
Pictures for showing all over the world. 
/ would like to come to America for the 
American premiere which Columbia 
tells me will be held there soon. 

QUESTION: In making your feature 
films, do you prefer to work in any 
particular style? 

OZERO V: / think every director has to 
have a special style of working, but the 
principle of my work is the style of 
Stanislavski. / had the good luck to 
meet him when / was a child. He was a 
good friend and teacher of my father. 
At home I have a photograph of myself 
as a little boy sitting on a chair with 
Stanislavski beside me. He has his hand 
on my head and he is telling me to grow 
up and be a good director. ■ 
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all under one 
umbrella 

MOTION PICTURE 
EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS 

the BRENNER CINE-SOUND organization 
covers every aspect of Cinematography equip¬ 
ment. Under our umbrella we have a unique 
team of personnel and services, backed by 
many years of expertise related to Sales, 
Service, Rentals and Repairs. 

■ Whether your requirements are: Cameras, 
Lenses, Motors, Magazines, Tripods, Power 
Supplies, Lighting, Editors, Meters, Projectors, 
Tape Recorders or Screens BRENNER CINE- 
SOUND has it in stock with product names 
such as: 

ANGENIEUX, ARRIFLEX, ARRIVOX, 
AURICON, BEAULIEU, BEYER, BOLEX, 
CANON, ECLAIR, COLORTRAN, GUILLO¬ 
TINE, ELECTROVOICE, ELECTRODYNE, 
MAGNASYNC, MAIER-HANCOCK, MIL¬ 
LER, MINERVA, MOVIOLA, NAGRA, NEU¬ 
MANN, O'CONNOR, OXBERRY, PERMA- 
CEL, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SHURE, 
SPECTRA,SONOREX,ZEISS. 

For more information on MotionPictureEquip- 
ment, Sales, Service & Rentals, call or write 

5215 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20015 (202) 244-3800 

BRENNER 
C I N E@S O U INI D 

Please mail me additional information: 

□ Service □ Sales □ Rentals 

Name  

Address  

City  

State Zip  

MICHAEL PFLEGHAR 
Continued from page 1273 

QUESTION: Do you prefer to work 
with professional actors or non-profes¬ 
sional actors? 

PFLEGHAR: It really depends upon the 
subject, what you are doing in what 
pictures, but / like very much to work 
with real professionals. Especially to¬ 
day, when schedules are so tight and 
you have to work so fast, it's certainly a 
help if you're working with profession¬ 
als. A lot depends on the theme, of 
course. Just lately / did a movie for TV 
and / worked with non-actors, but it 
was a subject with a real basis, in which 
they could play themselves. It was a 
good experience because it turned out 
marvelously well. But as soon as you 
have a dramatic script in which the 
actor has to do something he doesn't do 
in life, where he changes character, you 
certainly have to have a professional 
actor. 

QUESTION: How do you work in the 
cutting room? Do you work with an 
editor or do you physically cut your 
own films? 

PFLEGHAR: Well, / started out as an 
editor before / became a director. Usual¬ 
ly / work very closely with an editor in 
the cutting room and sometimes / do 
the physical editing myself. Most of my 
films are really made in the editing 
room. When / finish shooting, the main 
work starts in the editing room. 

QUESTION: For the young film-maker, 
what do you think is the best way to 
break into directing. 

PFLEGHAR: Judging from what has 
happened in Europe, / feel that the 
young film-makers who have achieved 
the most success as directors have come 
into the industry through writing. On 
the European scene, it has been mostly 
writers who have become very good 
directors. At first they have had many 
technical problems and their pictures 
haven't had the look of great pictures, 
but in most cases, the message of the 
picture itself was very good. If they are 
not writers, then they may become 
directors from a background as camera¬ 
men or editors. / don't believe too much 
in actors as directors. / think it is very 
important for a director today to be 
involved in writing and to be able to 
work very closely with a writer. Second¬ 
ly, they need to learn a lot about 
camera and editing. ■ 

IS— 

Rentals 
at the 
right 
price! 

How about a NAGRA III 
for $10 per day? 

Or zoom lenses starting 
at $12.50 per day? 

The newest 16mm 
camera and sound 
equipment. .. perfectly 
maintained ... 

Arriflex S, M or Bl  
Single or double system 

Eclairs, Auricons or 
Scoopics . .. 
Crystal controlled motors 

Wireless microphones ... 

High speed Millikens - 
Photo-Sonics cameras to 
500 frames per second ... 

Colortran lighting ... 

CINELEASE . .. your 
dealer for leading lines of 
production equipment... 
Our prices are always 
RIGHT! 

For more information ... 
Phone (203) 966-1671 
or write... 

Rentals • Sales • Service 
1331 Ponus Ridge 

New Canaan, Conn. 06840 
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CHANNEL 8 COLOR LAB 
FOR BEST TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 

7389 
TAMPA! 

16mm EXTACHROME ECO-7252 PROCESSING 
16mm EKTACHROME ME-4 PROCESSING 
16mm COLOR WORKPRINTING (1 DAY SERVICE) 
16mm RELEASE PRINTING 3400K - 5400K 
16mm SOUNDTRACK APPLICATION 
16mm ULTRASONIC CLEANING 

16mm CREATIVE & CONFORMING EDITING 
16mm CREATIVE SOUND PRODUCTION (INTERLOCK) 
PROFESSIONAL SLIDE PRODUCTION 
TRANSPARENCY DUPLICATION FROM 
35mm TO 30" x 40" 
35mm FILMSTRIP SERVICE 

905 JACKSON STREET/P.O. BOX 1410 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33601 / 813 229-7781 

new& 
pre-owned 
motion 
picture 
equipment 
always a good selection in stock. 

ask for a free catalog or visit 
our new expanded showroom just 
minutes from New York City. 

Comquip Inc. 
366 S fTlople five.,Glen Rock,fl.J. 07452 

(201)444-8811 

see our classified ad in this issue. 

BEHIND THE SCENES 
AT OLYMPICS 
Continued from Page 1281 

on down the straight. But everybody 
was horrified when I said, "I'm sure this 
is what he will want." And I must say 
that, one by one, with the help of Klaus 
Willing, we were given all of those 
positions. We established our right to 
positions by placing high-hats in the 
areas where we knew we would want 
lots of cameras. When installing the 
high-hats at the end of that finishing 
straight, I felt just like the first lunar 
astronaut must have felt when he plant¬ 
ed the American flag on the moon. Ever 
since we put the high-hats there the 
other photographers have been strug¬ 
gling to get the positions away from us. 
We've cooperated, I think, very well 
with the television people and the press, 
but certainly, from the day we had our 
high-hats in position, possession became 
10 points of the law. I'm sure that's the 
only way we could ever have gotten 
them. 

Selecting the proper kind of crew is 
critical in an operation like this. The 
type of cameraman who can shoot on a 
sports event with a 1200mm lens is a 
very, very special kind of man. They are 
very few and far between—people who 
can hold focus on somebody running 
straight at camera, with an extreme 
telephoto lens wide open. Having now 
worked on filming two Olympics and 
two World Cup Soccer Championships, 
I've been fortunate enough to get to 
know 20 or 30 people who can do this 
type of shooting. They're absolute spe¬ 
cialists at it, and that's essential. Many 
of the cameramen who were in Munich 
were also with me in Mexico—both for 
the Olympics and for the soccer. You've 
got to pick horses for courses—and this 
is a very, very strange course. Most 
cameramen who are brilliant at other 
types of filming are just not right for 
this kind of assignment. Many people 
sort of look at these characters sitting 
behind their long telephoto lenses and 
say, "That's not for me!" 

On the Ichikawa shoot, where we 
knew we were going to have eight 
cameramen with 1200mm lenses, we 
tested all 35 men in that position. We 
hired eight young boys who ran contin¬ 
uously up and down that 100-Meter 
straight, so that the cameramen could 
practice—and then we allowed them one 
take. It was no good saying, "I blew it 
that time. Let's have another go. I'll do 
it better next time." Because, for sure, 
we weren't going to get a second take in 
the 100-Meter Final, and I had to pick 
cameramen who were right the first 
time on it. 
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So we invented a new sport. There 
are, I believe, twenty one sports in the 
Olympics. That's wrong. There are now, 
in fact, twenty two sports—the twenty- 
second being focus-pulling. Actually, 
there is very little difference between a 
cameraman who can look through a 
viewfinder and coordinate his hand with 
his eye, and a contender in something 
like the shooting event. The challenge is 
exactly the same—coordination of hand 
and eye. When the 1200mm lens is on 
the camera it's impossible for a focus- 
puller to pull focus for the cameraman 
looking through the viewfinder. It has 
to be the cameraman himself who's 
pulling focus on this sort of shoot. 

We tested our international band of 
cameramen who came from all over the 
world—nine different countries—and we 
put them in the pit and gave them all a 
go on the practice days. This was our 
pre-qualifying round. From the original 
35 we got down to 16 semi-finalists. 
The next day we had those 16 men out 
again, training their lenses on our eight 
little boys running up and down. By 
that time the lads were getting a bit 
exhausted, so we got a team of produc¬ 
ers and directors to run up and down 
for a while. At the end of the day we 
again allowed all of them to shoot one 
take, and the eight best were put in the 
pit on the big day. 

We ended up with three German 

A former working cameraman himself, Mich¬ 
ael Samuelson is happily at home with the 
gung-ho camera crews which filmed the XX 
Olympiad in Munich. 

SHOOTING 
IN THE 

SOUTH? 
RENT YOUR EQUIPMENT IN ATLANTA. 

Send your "gofer” to AFER for . . . 

Eclair NPR or lightweight ACL, 
NAGRA, Arriflex M, Colortran lights, 
complete film production packages 

cfrlarfta Film Equipment Reqtals# 
1848 Briarwood Road N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30329 
404/633-4101 

New Hahnel 16mm splicer. It’s motorized. 
Instead of hand-scraping 
(and the risks thereof), 
Hahnel’s new battery- 
operated 16mm splicer 
uses a 6000-rpm sapphire- 
coated scraping wheel to 
produce a clean, wedge- 
shaped, jump-free, blip- 
free splice. In seconds. 
Consistently. 

What’s more, it lets 
you cut right on the image 
line, so you never lose a 
single frame. 

Ordinary splice leaves a bump on 
the film and a jump on the screen. 

The Hahnel wedge-shaped splice 
is invisible on the screen. 

And cementing is 
easier, too: there’s a light 
right under the spot where 
the film-ends meet. 

For single- and 
double-perforated 16mm 
films, magnetic, optical or 
silent. Under $58* (not 
including batteries). 

Hahnel also makes 
motorized super-8 and 
standard-8 splicers and 
editors. All are unfair to 
hand labor. 

ALLIED IMPEX CORP. DIV, OF AlC PHOTO. INC 
38 GLEN COVE ROAD. CARLE PLACE. N Y 11514 

HAHNEL 

For more information write. Dept. AC-11 
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CUTS EDITING 
TIME 50% 

FILMKRAFT EDITOR 
MODEL 16 0/M 

Runs up to 3 16mm magnetic 
tracks with a picture — Also runs 
single-system optical and mag¬ 
stripe — Sync motor drive — Auto¬ 
matic clutch — Free wheeling — 
Portable — Self-contained — Built- 
in solid state mixer and amplifier. 

Prices start at: 

$1385 F.O.B. Los Angeles 

For further information contact: 

FILMKRAFT SERVICES 
Dept. A 

6850 Lexington Ave., Suite 217 
Hollywood, California 90038 

(213) 464-7746 

HEADS REBUILT 

ONE-DAY SERVICE 

Reasonable 
Prices * _ „ 

Fully 
Guaranteed 

MOBIUS 

565 5th Ave. 
NYC 10017 
(212)697-8620 

S-30 Synchronizer 
(for Nagra SN recorders) 

■ completely self-contained unit requires no 
modification to Nagra SN recorder 

■ resolves SN playback speed to match 
absolute recorded speed 

■ wide locking range:+3%,-4% speed 
error 

■ speed correction/pilot level meter 
■ internal, regulated supply powers SN 

recorder during transfers 

For technical specifications, list of available 
accessories, and prices, call or write: 

Stuart R. Cody Co. 
24 Dane Street 
Somerville (Boston), Mass. 02143 
617-666-4540 

cameramen, four from Great Britain and 
one Japanese cameraman on that day, at 
the end of the 100-Meter straight. All 
the business of putting the equipment in 
and out on four consecutive days just to 
practice was well worth the time, be¬ 
cause the end result is that we have 
virtually eight perfect shots, from start¬ 
ing blocks to well beyond the finishing 
line. Mr. Ichikawa is absolutely thrilled 
with the end result. He presented a gold 
prize, a silver prize and a bronze prize to 
the first, second and third-best focus¬ 
pulling cameramen. A cameraman 
named Mervyn Wilson got the gold 
award. A German cameraman named 
Herbert Raditschnig got the silver 
award—and there were two joint bronze 
medal winners: Tony Coggins and Jim¬ 
my Stillwell. Generally speaking, all 
eight deserved a prize. 

From the equipment standpoint, the 
major problem on the Ichikawa shoot 
was that we had to have 1000-foot-load- 
ing cameras running at 120 frames per 
second—and we needed 14 of them: 12 
of them with 1200mm lenses and two 
with our own Samcine 20-to-1 zoom 
lenses. So we had to fly a lot of this 
equipment in from London, just for one 
day. On no other day in the Olympics 
did we need 14 Mitchells. 

One of the nightmares I had arose 
from the fact that a high-speed Mitchell 
ordinarily runs off of a mains supply- 
110 or 220 volts—and whereas we were 
quite able to get a line feed adequate to 
run 14 Mitchells all at once, I suddenly 
had the thought: "My God—what hap¬ 
pens if the fuse blows as the starter's 
gun is raised and all 14 cameras come to 
a grinding halt?" I almost woke up 
screaming in the middle of the night. 

From that moment on, we decided 
to fly in a group of inverters and 24-volt 
batteries. We ran every camera off its 
own individual battery supply, with the 
thought that if one camera broke down 
it wouldn't be disaster. As it turned out, 
every camera worked perfectly and we 
had no problem whatsoever. 

It was quite an exciting moment at 
the end of the 100-Meter event. All of 
the cameramen had been very nervous, 
very tense. I think there were more 
"butterflies" at our end of the 100- 
Meter straight than there were down at 
the other end where the athletes were. 
The cameramen were certainly very 
keyed up, because they knew how much 
it meant. We had our own little parody 
on that famous story about "Ready 
when you are, Mr. DeMille." One of the 
English cameramen called out to Ichika¬ 
wa right after the 100-Meter run: "Well, 
that was a pretty good rehearsal. Shall 
we go for a take?" 

I don't think I've ever felt pressure 
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quite like I did before we came up to 
that moment, knowing that there was 
going to be no retake and knowing what 
we were asking of our cameramen was 
not easy—running wide open at high 
speed with extreme telephoto lenses. 
It's bad enough when you run out of 
focus at normal speed and you take a 
few seconds to find it again—but when 
you're running at five times normal 
speed, you're five times as long out of 
focus when the rushes are shown. 

The German cameraman, Radit- 
schnig, who won the silver award, had 
his lens trained on a runner who sudden¬ 
ly stopped after about 25 meters, and 
although this cameraman had been 
training for days to make a nice smooth 
focus move, we felt that it was quite 
brilliant that he stopped with the runner 
and stayed with him and has a lovely 
shot of the two runners on either side of 
his runner going madly out of focus, as 
he stays with his man cussing away at 
his end because he's out of the race. 

We gave him the silver award be¬ 
cause, not only did he not continue to 
pull focus—as he had been training to 
do—but he stayed on the man until all 
the other cameramen screamed at him 
to pan. This he finally had to do, 
reluctantly, because at the end of the 
race where the runners all come charg¬ 
ing around a curve, all of our cameras 
were panning so close together that if 
Raditschnig had held to his shot with 
the 1200mm lens, all 13 of the others 
would have come crashing into him in a 
horrendous pile-up of long lenses. It was 
quite a moment when they all screamed 
at him to pan and he had to do it. He 
said afterwards that he felt like a cap¬ 
tain who had to salute as his ship went 
down, because he had to leave his man 
still sprawled out and cussing away. He 
couldn't sacrifice all of the other cam¬ 
eras. 

We had 35 cameras on the Ichikawa 
shoot, almost all of them running at 
high speed and I reckon that we shot 
about half-a-million frames of that 10 
seconds of action. The noise that went 
up from all those cameras, a high- 
pitched hum, was really quite some¬ 
thing. They were humming away as 
sweet as pie. Arthur Penn, when shoot¬ 
ing the Pole-Vault event, had 17 high¬ 
speed cameras going and every time a 
pole-vaulter started to move he sudden¬ 
ly had all the Mitchells come into action 
and it was sort of like a take-off from 
Cape Kennedy. 

We had five of the new Arriflex 
35BL's available and they were used 
very extensively in filming the Games. 
They are, of course, absolutely made for 
this type of work. Up until now, when¬ 
ever we've been filming something like 

NEW! Senior “F" Head and Pro¬ 
fessional Fluid Head with Slip-Pan to 
supplement the present Miller line. 
The Professional model incorporates 
improved, smoother, more positive 
tilt control (full 90°) and lock. 

The horizontal traverse (full 
360°) is smoother and the Slip-Pan 
permits swish or breakaway pans of 
any fast moving object or event. 

The “F” Head will support medi¬ 
um weight 16mm cameras up to 15 
lbs. and the LP-2, Professional Fluid 
Head will support up to 30 lbs. Both 
are available with or without the Slip- 
Pan unit. 

Slip-Pan units are available to 
convert older, Miller Fluid Head 
models for this use. 

There is a Miller Tripod ideally 
suited to every Miller Head. 

MILLER PROFESSIONAL 
EQUIPMENT 

6500 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
(213) 466-5105 
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WESTERN 
CINE? 

because... 
Western Cine’s capabilities in pro¬ 
cessing and printing are limitless 
because we are continually re¬ 
searching newand better techniques 
for serving you. That’s one reason 
why we've grown big. 
But we are also staffed with 
people ... good people who know 
and understand your needs... 
people whose skills and desires are 
bent on delivering quality work, 
excellent service and a full measure 
of value. Try us and see! 

• EASTMAN 
INTERNEGATIVES 
with COLOR CORRECTION 

• EASTMAN 
COLOR POSITIVE 
RELEASE PRINTING 

• COMPUTERIZED 
PRINTING 

Complete 
Producers' Services! 

COLOR PROCESSING 
— VIDEO TIMING 

“FRONT-END SERVICE” 
OPTICAL PRINTING 16mm to 16mm 
35mm to 16mm —8mm PRINTING 

SOUND RECORDING, DUBBING, 
MIXING 

EQUIPMENT RENTAL & SALES 

A quality-oriented lab — 

We do the job right! 

|pl WESTERN Ch'G 

DENVER 
312 So. Pearl St. - Denver, Colo. 80209 

Cine Craft 
8764 Beverly Blvd. - Hollywood, Calif. 90048 

weightlifting or gymnastics—events in 
which you're absolutely forbidden to 
make any camera noise—we've had to 
have a blimped high-speed camera. 
That's meant a blimped Mark II Mitch¬ 
ell which has been especially converted 
to take the high-speed motor. We 
brought three of those with us—but 
with the 35BL that blimp is no longer 
required. We've run our 35BL's up to 
100 frames per second, and while they 
aren't quite as silent at 100 frames as 
they are at 24 frames, they're still very 
good. I think they've done quite well, 
all things considered, because there'll be 
no tougher assignment ever. 

We've used all of our Arriflex 35BL's 
every day—quite often on two or three 
shoots in one day. They've been hooked 
up for sync-sound one time and the 
next time 100 frames-per-second. Next, 
somebody's dodging across an equestri¬ 
an field hand-holding them. I doubt 
whether anyone could ever give them a 
tougher baptism than this, and they've 
come through very well. On this type of 
shoot the 35BL is obviously going to be 
a very useful camera to have. 

After extensive tests—with very satis¬ 
factory results—we decided not to use 
the 85 daylight filter on any of our 
filming, and without the extra bit of 
speed that afforded us I'm not sure we 
could have filmed the sequence we did 
for Ichikawa. Here we were, on the day 
of the 100-Meter Final, with our Mitch¬ 
ell cameras all equipped with long tele¬ 
photo lenses and set to run at 120 
fps—and the weather turned cloudy. All 
of our rehearsals and practice shoots 
had been done at half-past-five in the 
evening—which is the actual time the 
race would take place—but we'd always 
had lovely sunny evenings. Now, on the 
day of the race—the big day—the weath¬ 
er suddenly turned cloudy. 

All during the afternoon of that day 
I had been calling on the walkie-talkie 
to our main headquarters—which is on 
top of a very high building not far 
away—and I kept saying, “Look out of 
your window and tell me what sort of 
weather is coming up in the distance." 
They got as gloomy as the weather got. 
The report came back that a big black 
cloud was coming—so we had to make a 
decision at that point as to whether we 
would cut the speed of the cameras to 
give us more exposure. The decision we 
actually made would horrify laboratory 
technicians the world over, because we 
decided that we would allow the film to 
be one stop underexposed at 400 ASA 
before we would resort to cutting the 
camera speed. So it was 400 ASA, 
without a filter, one stop underexposed. 
That's how we filmed the 100-Meter 
Final—all half-million frames of it, and 
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cleaner available. Process 
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minute safely. The low 
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CLEAN AIR INC. 
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the results on the screen are just sensa¬ 

tional. Don't let any laboratory any¬ 

where in the world say that you cannot 

push Eastman Color Negative to 400 

ASA. 

The one technical problem we've had 

in filming the Munich Olympics which 

we were never able to solve was the 

strobing, or flicker, picked up from the 

artificial lighting inside the sports halls 

when we were filming at high speed. 

This gave us troubles every time we 

tried to run at high speed, and I don't 

know the answer. This strobing thing is 

a colossal problem, and I would say to 

the film-makers in Montreal who will be 

shooting the 1976 Olympic Games: 

"Please talk now to the people installing 

lights in your stadia. Do test to make 

sure that you do not have this problem. 

Now is the time." 

As for other problems—they turned 

out to be an echo of the filming at the 

Mexican Olympic Games. It's quite ex¬ 

traordinary how everything seems to 

happen again. The same problems we 

had in Mexico cropped up in Munich. 

To be involved in such a production 

during the weeks before the Olympics is 

a situation which I doubt if people 

who've never been there will ever really 

experience. This one especially. We 

weren't making one film—we were mak¬ 

ing ten films, all at once. It's easier to 

make one film with a 20-week schedule 

than 10 films with a two-week schedule. 

All the directors—quite rightly—were 

determined to get exactly what they 

wanted. This was their job, and it was 

my job to give them what they wanted. 

The fact that they all wanted it at the 

same time is what caused the problem. 

We were working with considerably 

fewer crews than we had in Mexico, 

which means that the boys have not had 

one day off during the 20 days that 

they've been at it and they're all pretty 

exhausted. It hasn't stopped them from 

living a little bit in the evenings, but 

they've always been on duty at 7 

o'clock the next morning and haven't 

missed a trick. 

One has to be very proud to be at the 

helm of an international operation like 

this. Just as in Mexico, where the 

Mexicans and other nationalities repre¬ 

sented in our camera crews worked 

incredibly well together, I think that all 

of us have made a lot of friends among 

the German people in Munich, both in 

the production office and in the camera 

crews. There has been magnificent team¬ 

work among the technicians of many 

nationalities—Germans, English, Ameri¬ 

cans, Australians, Japanese, Russians 

and others involved in this shoot—and I 

think it's wonderful how all of these 

cameramen have worked together. ■ 
KLING PHOTO COMPANY 
P.0. BOX 1060, W00DSIDE. N.Y. 11377 
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KON ICHIKAWA 
Continued from Page 1265 

QUESTION: Do you plan to use any 
split-screen or multiple-image effects in 
your montage? 

ICHIKAWA: About four months ago, 
when / first thought about the making 
of this film, / thought that / might use a 
multi-screen style of editing, but / have 
since decided not to do that. / will use 
the standard screen format. 

QUESTION: I would be interested in 
your impressions as to the differences 
between filming the Tokyo Olympiad 
and filming the Munich Games. 

ICHIKAWA: In 1964, / felt that the 
approach we were using in filming the 
Tokyo Olympiad was very modern. But 
eight years have passed since then and / 
feel that the format that the producers 
have chosen to present the story of the 
1972 Olympics is much more modern. 

QUESTION: In the time that has 
elapsed between the Tokyo Games and 
the Munich Games, do you find that the 
filming equipment you have at your 
disposal has improved appreciably? 

ARRIFLEX • AURICON 
BEAULIEU • BELL & HOWELL 
BOLEX • ECLAIR • KODAK 

Fast, expert check-out and repair 

to factory specifications. 

Lens collimation and 

correction for zooms, 

wide-angles, and telephotos. 

Prompt estimates! 

Phone (303) 433-3873, or write: 

stan phillips 81 associates 

camera service 

2245 w. 30th avenue denver, Colorado, 80211 

ICHIKAWA: Yes. / feel that the equip¬ 
ment has improved very much during 
the last eight years. / am very happy 
with the equipment that Michael 
Samuel son has made available in Mu¬ 
nich. / think that the new Arriflex 35BL 
camera is very scientific and well- 
designed. In general, the equipment 
provided at Munich is more flexible. / 
can do more things with it. 

QUESTION: What are your impressions 
of working with this very international 
crew—the directors and cameramen 
from many countries? 

ICHIKAWA: One of my main reasons 
for joining in this filming project was to 
have the opportunity of working with 
so many "stars" of film-making. It has 
been a great satisfaction, because all of 
them—especially the cameramen—have 
been so cooperative. They have a sense 
of international understanding—like the 
Olympic Games. 

QUESTION: Thank you, and I wish you 
the very best of luck in putting your 
segment of the film together. 

ICHIKAWA: Not only my segment, but 
all of the other nine segments, com¬ 
bined together to make an excellent 
film. ■ 
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ARTHUR PENN 
Continued from Page 1272 

me that we should hang onto it for that. 

QUESTION: At one time you were 
using 14 cameras on the pole-vault. How 
did you feel, having all those cameras 
under your command? 

PENN: Well, it was pretty intoxicat¬ 
ing—pretty terrific. The only thing is 
that in the other part of your head, 
where you're aware that there's a lot of 
duplication, the economics of it are 
faintly shocking. You can't get around 
in time to all the positions to tell one 
man to turn his camera off because 
another guy is getting the same thing 
over there. We had no communications 
system between the cameramen, so / 
knew that at any given instant, six 
cameras were getting exactly the same 
piece of footage. Now, there's some 
cutting material there—true, but we 
wouldn't ordinarily be that extravagant 
if we weren't at the mercy of the 
Olympic Games. That is, if we weren't 
out there trying to be inconspicuous in 
the middle of the field. 

QUESTION: Have you made any other 
important discoveries on this project. 

PENN: Well, I've discovered that there 
are some camera operators in the world 
who are absolutely extraordinary on 
600mm and 1200mm lenses. / would 
never have, in my wildest imagination, 
dreamed that there were men capable of 
handling them so precisely and of hold¬ 
ing focus and frame under these condi¬ 
tions. It's absolutely extraordinary and 
quite different from the demands put 
on a camera operator who works on 
features. Their reaction time is like that 
of athletes and it has taught me that 
certain things are possible in a feature 
that / never thought of going in, which 
is to extend the situation, to push it 
right out to where it is practically an 
athletic event. These cameramen are 
very cool, cool characters, and that is 
very different from the temperament 
that one encounters on a feature. / just 
think they're spectacular. These camera¬ 
men have been assembled from many 
countries, but it's dear that when some¬ 
body's good at what he does—no matter 
what country he's from—he's good at it, 
that's all. It doesn't matter whether you 
speak the same language or not. You 
really are speaking the same language, 
because the problems are identical and 
it's only a question of whether or not he 
can solve them. The kind of quiet 
confidence these guys have here is ex¬ 
traordinary, simply extraordinary! ■ 
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MAI ZETTERLING 
Continued from Page 1277 

obsession with the weights will come 
out in the film. 

QUESTION: What about that filming 
jaunt you made to the slaughterhouse? 
How does that tie into your film? 

ZETTERLING: Well, that was the cater¬ 
ing aspect—which comes into it because 
these fellows eat an awful lot of food— 
especially the super-heavyweights. They 
eat 12 eggs for breakfast, three or four 
steaks for lunch and drink 42 pints of 
milk a day. Tremendous! The slaughter¬ 
house sequence shows where the meat 
comes from. 

QUESTION: Have you been able to 
establish a good rapport with these 
weightlifters? 

ZETTERLING: The easiest ones have 
been those whose language / speak—the 
Swedes and the English. The English 
have been very friendly. / went to see 
them three months ago in England to 
get a sort of preliminary feel for the 
thing and they couldn't have been more 
helpful. They've been absolutely marvel¬ 
ous. They're a great group of characters 
—fantastic characters. The Swedes were 
very helpful. The Filipinos were terribly 
sweet and the Cubans were very kind. 
On the whole, it hasn't been that 
difficult to establish rapport. They've 
generally been very helpful. 

QUESTION: Were they surprised to 
encounter a woman director? 

ZETTERLING: Well, if they were they 
didn't show it. The press has been much 
more surprised and has had giggles 
about it, but the boys themselves have 
taken it quite naturally—just taken it for 
granted somehow. 

QUESTION: How do you feel about 
working on a documentary, as com¬ 
pared to the features you've done, 
where you've had full control of every¬ 
thing? 

ZETTERLING: / started out in film by 
doing documentaries for the BBC in 
London. This was at the very, very 
beginning, when / first wanted to direct. 
Everybody said: ''Oh, you'll find it very 
difficult, my dear." But / decided that / 
would learn it the hard way by making 
very small things to begin with. / went 
to the BBC and / was lucky enough to 
have an idea that appealed to them. 
Also, the head of the documentary 
section at the time was very much a 
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woman's champion and he felt that 
women should have more chance to 
direct on TV. So / came to the right 
man at the right time with the right 
idea. My plan was to go up to the Arctic 
Circle in Sweden and shoot a documen¬ 
tary about the nomadic problem among 
the Lapps. It was really learning the 
hard way because, at one point, there 
was only my husband David and myself 
and one cameraman—just the three of 
us. But we did a half-hour documentary 
with sound, which meant that we each 
had five or six different jobs to do. / 
even shot the camera and did the sound 
at times and I sat in the cutting room 
with it for about a year, / think. But I'm 
really glad / learned it the hard way. 
The picture was very successful, so / did 
four more documentaries. / love doing 
documentaries because my own person¬ 
ality is such that / like being plunged 
into new worlds. / find it fascinating to 
suddenly have my eyes opened to new 
things and new people in worlds that / 
never knew before. I'm used to docu¬ 
mentaries by now, so this picture isn't 
at all strange from that standpoint. All 
four of my features have also been done 
on location. We've never worked in a 
studio. When you're stuck in such a 
place with your actors it all becomes 
much more regimented. 

QUESTION: Concerning camera, you've 
worked with Rune Ericson on several 
features. Wat it because of that that you 
asked him to be your cameraman on 
this project? 

ZETTERUNG: Yes. Rune and / are 
very different kinds of people, but we 
get along very well. We bully each other 
very much—but we have a great, curious 
kind of understanding and it sort of 
works. It works very well, as a matter of 
fact. I'm very fond of Rune and / also 
think he's an excellent cameraman. He's 
a very technical man, and / like that— 
somebody that you can absolutely and 
totally rely on. There is no nonsense. / 
like working with Rune and we've 
worked together on three films before 
this one. We sort of push each other and 
he likes it and / like it. It's good. That's 
how it should work, really. You should 
bully each other a little bit. If the 
atmosphere is too amicable, nothing 
happens and you don't sort of get 
anywhere. Also, Rune is very open to 
trying new things. On our other films 
we've made lots of tests and tried to do 
unusual things, like using different types 
of lighting that hadn't been tried before 
in Sweden. Sometimes he's been a bit 
terrified, but also very excited. / like 
that. He wants to take risks, and that's 
good. ■ 
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148 39 N.E. 20th Ave., North Miami, Fla. 33161 

Phone:(305)949 3337 
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If it’s worth saying 

it’s worth saying into 

a Shure Microphone 

SALES • LEASE • RENTAL 
Professional Motion 
Picture Equipment 

— COMPARE OUR PRICES — 
Free Rental Catalog 

215 W. Pershing 1909 Buttonwood 
Kansas City, Mo. Philadelphia, Pa. 
(816) 421-1230 (215) 568-6291 

CALVIN CINEQUIP INC. 

BROOKS INSTITUTE 
GRADUATES AVAILABLE NOW! 

INDUSTRIAL/SCIENTIFIC, 
COMMERCIAL/ILLUSTRATION, 

PORTRAITURE, COLOR PRINTING, 
MOTION PICTURE, JOURNALISM, 

and UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY. 

Brooks Institute graduates have ma¬ 
jored in at least one of these areas. 
You as a professional have these 
excellently qualified graduates avail¬ 
able every two months to fill your 
needs. In addition, Brooks alumni 
with proven professional experience 
in the field who are seeking a 
change in position and/or locale are 
also available. 
Your inquiry regarding employment 
of Brooks Institute graduates will 
receive prompt attention. Write or 
phone today to: 

BROOKS INSTITUTE 
Placement Bureau 

2020 Alameda Padre Serra 
Santa Barbara, California 93103 

Phone 805-963-8651 

OUSMANE SEMBENE 

Continued from Page 1276 

QUESTION: What would you say are 

the major differences between the two 

art forms? 

SEMBENE: The main difference is that 
in filming you are "painting" the story, 
painting with pictures—using pictures to 
express yourself. In writing you are 
painting with words—but writing is in¬ 
tellectual. You have to think and re¬ 
flect. Filming requires a lot of energy, 
movement, decision and action. Those 
are the main differences / find between 
the two media. 

QUESTION: Do you have any prefer¬ 

ence as to which medium you'd rather 

work in? 

SEMBENE: / prefer literature because / 
find it a bit more rich than film—a 
richer medium for expressing oneself. 
You can go more deeply into things. In 
my opinion, no one has ever really 
successfully brought a beautiful book 
onto the screen—not even my own 
books. In film you show everything. 
You impose your subject on the viewer. 
Nothing is left to thought. You can't 
stop the picture so that the viewer can 
reflect upon a certain point. You can 
stop a book. You can turn the page, 
dose the book, think about it and come 
back to it later—whereas, in the film, it 
is continuous. Once you start, you can't 
stop until it's over. 

QUESTION: Is the filming equipment 

you are using here in Munich any 

different from that which you use in 

your feature production? 

SEMBENE: This is a developed country 
where everything / need is available to 
me. When / work in Senegal / have only 
one camera and one Nagra recorder. The 
film negative has to be sent to Paris to 
be developed. / don't have a chance to 
see rushes while I'm filming the scenes. / 
just work as if by instinct. Here I've got 
all the advantages. If we have to under¬ 
expose something, it's easy to handle. 
We just say to the lab, "Okay, overde¬ 
velop to 200 ASA or 400 ASA." They 
do it and we've got it the next day. 

QUESTION: What is your impression of 

working with all of these different film 

craftsmen from different countries? 

SEMBENE: They are all very pleasant 
and it's very nice to meet them. While 
we're filming the Olympic Games, we 
film-makers are having our own Olym¬ 
pics. ■ 

wild 
-4F life! 

STOCK FOOTAGE 

Over 300)000 feet of great close-ups & 
slow-motion action scenes from Africa- 
North America at far less cost than send¬ 
ing a cameraman afield. Call or write: 

BORDEN PRODUCTIONS. INC. 

CONCORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01742 

617/369-5030 

RUSHES 
n., in film, dailies, picture and sound track (in sync) of 

production scenes shot on the sound stage or on location, these 
are run each day while production is in progress. 

THE FILM SCHOOL 
Programs in film theory and analysis, labs in film, video, & 

color photography. Registering Now! Write 1001 Mass. Ave., 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Call (617) 661-3900. 

Not affiliated with any other school 
of the same name. 

I The Ormond Organization 
Complete production facilities 
READY TO ROLL 

(over 60 full-length features 
to back-up our credibility) 

3620 Central Ave., Nashville, Tn. 
Ph: 615-383-1576 

Image 
Small ShiAiw for? 

Transfers: 35mm/16mm 
Recordings: Narration & 

Sound Effects 
CALL: Elisha Birnbaum 

212-581-6717-18 StotwtJ Studied Inc. 
1619 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 

Tm.ES, TRAILERS, INSERTS AND OPTICAL EFFECTS 

FOR MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 

HO 6-8271 

736 Seward St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
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Editing Facilities 
Equipment Rental 

Showchrons & Moviolas 
Kems, Steenbecks 

(Showchrons can be rented or purchased) 

PR^VieW 
THE/KTR© 

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 
(212) 246-0865 

THE FINEST LINE OF 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING 
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
IS SOLD BY? 

NOPE 
NOPE 
NOPE 

9 
s . . YEP 

Including dealer and distributor¬ 
ships with Moviola, Maier-Han- 
cock, Ziess Ikon, 3M, HFC, MPE, 
CHRISTY’S MFG., GE and Syl- 
vania. 

CZlr risty’s 
EDITORIAL FILM SUPPLY 

2920 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD. 
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91505 
Send for Price List to: Dept. A 

CAROLINA 
PHOTO-TECH INC. 
FILM LABORATORIES 

Ektachrome Processing/B&W Pro¬ 
cessing/Work Prints/Release Prints 
Call or write David Conley for 
comolete professional nrire list 

639 Wellons Village Shopping Center 
Durham NC 27703 (919) 688-7265 

Down South? 
production assistance specialists 

CREWS-CRYSTAL EQUIPMENT 
PRODUCTION LOGISTICS 

call 404/266-8717 
2735-cTallulah drive n.e. Atlanta, Ga.30319 

UNDERWATER 
• Filming Services—Still & 

Motion picture documentation 
• 16mm Rental & Sales 
• Cameras & lighting 

FRENCH UNDERWATER SYSTEMS 
) 34 Paul Drive 
San Rafael, Ca. (415) 479-3989 

ABC OLYMPICS PROJECT 
Continued from Page 1283 

confirming station wagons well in ad¬ 
vance we found an appalling frequency 
of "Sorry, no wagons" on stepping off 
planes. 

By the second week in June I had 
shot seven personality pieces and three 
technique-demonstration pieces. Mean¬ 
while, John Wilcox, associate producer/ 
production manager of the Project, had 
been in Europe filming some of the 
more accessible European Olympic pros¬ 
pects. Though the filming was to con¬ 
tinue, the editing now really began. 

Prior to the first filming junkets, our 
crew of editors, Irwin Kretchaf, Ted 
Winterburn, Tony Zaccaro, John Peter¬ 
sen, and Bernie Hadjenberg, had been 
involved in reshaping elements from 
other ABC Sports' shows which might 
have relevance to our coverage of the 
XXth Olympiad. With the arrival of the 
first shipment of dailies, the crew felt- 
after a month or so of champing at the 
bit—very eager to plunge ahead. 

Processing was done immediately, 
color one-light work prints struck, and 
quarter-inch sound transferred. Dailies 
were lined up carefully, checking always 
for consistent sync, and then were sent 
for coding. A 1-7/8 i.p.s. audio tape 
copy of the track was made and sent for 
transcripting, one of the great time¬ 
saving, though expensive, aids of the 
Project. 

The first huge chart appeared on the 
wall of my tiny office on West 55th 
Street. In two months similar charts 
would completely cover the existing 
wall space. We attempted to keep track 
of each show by production numbers, 
listing title or subject, quantity of film 
stock and audio tape shot, editor assign¬ 
ment, start/finish of editing, segment 
length, date piece was locked and effect¬ 
ed, any opticals ordered, narration and 
mix schedules, and printing results. 

Timing and printing these pieces was 
a colossal headache since they were 
varied: front-lit, back-lit, flat, con¬ 
trasty, highly colored, softly muted. For 
consistency Jan Rauw at Control Labs 
in New York advised us to use Kodak 
7289 for print stock because of its less 
contrasty, more life-like color rendition. 

It was a good choice, although 16mm 
film of any stock type will always suffer 
when set side by side with good-quality 
color videotape. 

Through June, July and August 
someone from the Olympic Film Project 
was always out somewhere shooting 
film. Frequently I was the one calling in 
from the airport with a flight waybill 
number for the day's shooting and an 
urgent request for the results of screen- 

Ml. »t- Hf IMi 

PRODUCTION MUSIC 
On 124 LP, 33-1/3 rpm, “Major” 
Production Music records selling at 
$5.00 for a total list price of $620.00. 
Or entire library may be purchased at a 
20% discount for a total library price 
of $496.00. 

In addition, we offer every basic sound 
effect your productions need. Over 
500 effects on 15 LP “Major” records 
for $75.00. All prices F.O.B. New 
York City. 

Send for Free Catalogs 

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, INC. 
Established 1932 

151 West 46 St. (212) Cl 6-4675 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

QUICK-RELEASE DEVICE 
Fits all Cameras and tripods I Buy your friend a worthwhile 

gift. Consists of camera fixture, 

which fastens permanently to 

camera, and tripod fixture, which 

mounts on tripod and has positive 

lock with 7 lb. safety spring. 

Complete Device: $9.95. Addi- 

tional camera fixtures: $5 each. 

TRI-LOCK CORPORATION 
P.0. Box 650 Whittier, Calif. 90608 

SSSSiulke 
unflemmei1 

films in association 
with Black Star ' 
Productions, Inc.I 
Complete facilities for all types 
of expert underwater and 
topside filming and production. 

For Information: 
Benjamin J. Chapnick 
450 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
(212) OR 9-3288 
Miami, London 

NAGRA SERVICE 
BY 

RON TOPHAM 
(Former Nagra Co Service Manager 

• Two day service 

• Overhauls 

• Modifications 

• Slating Systems 

• Accessories 

AUDIO 
SERVICES CO. 

565 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 
TELEPHONE: (212) 972-0825 
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If it’s worth saying 
it’s worth saying into 
a Shure Microphone 

• FILMING • 

INDIA AS,AN FILMS 
* Ai. L 72 JANPATH, NEW 

DELHI—1; Cable: Movi- 
photo. New Delhi (In¬ 
dia); Telephone: 47995 

Sales Headquarters for These Lines: 

CANADA 
Arrivox Tandberg Amega 
Canon Scoopic Hollywood Film 
Lowell Stutz: Showchron 

Write for Catalogue. 

MACKENZIE EQUIPMENT CO., Ltd. 
26 Duncan St., (416) 364-2266 
Toronto 2 B, Ontario 

"‘Vs'S* i ^ov. 

\\o'” 

16mm & 35mm b&w processing and 
printing. Complete 16mm COLOR Ekta- 
chrome processing. Magnetic sound strip¬ 
ing for 16mm-8mm and Super 8mm- 

Vacuumate film 
treatment. 
16mm Optical 
Transfers. 

QUEBEC 265 Vitre Street West, Montreal, Quebec 
FILM LABS Telephone (514) 861-5483 

77//“/ TOO I 
_iUILJI / / 7/__ 

Crystal sync, units for Super 8 Cameras, Beau¬ 
lieus and Canon Scopic 16 and Super 8 — Pilo- 
tone Generators—-Digital Projector Interlocks and 
Recorder Convertors — Complete Systems. Write 
for Brochure, Digital Film Equipment Division of 
Whitehead Enterprises, 1205 West Drew, Houston, 
Texas 77006. (713) 528-5090. 

CANADA 
Exclusive Distributors in Canada for: 

ARRIFLEX Motion Picture Equipment 
NAGRA Tape Recorders 
IANIRO Lighting Equipment. 

Write for price lists and brochures. 

BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA Ltd. 
3269 American Drive (416)677-3243 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada 

\0 FILMS 
PROFESSIONAL 
UNDERWATER 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

A Division of Giddings (415) 362-6694 
Underwater Enterprises 

584 Fourth St., San Francisco, CA 94107 

ing the previous shipment's rushes. 
These checks were critical not only to 
evaluate overall aesthetic accomplish¬ 
ments but also to detect, analyze and 
eliminate camera problems. And camera 
problems were as much a part of our 
tours as missed station wagons. All 
high-speed cameras, the Lo-Cam, the 
Milliken, and the new Photosonic, be¬ 
haved badly at one time or another, 
although the adaptability of the Photo- 
sonic to many lenses, its quick-change 
magazines, and its reflex viewing (if the 
focusing section of the ground glass 
were enlarged a bit) make it an ideal 
instrument for serious interpretative 
sports cinematography. 

By mid-August our editing rooms 
were flooded with film. Ten to fifteen 
thousand feet of historical footage had 
been delivered from many different 
sources. I had shot some thirty thou¬ 
sand feet myself, and Howard Katz, my 
talented young assistant, and Wilcox 
had together exposed at least another 
forty. In addition, deals were constantly 
being made for the acquisition of foot¬ 
age on athletes otherwise unavailable to 
us. Every source discovered was contact¬ 
ed. Where original A & B rolls were 
unavailable, it was necessary to prepare 
a B-wind optical 16mm color master. 
Occasionally, where footage did not 
have to be intercut with camera original, 
a company might send us twin 16mm 
A-wind composites. Under time pres¬ 
sure, we had no alternative but to code 
both prints, one as a workprint (having 
dubbed the track onto full-coat) and 
match it to its twin in a single strand for 
air using mylar smooth-edge guillotine 
splices. Oh yes, it works-mot perfectly, 
but it beats trying to print from a print. 

In Munich our Olympic Film Project 
was to continue its operation of provid¬ 
ing supplementary programming. I had 
asked Mike Samuelson back in Septem¬ 
ber 1971 to put a hold on several of his 
top cameramen, and he agreed provided 
that I understood they could not com¬ 
mit absolutely until they were sure no 
feature was in prospect. Little did either 
he or I realize that the most feature 
work during August 26-September 10, 
1972 was to be had right at the Olympic 
site on David Wolper's multi-director 
epic. 

From the States I brought over Cam¬ 
eraman Don Shapiro, Soundmen Mike 
Scott Goldbaum and Dick Wagner and 
Lighting Technician Armand Cabana. 
From Samuelson's Ltd. of London came 
cameramen Harry Hart, Harvey Harri¬ 
son, Mike Delaney, Eric Van Haren 
Noman, and Dave Drinkwater, along 
with Soundmen Paul LeMare and Clive 
Winter. Equipment maintenance man 
was Vance Colvig, who somehow kept 

HARRY WALSH, A.S.C. 
for FLORIDA filming 

Supplying Visiting Producers with Crews, 
Equipment, Locations etc. over 25 years. 

2711 San Domingo Coral Gables, Florida 
Phones—(305) 446-0566 and (305) 446-0811 

Sole distributor of Mole-Richardson 
Company Products in Greater New York 

PROFESSIONAL 
MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING 

• Super-8 and 8MM originals 
or prints 

• 2tf per foot—plus postage 
• One day service 

AERCO 
Box 171 Pennsauken, N.J. 08110 

Bl —CEA 
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF “PRECISION 
MOTION PICTURE SYSTEMS” — SUPER-8 — PRINT¬ 
ERS — 16/D8 SLITTERS — 16-35 INTERLOCK PRO¬ 
JECTORS—B&H MODEL J&D FILM PRINTER CON¬ 
VERSIONS TO SUPER-8 —QUAD 8. 

P. 0. BOX 38040 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038 

SOUND STRIPING 
ORIGINAL OR PRINTS — 8/SUPER-8/16MM 

24 HOUR SERVICE 
Guarantee on Emulsion Side 

P.O. 13573 St. Louis, Mo. 63138 

16-35 TRANSFERS 
$15.00 Per hr. 

3M stock 16 2Vi<f per ft. 
35 3V*/ per ft. 

Same Day Service 

FILM ASSISTANCE 
1946 N.E. 151st St., North Miami, Fla. 33162 

SB 
Sherman Grinberg Film Libraries, Inc. 

1040 No. McCADDEN PLACE 90038 
HOLLYWOOD (213) 464-7491 

NEW YORK (212) 765-5170 
630 NINTH AVE. 10036 

The stock film libraries of: 
MET RO-GOLDWYN-M AYER • 20th CENTURY FOX 
COLUMBIA PICTURES • ALLIED ARTISTS 
ABC NEWS • PATHE NEWS • PARAMOUNT NEWS 
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FILM/TV/VIDEOTAPE 

Career Training Courses 
... registration now open 

Work in modern, air-conditioned 
studios with the latest equipment. 
Professional instructors. Co-ed. 
• Motion Picture Production— 

Monday thru Friday—day or evening 
• TV Production & Videotape— 

Monday thru Friday—day or evening 
• Film/TV Writing—Monday evenings 
• Film Editing—Tuesday evenings 
• Film Directing—Monday evenings 
• Sound Recording—Thursday evenings 
• Animation—Wednesday evenings 

Resident and Home Study Courses in 
every phase of “STILL” Photography 
available. 

Student loans. Veterans benefits. Licensed by 
N.Y. State. Accredited member National 
Assoc, of Trade & Technical Schools, and 
National Home Study Council. Approved for 
foreign (non-immigrant) students. 

phone, write, or visit, tree booklet 

New York Institute 
of Photography 

112 W. 31st St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001, Dept. 331 
Phone: (212) 244-3462 

Leadership in photo teaching since 1910 

COMPLETE LABORATORY AND 
POST PRODUCTION SERVICES 
ST FOTO-KEM 

INDUSTRIES, INC. 
"Motion Picture Center” 
GERRY BRODERSEN • LOU 
VINCENT • REGINALD DUNN 

• Fast service on developing ECO, EF and 
Color Dailies • Specializing in custom quality 
color-16mm and 35mm. 

Cutting Rooms & Facilities For Rent 
HO 3-4111 

3215 Cahuenga West 
Hollywood, Calif 90028 

NOBODY makes BETTER 16mm 

COLOR POSITIVE PRINTS 
- than TEKNIFILM! 

Small enough to give you 
PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Large enough to meet your 
DEADLINES —40,000 ft./shift 

TEKNIFILM, INC 
1923 N.W. Kearney • Portland, Oregon 97209 

Telephone 503/224-3835 

TRY US ON YOUR NEXT PRINT ORDER 

most rotors turning at the right speed. 
All of the cameramen and soundmen 
had worked with us before and repre¬ 
sented our top picks in terms of both 
basic talent and experience as well as 
flexibility in handling different rigs un¬ 
der actuality filming situations. It was 
our opinion before, and it's been con¬ 
firmed by their performance during the 
Games, that they constituted the most 
brilliant crew we could have gotten 
together anywhere. 

During the tragic incident of the 
Palestinian terrorists' kidnapping and 
murder of eleven Israeli team members, 
our Olympic Film Project crew was 
transformed instantly into a news team: 
independent units working in radio tele¬ 
communication with each other and 
with our office base headquarters. Two 
of the crews, one with ABC News 
correspondent, Peter Jennings, and one 
with John Wilcox, actually managed to 
infiltrate the tight security of the Olym¬ 
pic Village and obtain positions so close 
to the room where the hostages were 
being held that their walkie-talkie eye¬ 
witness reports were put on the air live. 
Footage shot by our crews was the 
foundation for an ABC News Special on 
the incident which was telecast the next 
weekend. 

During the Games themselves my 
responsibilities became more administra¬ 
tive and less directly creative: the send¬ 
ing out of crews to cover events where 
no electronic coverage was available, e.g. 
handball, or water polo, in which case 
our task was straight fact-reporting with 
little room for flights of film fancy. But 
often there were opportunities to ex¬ 
tend the limits of ordinary electronic 
coverage by sending one or two men out 
to shoot personalized impressions. I 
would sit down with a crew in the 
morning and discuss what I felt to be 
the visual potentials of a type of lens- 
position-move-fps rate. They'd go out 
and shoot it, and in the evening we'd get 
together and evaluate it both on its own 
terms and in terms of future applicabili¬ 
ty. Since our satellite feeds were late 
(1:00 A.M.-4:00 A.M. weekdays), and 
since the lab could deliver processed 
original in about VA hours, any footage 
shot during the day was available for air 
that night, provided only that editing be 
completed in time to transfer to video¬ 
tape for inclusion in the telecast. 

Editors included Abe Milrad, John 
Petersen, Ted Winterburn, Kemper Pea¬ 
cock, Anthony Zaccaro, and Don Shoe¬ 
maker, all brought over from the United 
States. Chief assistant was Vinnie Reda 
who always managed to come up with 
the out-take we ''knew'' we'd never see 
again. 

There are millions of words to de- 

MOVIES FROM SLIDES 
Dissolves, Pans, zooms to areas as small as 
W', using computerized Oxberry Animation 
Stands. 
Send for information, free film chart, pocket 
slate, field guide and sample film. 

Animated Productions, Inc. 
1600 Broadway (212) CO-5-2942 

New York NY 10019 

AIRPLANES-HELICOPTERS 
Aerial Photography and everything in 
aviation including balloons, jenny's to 
jets, mock-ups and a fleet of single 
and multi-engine planes & helicopters, 
all with camera mounts. Complete mo¬ 
tion-picture and TV service from the 
oldest and most experienced company 
in the industry. S. A. G. pilots. 

TALLMANTZ AVIATION INC. 
Frank Tollman, Pres. 

Orange County Airport, Santa Ana, Calif. 

(714) 545-1193 or (213) 629-2770 
Plus: Certified Air Taxi Location Service 

ASIA IS 
COVERED 

8V 

FAM FILM COMPANY 
612 MARINA HOUSE, HONG KONG 

• Production Management Service 
• Professional Crews 
• Camera and Equipment Rentals 
• Complete 16/mm & 35/mm 

Production Facilities 

NOBODY BEATS OUR DEALS! 
16 to 35mm Color Blow-UP 

(New Liquid Gate printer) 

35 & 16mm Color Lab Work 
(Neg.lPos. Color) 

Completion, Editing, effects, sound 
transfer, titles, etc. 
Great Quality — Budget Priced! 
Foreign Orders Invited. Tampa is 
U.S. Port of Entry. 

H&H COLOR LAB Tampa, Fla. 33603 
P.0. Box 7495 Phone: (813) 248-4935 

BLOW-UP 
HIGH QUALITY 

35MM NEGATIVES 
FROM YOUR 16MM ORIGINALS 

(OUR ONLY BUSINESS) 

Stock Shots Enlarged to Match-in with 
your 35mm Negative 

Complete Pictures Transferred to 35mm 

Call—Adrian at (213) 463-3178 

CINESERVICE, INC. 
1459 North Seward Street 

Hollywood, California 90028 
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AUTOMATIC DAYLIGHT PROCESSOR 
• Processes up to 200 Ft. 

Super 8 to 70mm 
Movie—X-ray 

«• Microfilm 
• Motor Driven—Portable 
• Black & White—Color 
• Guaranteed 
Write for Free Literature 

Micro Record Corp. 
487-14 South Ave., Beacon, N.Y. 12508 

CANADA largest and most complete 
rental house 

CINEVISION 

2000 Northcliffe Ave. 
Montreal, Quebec 
(514) 487-5010 

2264 Lakeshore 
Blvd. West 

Toronto, Ontario 
(416) 252-5457 

GRATTAN 
PRODUCTIONS 

5H00TMG m Contact Jim Grattan for 
top equipped crews. Single 
and double system. 

uniion? 
1440 St. Catherine Street, West 
Suite 507. Montreal 107, P. Q. Canada. 
(514) 878-9638 

QUALITY 16 mm PRINTS 
OUR SPECIALTY 

Satisfied customers coast to coast 
B&W • Kodachrome • Ektachrome 

Color Interneg • Positive 

TEKNIFILM, INC. 
1923 N.W. Kearney St. T 
Portland. Oregon 97209 
(503) 224-3835 

smrsf sf£c//u/srs ! 
Any Quantity... BEST Prices 

Cto*/&. 
8764 Beverly Blvd , Hollywood. Colit 90048 (213) 652-7357 

ALL MOVIE LAB SERVICES 
16mm,Sup«r 8, Regular 8 

Write for free brochure 

■ KEM Universal Editing Tables 
■ KEM Standard-Rapid Editing Tables 
■ KEM Transfer and Dubbing Systems 

Revolutionary Systems for the Film Industry 

a division of The Intercraft Corporation 
225 Park Avenue S. 

New York, N.Y. 10003 
(212) 260-2150 

ANIMATION 
IN 

TWELVE 
HARD 

LESSONS 
robert p. heath productions, inc. 

1627 Scott Avenue, West Islip, New York 11795 

scribe what it's like editing and airing 
original—none good. But because it was 
impossibly time-consuming to strike a 
print, we were stuck with film that 
scratched easily, picked up dirt like a 
topless dancer draws stares, and was 
uncorrectable for color except marginal¬ 
ly in the transfer to tape. Splicing was 
done with smooth-edge mylar guillotine 
splices. 

For dissolves we would have to roll 
two telecine chains simultaneously 
(close but not truly sync) and, in the 
control room, dissolve back and forth 
from one to the other. Original quarter- 
inch was transferred to 16mm full-coat 
for dialogue and effects tracks. In the 
transfer to videotape we would occa¬ 
sionally sweeten effects or add music via 
a cartridge or quarter-inch machine in 
the control room. Under the pressures 
of the recording machines' limited avail¬ 
ability, both the film people and the 
electronic people, traditionally at odds, 
worked excellently together in turning 
out the best possible results. 

We brought to Munich slightly more 
than 300 individual segments totalling 
close to 400 minutes. In the course of 
the Games we produced another 60 
segments for a grand total of just over 
10 full hours of supplementary pro¬ 
gramming, a great tribute to a very 
dedicated, talented crew. Obviously, not 
all of that got on the air. It was 
important to have it ready to go, and 
that we did. Late-night decisions to 
exclude prepared film segments were 
based on program time allocations in¬ 
volving topicality, "news", rather than 
broad-based comprehensive "entertain¬ 
ment" values. It would be well beyond 
the scope of this article to discuss the 
appropriateness of such decision-mak¬ 
ing. And so long as 16mm is technically 
inferior in quality to color videotape, 
we film people in television will have to 
live with the subtle prejudices of our 
colleagues in electronics who tend, I'm 
afraid, to rate film as a necessary though 
inferior medium, something like the 
maiden aunt in one's family: decorative 
but too fragile to go it on her own. One 
day, perhaps, that will change. ■ 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
Continued from Page 1299 

scenes of sport with a look at the 
music of Munich and the Games. 

2) KON ICHIK AW A—/We/7's 100-Meter 
Finals. For four years men train for 
an event that will be over in ten 
seconds. The photographic coverage 
of the "world's fastest human" will 
be unprecedented in motion picture 
history—with 35 cameras filming si¬ 
multaneously. Each second will be 

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC 
Former Head of RKO Studio Effects Dept. 

CREATIVE 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 

Theatrical • Industrial • Educational 

Complete Advisory and Technical Services 
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen 
West Side Story - My Fair Lady 
It’s a Mad, Mad World - Hawaii 

The Bible - Thoroughly Modern Millie 
The Great Race - Darling Lili —• Catch 22 
Expo 67-70 - Airport - Song of Norway 

Cousteau’s Living Sea Museum 
The Concert for Bangladesh 

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood 
1140 N. Citrus Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

Phone: 469-5808 Cable: FILMEFX 

For Professional Equipment in 

PHILADELPHIA, 
O. H. HIRT, INC. 

39 N. 11th St. • Phila, Pa 19107 
(215) 923-0650 

New York City 

STUDIO 
Available for 
Immediate Use 

Fully Equipped. 
16mm. Complete fa¬ 
cilities for editing, 
projection, sound 
transfers and anima¬ 

tion. Low daily or weekly rates. Professional 
assistance available if needed. Grand Central 
Area. (212)683-8358 

CLIPSTRIP 
A new proven lighting 
tool invented by a pro, 
to save time, money, 
space, wattage, crew 
size and tempers. 

Clipstrip* is used by pros to make better 
movies such as 
The Godfather Klute 
French Connection The Landlord 
Little Murders 
*US Patent #3,437,802 

For information on rentals or sales 
or for a demonstration, call or write 

CLIPSTRIP 
349 W. 48th St. (212) 866-8314 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
WEST COAST: Parry O’Brien, Sr. 

851 Euclid St. (213) 395-9242 
Santa Monica, Calif. 90403 

SHOOTINE IN CANADA ? 
Rent from the complete rental house 

irvJEQLJip 
CINEQUIP 
Motion Picture 
Camera and 
Equipment Rentals 

41 Scollard Street Toronto.Ontario.Canada. Phone 920-5424 
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NEW magnetic sound reader 
Completely self contained 

Sound head, Amplifier, Speaker 
All in the same cabinet. 

Complete price $85.00 
Write for illustrated literature 
SATELLITE FILM, INC. 

5931 S.W. 8 Street 
Miami, Fla. 33144 

Automatic TIME-LAPSE MOVIES 
Made Easy by SAMENCO© Controls 

Complete system 
See your dealer or write direct. 

Marion Van Ausdale & Associates 
33 Dellwood Court • Decatur, III. 62521 

Super 16 Editing Machines 
With exclusive full-frame viewing for rent in 
our editing rooms or at your location. 

MAYSLES FILMS, Inc. 
1697 Broadway at 53rd St. 
(212) 582 6050 New York, N.Y. 10019 

IN CANADA 
Editing a cinch with the KEM time saving 
Film Editing Tables (4, 6, and 8 plate models). 

Phone or Write: 

UBRO FILM TECHNICAL SALES & SERVICE 
19 Sealcove Drive, Etobicoke 652 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada (416) 621-2679 

MONTREAL, CANADA I Complete Producer’s Services 
Film Crews—Sound Stage—Sound Studio 
Editing—Kem & Steenbeck—1 6mm & 35mm I 

Lighting, Grip & Camera Equipment 

BRISTON FILMS LTD.—(514) 527-2131 
1310 Lariviere, Montreal 133, Que. Canada 

corporation N £ W Y O R K 3 0 E. 5 41 h St . 

N.Y. 10022 (212) 826-6397 

LOS ANGELES 7046 Hollywood Blvd. 
Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 466-7658 

camera film • leader • mag stock 

NEW & USED MOTION 
PICTURE EQUIPMENT 

ALSO: TV & RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

Specializing in Mitchell Reflex Conversions 
US & Foreign Inquiries Invited • Steven H.Krams 

SK FILM EQUIPMENT CO. 
254 Giralda Ave./Coral Gables. Florida 33134 
(305) 661-9490   

iiHiiEi? AUOTION runim; 
IILA\ mgmms i 

35, 16, and 8mm. Contact continuous, and optical 
reduction and enlarging for color and B&W films. 
Please write for information and prices: 

Uhler Cine Machine Cable: Uhlcima 
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48238 

(313) 861-4663 

stretched, expanded, elongated so 
that the moment lasts a full sus¬ 
penseful minute. 

3) CLAUDE LELOUCH-r/ie Losers. 
The ones who fail to capture a gold 
medal have trained just as long with 
as much dedication as the winners. 
How do they feel when they see 
their dreams of glory shattered? Do 
they feel despair or do they rest 
content in the knowledge they have 
tried their best? The camera will 
cover this emotional moment in 
many different fields. 

4) ARTHUR PENN—Ao/e Vault. An 
event considered by many as techni¬ 
cally the most difficult in track and 
field. This year's Olympic contest 
may be the best ever. Cameras will 
catch the dramatic physical and 
emotional challenge of the two great 
competitors—Sweden's Kjell Isaks- 
son and the U.S.A.'s Bob Seagren. 

5) YURI OZEROV—Athletes at the 
Starting Line. This will be a photo¬ 
graphic close-up of a wide range of 
sporting events as the director looks 
at athletes on the starting line. The 
competitor stands alone at this time 
with only his thoughts. What crosses 
his mind in these tense last mo¬ 
ments? 

6) MICHAEL PFLEGHAR-r/ie Wom¬ 
en of the Olympics. This sequence 
concentrates on the lady athletes of 
'72 as they ready themselves for 
Olympic competition and challenge 
one another to reach new heights of 
accomplishment. The sequence will 
range over a wide spectrum of sports 
as the camera catches their graceful 
precision and discipline. The camera 
will also take a more than lingering 
look at the Olympics' feminine spec¬ 
tators from all over the world. 

7) JOHN SCHLESINGER—77?e Mara¬ 
thon. A sporting event dating back 
to 490 B.C. Its 26-mile course is not 
only challenging but the most gruel¬ 
ling competition in the Olympic 
Games. This crowning event to each 
Olympiad will be photographed 
from start to finish. 

8) OUSMANE SEMBENE —Basketball. 
A tall, virile figure, physically a 
proud descendant of his tribe. He is 
an athlete trying for an Olympic 
berth on Senegal's first-ever Olympi¬ 
ad basketball team. We will follow 
this Team in competition. The se¬ 
quence will be a symbol of all 
participating African Nations. 

9) MAI ZETTERUNG—Weight-Lifting. 
The strongest men in the world hold 
a fascination for this famous lady 
director. We shall see the finals, 
when athletes combine mental dedi¬ 
cation with supreme physical effort 

PROFESSIONAL LAMINATED 

MAGNETICSTRIPING 

SUPER 8’ 
1 6mm 

& REG. 8 

$.03 Per Foot—380 Ft. Min. Order 
1 8991 RADBY ST. 

LA PUENTE, CALIF. 91745 
(Rowland Heights) 

FAST SERVICE-FREE BROCHURE 

A COMPLETE 

16mm MOTION 
PICTURE LAB. 

OVER 32 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
Use Specialists to Make Your Color Prints 

Pioneer in 16mm color negative¬ 
positive printing and processing • 
Color additive printing • Edge 
Numbering • Cutting Rooms avail¬ 
able • Same day service on Koda 
and B&W reversal dailies 
“Clients throughout the entire 

C world” 

”C Mark of Quality 

COMPLETE 
FILM SERVICES: 

16mm -8mm - Super 8 
Ektachrome processing 

Color and b&w 

Positives and negatives 

Super 8 Magnetic Sound 

Processing - Printing - Editing 
Cutting Rooms - Theater 

Sound Transfer - Sound Stripping 

Super 8 to 16 -16 to 8 or Super 8 

Same day service on film processing 
and work prints 

16 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
For personalized service ask for 
Ed DeRoo or G. Lucien Guenot 
COAST TO COAST SERVICE 

Send for price list 

HOLLYWOOD CINE 
MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES 

1207 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90029 

(213) 466-6683 
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WE! 

THEATRE 
DIRECTORY 

Complete coverage of entire 
entertainment industry. 1973 
edition has all-new format. 
For brochure, call 

Tom Shelden 
1200 Riverside Drive Suite 360 
Burbank, Ca. 91506 
(213) 849-5618 
Published by The H. M. Gousha Co. 
A subsidiary of The Times Mirror Co 

IN FLORIDA IT’S 

WARREN SOUND STUDIOS" 
Complete sound production facilities 

■ Mixing ■ Dubbing ■ Transfer ■ Interlock Screen¬ 
ing Facilities ■ 16 or 35 mm ■ Editing ■ Loc. 
Sound Trucks ■ Westrex, Nagra & RCA Equipment 

35 NE 62nd St. • Miami, Florida 33138 
Telephone: (305) 754-9539 

liRST C0RST MID SOIITHEIISf 
COMPLETE PRODUCTION SERVICES FOR FILMAKERS: 

Equipment rental, screening 
rooms, editing facilities, etc. 

Call: Ervin Melton 

PHD MPT PA 4823 s. TRYON STREET Lnlf-IYILL LU. CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28210 VVI (7Q4 525.3811 

BOLEX ACCESSORIES 
■ 24-Frame Sync. Camera motor—115V 
■ Var. Speed Battery Camera motor—24V 
■ 400-ft. Magazine w/400' counter in camera 
■ Intervaltimer—Range IV2 sec. to 36 min. 
■ Animation motor for new single-frame shaft 

Write for Bolex Accessory Catalog 

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO. 
Dept. A, 340 Newport Blvd., 
 Newport Beach. Calif. 92660 

For the best in quality and service 

RUSSELL FILM 
LABORATORIES 

Complete 16mm Lab 

Color and black & White processing 

Sound recording 

Editing 

Printing 
• 

Titles 
Same day service on Ektachrome 
processing and work prints 

RUSSELL FILM LABORATORIES 
P. O. Box 6938 • Jacksonville, Fla. 32205 

(904) 389-2316 

to lift more than 500 pounds. The 
director also plans to take a look at 
Munich's eating habits, a subject of 
much importance to weight-lifters. 
Perhaps Margulies makes the best 

summation: "We hope these sequences 
will come together in the camera eye to 
give audiences a privileged look at the 
human drama that is too private to be 
seen by most of the spectators actually 
at the Games." 

THE SPECIAL GUEST STAR 

He has been called "The World's 
Greatest Non-Verbal Communicator"— 
France's famous mime Marcel Marceau. 
He is an international star who has 
delighted international audiences. As 
one London theatre critic proclaimed: 
"You can only stare at him, wonder, 
believe and be thankful." The Olympiad 
Film, perhaps ideally suited to the art of 
Marceau's genius, will spotlight him 
performing alone in the vast Olympic 
main stadium. As the only non-athlete 
to appear in the film, he will give his 
impressions on the major Olympic ath¬ 
letic events—his humour in sharp con¬ 
trast to the tense sports background. 

Marcel Marceau began miming in 
1946 and the ensuing years saw the 
creation of BIP—his trademark—a per¬ 
sonality as memorable as Chaplin's "Lit¬ 
tle Tramp". In 1949 Marceau estab¬ 
lished his "Compagnie de Mime" which 
traveled the major theatres in Europe 
and America. He has made many televi¬ 
sion appearances and in America he was 
awarded the television industry's covet¬ 
ed "Emmy". The French Government 
recently honored him with their highest 
award when they made him a "Chevalier 
de la Legion d'Honneur". 

THE CITY 

There has been created in Munich a 
pushbutton world of complicated gad- 
getry. It has been organized, not for 
spacemen, but for earthmen competing 
in the XXth Olympiad. A few miles 
from downtown Munich, an Olympic 
City has risen in a streamlined example 
of Twentieth Century construction. The 
directors and production company of 
Wolper Pictures are housed in the Olym¬ 
pic Village and much of their filming 
takes place in the nearby electronically 
operated arenas of competition. Actual 
photography began even before the first 
runner entered the cheering stadium to 
light the Olympiad torch heralding the 
start of the Games. During the ensuing 
sixteen-day "struggle of men" more 
than fifty camera crews for Wolper 
Pictures have moved in every corner of 
the Olympic complex and in the pic¬ 
turesque streets of the beautiful capital 
city of Bavaria. ■ 

COMPLETE 
FILM SERVICES 

• 35mm Color 
16mm wet gate blow-ups 

to 35mm—fully corrected. 

»35mm to 16mm-16mm to 8mm or Super 8 
• Processing—Printing—Editing 
• Sound Transfer—Sound Striping 

• Super 8 to 16mm 

SAME DAY SERVICE 
24 Hour Processing 
Coast to Coast Service 

Send for Price List 

1138 No. La Brea 
Hollywood, Ca. 90038 
(213)467-1118 

.MERICAN 

FILM INDUSTRIES, INC. 

HOLLYWOOD’S OLDEST 
FILM SCHOOL 
NOW ACCEPTING ENROLLMENTS 

FOR OUR NEXT 

MOTION PICTURE COURSE 
CAMERAS • SOUND RECORDING 
LIGHTING • EDITING • EFFECTS 
COMPOSITION • SCRIPTING • ETC. 

DAY OR EVENING CLASSES-ENROLLMENT LIMITED 

IDAISHSTY ROUZER 

STUDIO 
7022 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, California 90038 
Request Brochure HC (213) 936-2494 

in Boston: complete 16mm 
production services 

■ sound transfers 
■ production crews 
■ editing services and facilities 
■ sound equipment rentals 
■ repair service for professional 

equipment 

Also—manufacture and sales of motion 
picture equipment: 

■ microphone cables, sync cables 
■ crystal sync generators 
■ slating systems 
■ Sennheiser and E-V microphones . 
■ custom engineering of equipment 

for special applications 

Stuart R. Cody Co. 
24 Dane St., Somerville (Boston) 
Mass. 02143. Phone 617-666-4540. 

■ ID ■ 
■   ■ 
■ JtrC ■ 
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BUY-SELL-SWAP HERE 
STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. 

ARRIFLEX 2C, tv glass, 4 magazines, vari- 
speed 16v motor, 2 16v batteries and cables, 
Cooke lenses 18.5-25-32-50-75mm, Kilar 90 
macro with Arri adapter, 25-250 Angenieux, 
motorized, 40-400 tele-extender, zoom sup¬ 
port, assorted filters, proxars, Sachler-Wolf 
gyro head, standard, baby legs, spreaders, high 
hat, high hat adapter, Fiberbilt cases. $8,000. 
MITCHELL R-35, tv glass vari-speed llOv 
motor, bridge plate, zoom support, 2 1000 ft. 
magazines, Mitchell cases, 2 Super Baltar 
lenses 50-75mm, Kilar 90 macro with Mitchell 
adapter. $6,500. RICHARD SCHREIBMAN, 
57-49 Granger Street, Corona, New York 
11368 (212) 592-4760 after 6. 

STILL HAVE 600 400ft. Rolls Tri-X Type 
5233 35mm Panchro negative raw stock, core 
wound, dated 9/69 ASA 320 Excellent cond. 
Must sell!! 1-20 rolls $7.50 each 20-up $5.00 
+ shipping. JOHN DAVID HARTUNG, Rt. 11 
Box 552, Olympia, WA. 98502 (206) 
943-8893 

TAKITA 16mm to Super 8mm Optical Re¬ 
duction Printer with freeze frame and auto¬ 
matic torque takeups. Value over $15,000. 
Rebuilt and guaranteed like new $8995. 
TELANIMA 16mm, Regular, Super-8 liquid 
magnetic film stripping machine. Value over 
$10,000. “Excellent Used.” $4995. TELAN¬ 
IMA 16/35 negative jet spray film cleaning 
machine. Value over $4000. “Excellent 
Used.” $2495. BELL & HOWELL 35mm 
Model DC printer with super-hi lamphouse. 
Excellent Condition $2495. BELL & HOW¬ 
ELL 16mm Model J with 300w hi-intensity 
lamphouse, “Good Used” $2995. We Buy- 
Sell-Trade-Repair-Service-Modify all types 
professional motion picture equipment. 
CINECRAFT INTERNATIONAL, INC. 11 
Caesar Place, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 (201) 
939-0875. 

ARRIFLEX 35mm CAMERAS and MAGA¬ 
ZINE SALE 

If you can use Extra magazines, 480’, 400', 
200’—camera body—motor—lenses—write us 
your needs—We recently bought a large Arri 
35 inventory and can offer very attractive 
prices for good, clean Arriflex equipment. 
Also have 16mm Arri equipment available 
now. 

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE 
1612 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

ARRIFLEX 35mm 2C. Complete sync pack¬ 
age with three prime lenses. Immaculate 
$2550. PHILIP DOSSICK (212) 429-4065 

ARRIFLEX 35mm old but working, 4 lenses, 
magazines; Model 9 3 lenses; Eyemo 3 lenses; 
Best offer over $1,000. Call BETTY at (213) 
485-2631. 

CANON SCOOPIC demonstrator $795. Fold¬ 
ing shoulder pods, new $55. GORDON YO¬ 
DER, INC. 2840 Reward Lane, Dallas, Texas 
75220. 

NAGRA 4.2 recorder with crystal and every 
other available accessory. Perfect. $2,200. 
PHILIP DOSSICK (212) 429-4065. 

ACME 35mm Animation camera, $2,500. 
Acme process matte projector $3,500. Acme 
animation stand $1,750. Moviola 35mm pre¬ 
view-picture and sound $695. Stencil Hoff¬ 
man stand $1,495. Sickles filmstrip-slide 
stand $1,995. DePue 16/35mm optical printer 
$3,500. Mitchell 35mm camera $2,250. 
16mm Maurer optical recorder. UNIVERSI¬ 
TY SUPPLIERS, 225 W. Ohio, Chicago, III. 
60610 (312) 467-6457. 

HOUSTON Lab-Master processor; negative, 
positive, reversal; 16mm; $1000. Can ship. 
ROBERT SAJDAK, 2538 N. Stowell, Milwau¬ 
kee, Wise. 53211. (414) 964-6386 

SYNC BEEP-1/4 inch tape prerecorded with 
high-level 1000 eye. tone, backed with special 
pressure-sensitive adhesive for quickly affixing 
visual and audible sync indication on any 
magnetic film or tape. Industry-wide accept¬ 
ance. Send $2.50 cash, check or money order 
for postpaid packet containing 20 strips total¬ 
ing 100 35mm frames. D. P. UPTON CO., 
P.O. BOX 5052, Tucson, Arizona 85 703. 

ZEISS Moviescope Owners—New Viewer head 
almost doubles picture size, makes bulb re¬ 
placement easy $60.00 UNIVERSITY SUP¬ 
PLIERS, 225 West Ohio Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60610. (312) 467-6457. 

Auricon Pro 600 2-400 ft. mags magnetic and 
optical, Amps, tripods, extras $2995. FILM 
ASSISTANCE, 1946 N.E. 151 St. Miami Fla. 
33162 

COMPLETE, blimped ARRI-35 outfit 
$11,500. Arri I IC/Techniscope body, motor 
$2,500. B&H 2709 w/Hi-speed shuttles, acces¬ 
sories $3,900. Wall-35 w/access. $500. Eclair 
16/35mm CM-3 package $3,200. Eclair CM-3, 
35mm $1,600. Ceco heavy duty tripod, fric¬ 
tion head, Dolly $475. Eclair NPR package 
$4,500. Arri-BL package $6,500. Arri-S out¬ 
fit, 3-lenses $2,500. Arri-S outfit, 12-120mm 
zoom $3,200. Auricons: Super-1200, 12- 
120mm zoom $2,900. Pro-600 Reflex 
$2,200. Conversion $1,600. Cine-Voice outfit 
$750. Bolex Rex-5 Reflex outfit $1,900. 
Rex-5 Reflex, 12-120mm $950. Kodak Cine 
Special I w/access. $475. Angenieux 12- 
120mm, Arri mount $800. Angenieux 12- 
120mm, 7Vz” finder $950. Pan Cinor 17- 
85mm, C-mount, focusing finder $395. Leo- 
Pod $95. TV camera with monitor $350. 
Frezzi pack $250. Magnasync 2-case 17mm 
recorder $1,500. Stellavox SP-7 $1,200. Nag- 
ra IV-L $1,600. Nagra III $995. Edit bench 
w/rewinds $195. Custom Moviola 16/35/ 
35/17.5mm $2,300. Reduction printer 
16mm/Super-8mm $2,500. B&H “D” printer 
$2,500. B&H “J” printer $3,500. Allen B&W 
16/35mm processor $2,500. Rivas 35-splicer 
$95. Siemens projector, gov. motor $1,800. 
Kodak Analyst proj. $295. Ask for Free 
catalog. Trades Accepted. COMQUIP, INC. 
366 S. Maple Ave., Glen Rock, N.J. 07452 
(201) 444-3800 

UHLER CCJ 16mm motion picture printer— 
prints picture only—sound only or picture and 
sound together $895. fob. J. GRIMES, 2605 
James St., Baltimore, MD. 21230 (301) 
644-5454 

BLUE BACKING TRAVELING MATTES 
NEW inexpensive method of combining by 
DENNIS GLOUNER, Cinematographer. Used 
for “Marooned” by “Butler-Glouner, Inc.” 
Combining, consultation and instruction. Free 
to travel. P.O. Box 1950. Studio City, CA., 
91604 (213) 271-4162. 

WIDE RANGE of motion picture equipment 
surplus to our needs available, including cam¬ 
eras, lenses, processors and projectors. Write 
for complete equipment listing. CINELAB, 
P.O. Box 533, Springdale, Ark 72764. 

4-WHEEL NCE Hydro Dolly, $1,895; 35mm 
Magnasync Moviola W/1.35T film timer, 
$1,995.; 4 head #505 picture sync (Ediole) 
$895.; 2K Softlite w/diffuser and stand, 
$175.; Moviola rewind with extra spring lock 
and end supports. Guillotine splicer and as¬ 
sorted aluminum split reels $350.; 2 Electro- 
Voice mikes, windscreens and shock mounts., 
$550. RANDOLPH OGDEN, 9810 Florida 
Blvd., Baton Rouge, La. 70815, (504) 
927-4820 

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE: 16mm equipment; 
Bell & Howell projector, viewers, rewinds, 
splicers, 3-gang synchronizer; misc. lenses, 
meters, tripods, stands, dolly; 8mm projectors 
(212) 683-8358. 

CINE SPECIAL I and II Owners—new one 
lens “C” mount turret plate ideal for heaviest 
Zoom lens $125. Animation motor for Cine 
Special $295. UNIVERSITY SUPPLIERS, 
225 West Ohio Street, Chicago, III 60610. 
(312) 467-6457 

AMPEX 440B Recorder V2” tape, 4-track 
console model cost $5500, never used, $4000. 
Custom Moviola with interlock and search 
head, 2 Magnasync 2200 interlock recorders, 
interlock attachment for Bolex, Magnasync 
generator, interlock control panel. All unused 
in original packing. Cost $12,400 sell $8500. 
Library of opera tapes in new condition. 
Would consider trade for Kem Editor. Private 
sale Box 104A Rte. 1, Carmel, Calif. 93921 or 
(408) 624-2985. 

I’VE got this dang 12’ crane sitting in my 
back yard, and Jane says, “Get that thing out 
of here!” Got $3000 in it, take less, make an 
offer. I’ll send a picture. JULIAN COLE, 
3604 Woodmont Blvd., Nashville, Tenn 
37215 

BELL & HOWELL 70 HR will take magazine, 
sync motor, 17-85 focusing Pan cinor, Linhof 
tripod mint condition $775. J. C. 
MEAGHER, 16755 Parthenia, Sepulveda, CA 
91343. (213) 894-2551 

EDITING TABLE. High-speed horizontal film 
assembly tables complete with heavy duty 
reversible variable speed controlled torque 
motors. Two or four plate models. Splicing 
and work area. Beautiful equipment 26” x 
45” eye ease green Formica with aluminum 
legs and vinyl covered casters. Goes through 
most doorways. Can be adapted as editor with 
synchronous motors, sprockets, viewer, sound 
modules. Large 8x10 viewing on bright fresnel 
unbreakable screen. Small custom fabrication 
operation makes low prices available to you. 
Table expandable to 2 pic-2 sound. 1 pic-3 
sound. Two-plate $375. Four-plate $650. This 
unit handles both 16 and 35mm reels or on 
core, including Panavision ratio. For 16mm 
only deduct $20. (2) or $40. (4) Details R. D. 
GARDNER, 2807 St. Paul St., Baltimore, 
MD. 21218. (301) 243-8750 after 6 p.m. 

CINE SPECIAL cameras, 100 ft. mags, acces¬ 
sories, new parts. Write: R. W. MITCHELL, 
Stone Mountain, Ga 30383. 

AURICON Pro 600 w.o. lens, two 600 ft. 
magazines, sync motor, power cable, camera 
case. Like new. WILLIAM BIRCH, Chicago, 
III. (312) 527-2135 

ECLAIR NPR, two mags, sync pulse, auto¬ 
clapper, 12-volt motor, battery belt, camera 
case, mag. case $6700. (215) 483-1318. 

One AURICON SUPER 1200, Model CM74C, 
16mm double system camera, Serial #32308, 
1200’ mag, extra door, B&L Baltar 100mm 
F2:3, Berthoit SOM Lytar 25mm Fl:8, 
Angenieux 50mm Fl:5, $1750. Custom-built 
horizontal filmstrip animation stand including 
B&H 2709 Camera, two 50mm F2:3 lens, 
single frame motor, electronic timer, 400’ 
mag, $1750. Two Voice of the Theater (A-7) 
speakers each $275. One Ampex, portable 2 
track V4” recorder, Model 350P in portable 
cases, $900. Three, Bogen, MTA 30 transistor¬ 
ized amplifiers each $85. Two Mole Richard¬ 
son, 2KW spot, head, stand and barn doors 
each $100. Two 1500W follow spots, Grand 
lighting w/rolling stands, colored gels and 
shipping cases each $190. Two Dage, 91 
series, B&W TV cameras w/polarity reversing 
swtiches and shipping cases each $1000. An 
Amphicon B&W TV projector, Model 220, 
complete with shipping case, $1325. Two 
Panasonic CCTV, B&W TV cameras, Model 
WV-033P each $195. Write for complete list 
of used equipment for sale. TELECINE FILM 
STUDIOS, INC., 100 S. Northwest Highway, 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068. (312) 823-1418 

RATES: Ads set in lightface type 40tf per word. Minimum ad, $4.00. Text set in 
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 50tf per word. 
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower- 

case) $4.00 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial 
Office, American Cinematographer, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms 
close 1st of month preceding date of issue. 
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STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. WANTED 

FILM Cleaning Machines, Richards Model 
CT-1 IB (5), ultrasonic, roll film 70mm—9V2”, 
never used, $2,500. Cinema Beaulieu 
4000ZM, Super-8 Zoom, like new, $540. 
Kinoptic Tegea 9.8mm lens, Arri mount, 
$450., film splicers, 16mm Griswold R-3, very 
good $20. Camart TV car with head, $850. 
Spots, 750-5000 watt, send for prices. 
BOMZE PHOTO, 7 E. 19th St., New York, 
N.Y. 10003, (212) 982-1270. 

ARRI-16BL 2-400’ magazines, 12-120 Ange- 
nieux matte box, battery, regular and offset 
finders, handle, Arri body brace, 85 filter, 
Arri case, Arri record module, amplifier, etc. 
Excellent condition. $6500, complete. 
GEORGE MEYER, R.R. #4, Bloomington, 
III. 61701 (309) 828-2711 after 6:00 PM 

FOR SALE. KEM Universal Editing Table. 3 
pictures, 2 sound, all modules in 16mm 
format $7,500. Call DAVID GREAVES (212) 
586-7710 

POSITIVELY MINT SPECIALS 
16mm Rex V with 12-120 Angenieux F2.2 

$1095.00 
Pathe DS8-BTL with 8-64 Angenieux Zoom 
FI.9 475.00 
16mm Rex V with No. 80 Vario Switar 
16-100 POE-4, F1.9, New 1195.00 
16mm RCA Sound Projector 295.00 
16mm H-16 Reflex III with three Bolex 
Lenses: 25mm, 10mm, 75mm 575.00 
Bolex H-8 Reflex with 12.5mm Macro Switar 
FI.3, 36mm Macro Switar F1.4 and Octom- 
eter 275.00 
16mm Filmo 70 DE with FI.9 and Objective 
Finder 199.50 
16mm Cine Kodak K-100 Turrett with three 
Lenses and Objective Finders 399.50 
16mm Kodak Pageant 8K5 Sound Projector 

325.00 
16mm Bolex EBM units—write for overall 
Helix low prices. 
16mm Beaulieu R16B Auto & R16B (PZ) 
units—write or call for Helix low prices. 
Beaulieu 4008ZM2 8/64 Super 8, while they 
last, new 581.00 
Leicina Super 8 while they last, new 379.50 
400mm Kilfitt Sport Model F:4 with Nikon 
Mount, as is, lens works perfect 275.00 
400mm Leitz Telyt F:5 295.00 
50/300mm Auto Nikkor Zoom F4.5, like new 

475.00 
85/250mm Auto Nikkor Zoom F:4, like new 

325.00 
500mm Russian Reflex F:8 with filters, 
wooden case 174.50 
16mm Bauer P-6 Sound Projector, perfect 

750.00 
500mm F:8 Tele Tessar Hasselblad Lens, 

775.00 
16mm Zeiss Moviscope Viewer, Sale, New 

148.50 
Arriflex 16-S Blimp, like new 1500.00 
#80 Vario Switar 16/100 POE F1.9 CMT/4’ 

685.00 
16mm B&H Filmosound Utility 2 case model, 
good 225.00 
Arri S Barney 75.00 
Siemens 16/16 Variable Speed Motor 1575.00 
Tandberg 11/1-PSync Recorder 395.00 
16mm Eiki Stoh, Auto Thread, Excellent 

425.00 
What have you to trade? Phone, write Direc¬ 
tor of Sales, SELWYN S. SCHWARTZ, 
HELIX CAMERA LTD., “Pro Shop to the 
Industry”, 679 N. Orleans, Chicago, III. 
60610 (312) 944-4400. Major bank cards 
accepted. 

TRIPLE HEAD OPTICAL PRINTER built 
1967. Mechanical and electronic drive—both 
lenses have lateral and vertical moves to 
10,000th. Double 500 foot magazines on each 
head. Excellent for blue-backing traveling 
mattes. Price $25,000. Pictures on request. 
BUTLER-GLOUNER, INC., 1438 North 
Gower St., Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 
462-7080 

WANTED 

CASH waiting for your used film editing or 
projection equipment. What have you got to 
sell? Write, phone or stop in. LAUMIC CO., 
INC. 35 West 45th Street, New York, New 
York, 10036, Ask for Ted Powers (212) 
586-7666. 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGE¬ 
MENT AND CIRCULATION. (Act of August 
12, 1970: Section 3685, Title 39, United 
States Code) 

1. Title of Publication: AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER. 

2. Date of Filing, September 26, 1972. 
3. Frequency of issue: 12 Times a Year. 
4. Location of known Office of Publica¬ 

tion: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood, 
California 90028. 

5. Location of the Headquarters or Gen¬ 
eral Business Offices of the Publishers: Same 
as 4. 

6. Names and addresses of Publisher, Edi¬ 
tor and Managing Editor. Publisher: A.S.C. 
Holding Corporation, 1782 North Orange 
Drive, Hollywood, California 90028; Editor: 
Herb A. Lightman, Same as above. 

7. Owner (if owned by a corporation, its 
name and address must be stated and also 
immediately thereunder the names and ad¬ 
dresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 
percent or more of total amount of stock. If 
not owned by a corporation, the names and 
addresses of the individual owners must be 
given. If owned by a partnership or other 
unincorporated firm, its name and address, as 
well as that of each individual must be given). 
A.S.C. HOLDING CORPORATION, 1782 
North Orange Drive, Hollywood, California 
90028. 

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and 
other Security Holders owning or holding 1 
percent or more of total amount of Bonds, 
Mortgages or other Securities: None. 

9. For optional completion by publishers 
mailing at the regular rates (Section 132.121, 
Postal Service Manual). 39 U. S. C. 3626 
provides in pertinent part: “No person who 
would have been entitled to mail matter 
under former section 4359 of this title shall 
mail such matter at the rates provided under 
this subsection unless he files annually with 
the Postal Service a written request for 
permission to mail matter at such rates.” 

In accordance with the provisions of this 
statute, I hereby request permission to mail 
the publication named in Item 1 at the 
reduced postage rates presently authorized by 
39 U. S. C. 3626. 

(Signature and title of editor, publisher, 
business manager, or owner): 

Herb A. Lightman, 
Editor 

10. For completion by nonprofit organi¬ 
zations authorized to mail at special rates 
(Section 132.122, Postal Manual). (Check 
one): The purpose, function, and nonprofit 
status of this organization and the exempt 
status for Federal income tax purposes: Have 
not changed during preceding 12 months; 
Have changed during preceding 12 months; (If 
changed, publisher must submit explanation of 
change with this statement.) 

11. Extent and nature of circulation. A. 
Total No. copies printed (Net Press Run): 
Average No. copies each issue during preced¬ 
ing 12 months, 17,000; Actual number of 
copies of single issue published nearest to 
filing date, 18,550. B. Paid circulation: 1. 
Sales through dealers and carriers, street 
vendors and counter sales: Average No. copies 
each issue during preceding 12 months 2,910; 
Actual number of copies of single issue 
published nearest to filing date, 3,730. 2. Mail 
subscriptions: Average No. copies each issue 
during preceding 12 months, 12,277; Actual 
number of copies of single issue published 
nearest to filing date, 13,276. C. Total paid 
circulation: Average No. copies each issue 
during preceding 12 months, 15,187; Actual 
number of copies of single issue published 
nearest to filing date, 17,006. D. Free distri¬ 
bution by mail, carrier or other means: 1. 
Samples, complimentary, and other free cop¬ 
ies; Average No. copies each issue during 
preceding 12 months, 1,200; Actual number 
of copies of single issue published nearest to 
filing date, 1,044. 2. Copies distributed to 
news agents, but not sold; Average No. copies 
each issue during preceding 12 months, 0; 
Actual number of copies of single issue 
published nearest to filing date, 0. E. Total 
distribution (Sum of C and D): Average No. 
Copies each issue during preceding 12 
months, 16,387; Actual number of copies of 
single issue published nearest to filing date, 
18,050. F. Office use, left-over, unaccounted, 
spoiled after printing. Average No. copies 
each issue during preceding 12 months, 613; 
Actual number of copies of single issue 
published nearest to filing date, 500. G. Total 
(Sum of E & F—should equal net press run 
shown in A); Average No. copies each issue 
during preceding 12 months, 17,000; Actual 
number of copies of single issue published 
nearest to filing date 18,550. 

I certify that the statements made by me 
above are correct and complete. 

(Signature of editor, publisher, business 
manager, or owner): 

Herb A. Lightman, 
Editor 

WANTED: 16mm Focusing anamorphic lens¬ 
es: Bolex anamorphot 16/32/1.5x (Moeller) 
or Kowa, 8Z (2x) or what have you? State 
price, condition, mount. G. ROSE, 6319 
Castle Place, Falls Church, VA 22044 

SITUATIONS AVAILABLE 

Director and complete experienced freelance 
production management, equipment package, 
and crew for low-budget action-Western to be 
shot in Southwest or Calif. Send resume of 
qualifications and references to Rick Endel- 
son, BALLAD PRODUCTIONS, room 1893, 
600 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10022. (212) 
758-4775. 

RENTALS 
2 “AUDIO” Hi-band radio mikes. Rentals 
(213) 454-1594 or GR2-7280. 

STEENBECKS 16 stroke, 35mm, for rent in 
U.S. or Canada. Lowest rates. (416) 
920-3495. 

MOVIOLA Console film editing machine. 
Day, Week & Monthly rentals. Lease-purchase 
plans available to fit your budget. LAUMIC 
CO., INC. 35 West 45th St., New York 
10036, Ask for Ted Powers (212) 586-7666. 

ECLAIR 16/Super 16 for rent 4 mags. 
12-120, etc. 1/2 normal rental price. PETER 
AARON, 677 Madison Ave., New York 
10021 (212) 486-0019 

SERVICES AVAILABLE 

EDITOR available, large or small films in 
Toronto; office 864-1440, res., 921-2254 or 
write VINCE HATHERLEY, 92 Croft St., 
Toronto 4, Ont. Canada. 

GORDON YODER, INC. builds a 15 oz. 
magnetic amplifier for Cine Voice. 

STUART NEUMAN will work hard for next 
to nothing! N.Y.U. film student desires occa¬ 
sional professional grip work in the New York 
area. Has previous professional experience and 
references. Creative and eager! 5 University 
Place, Room 908, New York, 10003, (212) 
598-3303 and leave message. 

GORDON YODER, INC. gives 48 hour service 
on Filmo and Auricon filter slots. Also quick 
service on Auricon and Filmo repairs. 

GORDON YODER, INC. repairs all types of 
conversions. 

PLANNING to film in Alaska? Let us assist 
you with your film ideas and keep budget 
costs down. CINEMA ALASKA PRODUC¬ 
TIONS, Box 646, Juneau, Alaska 99801 
(907) 596-2249 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Free from GORDON YODER, INC. 1 set 
zoom see rings, 1 sunshade and 1 series 9 glass 
filter with every 12 to 120 zoom we sell. 

MAJOR PRODUCTION COMPANY WANTS 
YOUR FILM. Must be 16mm color. Adven¬ 
ture-Exploration. Completed film 30 minutes 
or longer. Additional outs desirable. Contact 
P.O. Box 431 North Hollywood, Calif. 91603. 
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“Frezzi-Cordless”" professional 16mm 
TVnewsfilm single/double system 
sound cameras are ready-to-roll. 

Features famous 
BACH AURICON 
movement. 

Our standard 16mm TV newsfilm camera features the 
"Frezzi-Cordless"™ internal power system. Used by all 
major TV newsfilm operations. The camera is rugged, 
completely portable and operates everywhere from its 
internal power system or external 120 volt AC line or 
external DC battery. Sync operation with integral crystal- 
controlled module. Shoots single or double system 
sound with ease. 
Special TV Newsfilm Package Price includes: "Frezzi- 
Cordless"™ Camera, Angenieux AVB 12-120mm zoom 
lens (specify finder), 400-foot magazine, spare battery, 
data rings, filters, amplifier and accessories, and custom¬ 
ized carrying case. 

For information and prices on the "Frezzi-Cordless"™ 
Camera and accessories see your professional motion 
picture supply dealer or write or phone James J. Craw¬ 
ford, Vice-President Engineering. 

(Your present conversion can be made "Frezzi-Cordless"™ 
by FREZZOLINI; for details write, phone Mr. Crawford) 

Frezzolini's "Frezzi-Cordless"™ 
conversion features an 
internal battery that runs 
Eight 400-foot rolls without 
plugging in its power cord. 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

General Research Laboratories 
DIVISION OF 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St., Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 

PHONE: (201)427-1160 



How many copies of your 
16mm or 35mm films, 

35mm slides or film strips, 
2" videotape or %" video cassettes 

do you need yesterday? 

lOOO 
5,000 

l O, OOO 

ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING 
FOR BLACK AND WHITE 

COLOR-CORRECT® 

has the people, the world's finest equipment 
and the capacity to turn out copies Fast . . . 
Fast . . . Fast. At America's lowest prices. 

Write, wire or call for quotes TODAY! 

COLOR-CORRECT® 

65 K Street, Northeast, Washington, D.C. 20002 202/783-2700 

World’s Most Sophisticated Video Tape and Film Laboratories 


